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Program evaluation and analysis are two closely re
lated technologies that can be used together or sepa
rately. Program evaluation measures program results. 
It covers such activities as reviewing or developing ob
jectives, reviewing or developing evaluation criteria, 
collecting data. synthesizing data, drafting reports. and 
implementing Nsults. Program analysis concer:1S the 
design or new programs or redesign of old ones. It 
covers such act!vities as selecting issues, defining prob
lems. defining or redefining objectives, establishing 
evaluation criteria. generating program alternatives. es
timating costs and effectiveness. studying feasibility, 
drafting reports, and implementing results. 

This document is the Technical Guide portion of a 
four-part communications package. As such, it is a 
step-by-step procedural guide to the tools and techniques 
of program evaluation and analysis, written for admin
i~trators. analysts, and other staff who will directly con· 
duct program evaluations and analyses. The Guide 
describes each task and step in detl\:i1, presents selected 
dOCtm1entation. and provides options for adapting many 
steps to, local conditions. The other three parts of the 
communications package consist of: 

Program Evaluation and Analysis: All Executive Sum
mary-A short overview written for eJected officials 
and chief executives that describes the rationale for " 
using program evaluation and analysis to support the 
decision-making process and covers the package or
ganization. content. and scope. 

Program -Evaluation lind Analysis: A Management Re
port for State and Local Govemmellts-A someWhat 
longer document, written for chief exccutives and 
senior administrators. that explains how to plan, (lJ' 

ganize. staff. implement. and monitor a prow~,m 
evaluation and review effort and outlines the t;~.istjng 
techniques described ill the Technical Guide! 

Program Evaluation alld AnalysiS Training ?'rogram
Regional work5hops for state and Joc.;;: government 
practitioners interested in irnpJemcntiHg the concepts 
or techniques documented in the Management Report 
and Technical Guide:. conduct"d by PTI staff person
nel, plus on-site technical ftsf;istance to a limited num
ber of jurisdictions., 

Tire v;ew,!,', conclusions alld recommendations in this 
report are those of.tl'ri! collfractor, wllo is solely respon
sible for the accuracy alld completeness of all il1/or11lel
lion herein. The contents of this report do Jlot reflect 
necessarily. tire official views and policies, expressed or 
implied. 0/ the Department of HOI/sing and Urban De
velopment 01' the United StatL's Government. 
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City, county, and State governments are finding it in
creasingly difficult to balance their budgets as rising 
co~ts a~d s~rvic~ demands continue to outstrip revenues. 
ThIS SJ~llatlOn I11creases the importance and difficulty 
of maklllg resource allocation decisions for publIc pro
!;rams, Such decisions can be considerably improved if 
local officiuls have better information on the effective
ness of cxisting and proposed programs. 

To help provide this type of assistance to local and 
S~ate governments, the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, Office of Policy Development and 
Research has provided financial and technk:al support 
to P ... :'Iic Technology, Inc. (PTI), to develop this pro
cedural guide on. the use of program evaluation and 
program analysis. The guide is based on research funded 
by the HUD Office of Policy Development and Re
search, plus other work done by city, county, and State 
governments and by universities. 
. PTI's Technology Exchange Program, which is par

tIally sponsored by the Office of Policy Development 
and Research's Division of Product Dissemination and 
Transfer, prepared this guide. The Technology Exchange 
engages in five basic activities that were employed in 
developing this guide: 

Problem Description. The Program actively encourages 
the participation of city, county, and State govern
ment representatives in defining common, high
priority problems, 

Information Collection. The Program works systemati
cally to acquire information about innovative tech
niques applicable to the problems defined by State 
and local government practitioners. 

Product Engineering. The Program works to translate, 
synthesize, and assemble promi~ing ideas, concepts, 
methods, and procedures into user-oriented products. 

Package Production. The Program then produces the 
communication tools needed to support tran~fer ac
tivities including an Executive Summary, a Manage
ment Report, Technical Reports, anr a Training 
Package. 

Information Dissemination and Technical Assistance. 
The Program works to actively encourage awareness, 
interest, evaluation, and adoption of the innovative 
techniques by city, county, and State governments. 

The Technology Exchange Program does not engage 
in research and development, but rather works to pull 
together available information about existing techniques 
and to place this information in the hands of the State 
or local practitioner in an easy-ta-use form, Thus, this 
guide does not purport to present new research; it is a 
synthesis of existing techniques, a guide to what is now 
known about program evaluation and program analysis. 
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This Technical Guide is part of a package of tools 
designed to assist State and local governments; the com~ 
plete communication package consists of four parts: 

Program Evaluation alld Analysis: All Executive Sum
mary-A brief overview written for elected officials 
and chief executives that describes the rationale for 
using program evaluation and analysis to support ~he 
decision-making process and covers the package or
ganization, content, and scope. 

Program Evaluation and Analysis: A Management Re
port for State alld Local Goverllments-A somewhat 
longer document, written for chief executives and 
senior administrators, that explains how to plan, or
ganize, staff, implement, and monitor a program 
evaluation and review effort and outlines the existing 
techniques described in the Technical Guide. 

Program Evaluation alld Analysis: A Technical Guide 
For State and Local Govel'1lmellts-A procedural 
guide to the tools and techniques of program evalua
tiort and analysis, written for administrators, analysts, 
and other staff who wilI directly conduct program 
evaluations and analyses. The Guide describes each 
task and step in detail, presents selected documentu
tion, and provides options for adapting many steps to 
local conditions. 

Program Evaluation alld Analysis Training Program
Regional workshops for State and local government 
practitioners interested in implementing the concepts 
or techniques documented in the Management Report 
and Technical Guide, conducted by PTI staff per
sonnel, plus on-site technicld assistance to a limited 
number of jurisdictions, 

State and local government officials may address in-
quiries concerning any of the above to: 

Program Evaluation 
Public Technology, Inc. 
1140 Connecticut Avenue, N .W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 
(202) 452-7700 
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This Technical Guide is written for assistant city or 
county managers, administrative assistants or interns, 
and management or budget analysts responsible for con
ducting program evaluations or analyses. The guide 
assumes that such users have certain basic analytical 
skills hut no specific experience with program evalua
tion and analysis. Within this context, the Guide docu
ments a process for addressing whether a particular 
government program is producing the desired results 
and for determining the most effective and efficient way 
to allocate resources for improved future performance. 

PROBLEM OVERVIEVV 
State and local governments are finding it increasingly 

difficult. to balance their budgets because costs are in
creasing at a faster rate than revenues. This situation 
results in large part from inflated costs for labor, ma
terials, and equipment; public demands for expanded, 
improved, or additional services; employee demands for 
higher pay, shorter hours, or additional fringe benefits; 
lower tax revenues due to a depressed local economy; 
delays in real estate reassessments; and public resistance 
to higher taxes coupled with inflation. 

Public administrators have several alternatives avail
able to them in dealing with this squeeze: (1) improve 
effectiveness, (2) improve efficiency, (3) decrease ex
penditures, (4) increase tax revenues, or (5) combine 
two or more of these alternatives. Program evaluation 
and analysis are management-oriented tools designed to 
help public administrators with the first two alternatives 
-(1) improve program effectiveness and (2) improve 
program efficiency. 

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 
Program evaluation and analysis are two closely 

related technologies that can be used together or sepa
rately. Program evaluation measures program effec
tiveness. It involves reviewing objectives, reviewing 
evaluation criteria, collecting data, synthesizing data, 
drafting reports, and implementing results. Program 
analysis concerns the design of new programs or re
design of old ones. It involves selecting programs, 
defining problems, defining or redefining objectives, 
establishing evaluation criteria, generating program al
ternatives, estimating costs and' effectiveness, studying 
feasibility, drafting reports, and implementing results. 

The two technologies presented here are complemen
tary. Evaluation provides information on the impact of 
existing government efforts and highlights areas that 
need improvement. Analysis can then be employed to 
help determine the most effective form for those im
provements to take. After program improvements have 
been implemented, evaluation is once again needed to 
assess their success and the cycle begins again. The 
cycle can also begin with program analysis used to 
determine the best way to institute a totally new pro
gram, followed by evaluation of the program activities. 
While evaluation and analysis can be used separately, 
the payoff is greatly increased by using both processes 
together. 
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For the purposes of this Guide, the two technologies 
can be understood as comprising a single process. Fig
ure 1 presents a schematic diagram showing the major 
tasks in the program evaluation and analysis process. 
For simplicity and clarity, the diagram does not attempt 
to show all of the possible decision points and feedback 
loops in the evaluation/ analysis process. For example, 
difficulties in data collection (Task 6 or 9) could easily 
force a revision of the project workplan (Task 2). 

Program evaluation and analysis can be viewed as: 

A structured process for staff personnel to follow in 
situations where the public administrator needs better 
information for decision making, 

A structured process for determining whether a par
ticular program is producing desired results or effects, 

A rational methpd for designing a new program or re
designing an old one to efficiently produce desired 
results or effects, and 

A method for helping program managers diagnose dif
ficulties and make improvements in their operations. 

Program evaluation and analysis attempt to answer 
questions <,bout the effectiveness and efficiency of gov
ernment programs by identifying quantifiable indicators 
of program performance. Naturally, some programs 
(such as street maintenance, refuse collection and vehi
cle maintenance) lend themselves quite readily to this 
approach, while others (such as recreation, library 
services, and welfare programs) are much more difficult 
to quantify. Social action programs often have vague 
or ill-defined goals and objectives that span many years. 
While evaluation and analysis can provide meaningful 
information on such programs, these types of programs 
will usually require greater experience and technical 
capabilities than many jurisdictions will have when they 
first undertake program evaluation and analysis. 

Successful evaluation and analysis depends on: 

The existence of, or the ability to formulate meaningful 
goals, objectives, and evaluation criteria for public 
programs; 

The ability to measure program effectiveness through 
the collection and interpretation of data; 

The willingness of public officials to support the process 
by basing resource allocation decisions on the results 
of evaluation and analysis; and 

The commitment on the part of local officials to imple
ment the recommendations of evaluation and analysis 
projects. 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS 
Program evaluation and analysis offers several poten

tial benefits to city and county governments: 

Elected officials, chief executives, and public adminis
trators benefit by having better information to aid 
their decision making, ·thus giving them greater con
fidence in those decisions; 

Program agency personnel have the opportunity to ex
amine and influence the future direction of their pro' 
gram, as well as benefit from an outside view of the 
program that will help them gain a fresh perspectil-l\-'. 

The public benefits by receiving more effective Bl1· f, Co:, ,

cient government services for their tax dol\a.r~ f\nd 



Figure 1. THE PROGRAM EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS PROCESS. The diagram below summarizeI' ,:'Ie 12 major tasks in 
the program evaluation and analysis process. Note that both processes have common beginni"li1 and ending tasks and 
that the process is cyclical. To maintC!in clarity, the diagram does not attempt to show all of thd possible decision paints 
and feedback loops in the process. 
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All parties benefit from tll0 valuable insights into gov
ernment programs gain;~d from examination of a pro
gram and its basic V',.mises. 

ORGANIZATT(Y . AL REQUIREMENTS 
A prognw1.' uluation or analysis project, as outlined 

in this Technical Guide, can be undertaken by a single 
analy~t v' wJ(ing either full- or part-time. Jurisdictions 
nC:~' '. ' ,:valuation and analysis are not likely to assign 
"~,(-: inan one staff to an initial effort. 

rhe analyst should be a generalist with analytical 
ability-analytical ability being defined as the ability to 
ask the right questions. A college degree in business 
administration, industrial engineering, public adminis
tration, or any number of fields is very helpful, but not 
essential, as is some experience in government opera
tions. A background in statistics is valuable. The analyst 
should also be inquisitive, resourceful, and open-minded 
enough to ask the type of questions that assume nothing 
is given. Above-average verbal ,and written communica
tions skills are very important. The analyst bears the 
responsibility of doing most of the actual work of data 
collection, synthesis, and report writing. A good can
didate might be a budget or management analyst, a 
planner, or an administrative intern. 

Even when a project is formally assigned to a single 
individual, project success requires broader involvement 
and cooperation, Top management supervision ensures 
that the evaluation or analysis effort effectively addresses 
management needs. Good liaison with the program 
agency secures the assistance of agency staff. The ex
pertise of specialists in various departments supplements 
the generalized skills of the analyst. 
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Recognizing these needs, this Technical Guide pre
sents program evaluation and analysis in a project man
agement framework. That is to say, once a program 
has been selected for evaluation or analysis, the conduct 
of the evaluation or analysis is viewed as a work project 
in and of itself. As such, the evaluation or analysis 
project has its own organization, objectives, and staffing 
requirements. 

While the analyst will probably possess most of the 
skills required, most jurisdictions will find that it is 
more efficient to use a team approach. A team or multi
disciplinary approach will usually be beneficial because: 
(I) it allows the best talent available in each functional 
area to ,be assigned as needed, (2) it helps to train 
additional personnel in program evaluation and analysis 
principles and techniques, and (3) it helps to foster 
increased cooperation among involved government per
sonnel. Neither evaluation nor analysis can be success
fully conducted without close cooperation from program 
agency personnel, so management should lay the neces
sary groundwork. 

A project team consists of a group of people assem
bled for the explicit purpose of evaluating or analyzing 
a government program. The group disbands once its 
missol) is accomplished. While the size and composition 
of this group or "team" will vary with the comp,lexity 
of the project, and will probably even vary soml\what 



over the duration of the project, two key people will be 
required in addition to the analyst: The team leader and 
the agency liaison. 

The team leader should be someone with a good 
track record, have a good general understanding of 
governmental operations, and have the ability to work 
with and motivate a variety of personalities. If team 
leaders are not parl of a central evaluation staff, then 
they should represent the management function of the 
jurisdiction and have authority that ex'tends across de
partmentallines. 

Thc team leader is responsible for the management 
of the project in accordance with the approved workplan 
and for interfacing with top management and elected 
officials. The team leader parcels out specific assign
ments within the team and runs external political inter
ference for the team. A good candidate might bc an 
assistant city manager, budget director, or assistant to 
the mayor. 

The agency liaison should have a good grasp of all 
agency operations, access to the department head, and 
the ability to work with others. Hc or she will be re
sponsible for helping the team leader and analyst ham
mer out the details of the workplan, providing access to 
agency personnel and information, providing substantive 
guidance on program purposes and background, and 
keeping the department head informed of the study 
progress. A good candidate would be an assistant de
partment head or administrative assistant. 

Smaller jurisdictions may combine the functions of 
team leader m;d analyst in one person. In larger juris
dictions, the team leader may actually supervise the 
work of several teams conducting several evaluation and 
analysis projects. The Guide assumes that the team 
leader and analyst will perform the work required for 
program selection, and that the agency liaison will be 
selected during project workplan preparation. After the 
workplan has been approved, additional personnel will 
be added to the team as required. Depending on the 
scope and time frame of the project, the analyst is the 
only person who may be full-time on the project. 

TECHNICAL GUIDE APPROACH 
The Guide presents the program evaluation and analy

sis process as a series of tasks, with specific steps laid 
out for each task. Not all evaluations or analyses will 
require every step specified in this Guide in exactly the 
level of detail provided. However, each task and step 
represents a concern that must be dealt with in some 
way. 

For example, the task concerned with generating pro" 
gram alternatives during program analysis involves 
consulting many information sources and thoroughly 
screening alternatives. Analysis of a smal1 program may 
not warrant consulting every information source and us
ing every screening technique described in the Guide, but 
the basic purpose of seeking innovative ways to accom
plish program objectives must be recognized and accom
plished. Toward this end, the Guide describes alternative 
levels of effort for as many of the steps as possible. 
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While discussion or tasks and steps is employed, this 
form of presentation docs not necessarily mean that the 
Guide is a how-to-do-it manual in the strictest sense. 
Thus, the major intent of the Guide is to describe an 
overall program evaluation and analysis approach. The 
tasks and steps aregl.lid~s to the techniques that seem 
the most appropriate, fO,1: jurisdictions with little or no 
formal evaluation and analysis experience. As a juris
diction gains experience and expertise, more sophisti
cated techniques, such as mathematical modeling, can 
be used to evaluate and analyze more complex and less 
wel1 defined programs. Consequently, this document 
should be viewed as a detailed primer and reference 
work on program evaluation and analysis, with the un
derstanding that a jurisdiction will probably outgrow 
some of the techniques presented here as experience is 
gained. 

CHAPTER ORGANIZATION 
This Technical Guide is organized into four major 

chapters and three .appendices. Chapter II, "Preparatory 
Tasks," discusses how to select the appropriate pro
grams for evaluation and analysis, how to define the 
project scope and prepare a project workplan, how to 
select the project team members and draw upon outside 
resources, how to define or redefine program goals and 
objectives, and how to establish criteria for measuring 
program performance (Tasks 1-4 in Figure 1). 

Chapter III, "Program Evaluation." discusses how to 
select the proper evaluation design, how to collect the 
necessary information and data, and how to synthesize 
this information and data and draw conclusions about 
program results (Tasks 5-7 in Figure 1). 

Chapter IV, "Program Analysis," discusses how to 
develop alternative program approaches, how to esti
mate costs for each alternative, how to estimate effec
tiveness for each alternative, how to assess feasibility 
for each alternative, and how to analyze the options 
available (Tasks 8-10 in Figure 1). 

Chapter V, "Fol1ow-Up Procedures," discusses how 
to p; epare a draft report on program evaluation or 
analysis, how to review the draft report with all inter
ested parties, how to communicate the findings to top 
management, and how to organize and monitor an im
plementation effort (Tasks 1 I and 12 in Figure 1). 

Appendix A, "Principles of Evaluation," introduces 
the theory of evaluation, including a presentation of the 
three major types of evaluation designs, and a discus
sion of the sources of invalidity in program evaluation. 

Appendix E, "Sample Surveys," briefly describes sam
ple surveys, discusses their usc in the evaluation and 
analysis process, provides references to selected docu
mentation that will provide assistance in actually con
ducting a survey, and provides contacts with jurisdic
tions that have used surveys. 

Appendix) C',' '''P~lmmEw.1tl~ation and Analysis 
Studies," provides a functionally organized list of evalu
ation and analysis projects that have been conducted by 
five local governments and cites persons to contact in 
each jurisdiction for additional information about those 
studi~s. 

. ' 
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Program evaluation and analysis are closely related 
tcchnologies that can be used separat\'!ly or together. 
Both begin with preparatory tasks including: (1) se
lecting critical programs, (2) preparing a workplan, (3) 
completing a project team, and (4) defining goals and 
objectives and establishing performar;,:e criteria. Since 
these procedures are common to both techniques, they 
will be discussed only once. 

Task I involves several possible ways to select evalu
ation and analysis projects, inchlding some specific tips 
for selecting a jurisdiction's first project. Task 2 covers 
planning the work of a specific evaluation or analysis 
project, such as defining the problem, establishing project 
scope, and cstimating time and manpower requirements. 
Task 3 includes identifying and organizing the people 
needed to perform the various project jobs. Task 4 
stresses the importance of and provides a methodology 
for defining or identifying goals, objectives, and per
formance criteria in program evaluation and analysis. 

The analyst is deeply involved in all four tasks de
scribed in this chapter, and the analyst is complemented 
by a team leader. serving in an administrative capacity. 
An agency liaison is chosen early in Task 2-Preparing 
a Workplan. Subsequently, skills needed for the project 
can be identified, and other members of the project team 
chosen. 

The tasks discussed in this chapter will lay the ground
">'ork for the specific steps of evaluation or analysis. 
I n most cases, several possible levels of effort are de
scribed so that the level of detail and precision can be 
tailored to meet local requirements. Chapter III provides 
the same type of guidance for the tasks of evaluation, 
while Chapter I'll discusses analysis. Chapter V again 
deals with concerns that are common to both techniques, 
the cornmunicat'lon of project results and the implemen
tation of recommendations. 

TASK l-SELECTfNG CRITICAL PROGRAMS 
Obviously, no jurisdiction has the resources to evalu

ate or analy~e all of its programs, Therefore, it is im
portant to determine what programs get priority treat
ment. There arc several ways of making this selection, 
depending upon local conditions, but the first two steps, 
preparing an initial list of candidate programs and 
screening the list, arc common to all selection methods. 
Beyond these common steps, a more structured and 
detajled approach to project selection is presented in 
Step 3-Preparing Additional Information on Remain
ing Candidate Programs, The amount of structure in 
the selection process will normally depend on such fac
tors as the size of the jurisdiction, the resources com
mitted to program evaluation and analysis, and whether 
elected officials are to be involved in program selection. 
As a general rule, the more people involved in selection, 
the greater the need for a formalized structure. 
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Step I-Preparing the Initial List 
Selecting p'"9grams begins with the chief executive or 

his staff prep<!ring a list of candidate programs, Most 
jurisdictit;ll ~ave an unwritten list of problem programs 
that immeo,ately come to mind during any discussion 
of possible areas for improved performance. The best 
way to formalize such a list is to examine the most com
mon sources for program suggestions: 

Operating Agencies-Frequently, department heads and 
other agency employees will be acutely aware of pro
grams that need study and improvement, Such pro
grams are often mentioned in agency budget requests 
as initiatives for new programs or expansion of exist
ing programs. 

Staff Agencies--Budget and research, planning, and the 
chief executive's statf personnel frequently have a 
depth and breadth of knowledge of government pro
grams. 

Elected Officials-Councilmen and other elected offi
cials are often aware of critical programs and make 
them either campaign issues or subjects for legislative 
initiati\'c~. 

COllllllunity Groups-Service clubs, improvement asso
ciations, and special interest groups may be particu
larly concerned with, and draw public attention t() 

certain programs. 
Citizen Surveys-Many jurisdictions are beginning to 

rely on sample surveys of citizen perceptions to iden
tify areas of concern, either in specific programs or 
across the full spectrum of government activitiE·s. 
Once the candidate list has been written, the screen-

ing step can begin. 

Step 2-Screening the Program List 
The list of candidate programs compih:d in Stcp I 

should be examined carefully to select the most impor
tant and appropriate ones. This is best accomplished by 
applying the following selection Griteria to the list: 

Timing-Is the program approaching [! dccision point, 
such as the blldget cycle or expiration of key legis
lation? Is there time for the analysis to be done before 
decisions must be made'! 

Scope-Is the program significant enough in impact 0)' 

amount of government resources involved to merit 
the effort? 

Performance-Docs there appear to be substantial room 
fo), improving program performance? Past evalua
tion results are particularly helpful here. 

Capabilities-Are the dollar and personnel resources 
available to perform the analysis? Would the analysis 
require the usc of outside expertise? 

Data Availability-Do sufficient data exist to undertake 
the analysis, and can needed data be gathered within 
the time available? 

Political Feasibility-Does the program have such strong 
support from special interest groups (labor unions, 
citizens' associations, etc.) that a change in opera
tions is unlikely, regardless of analysis results? 

Applicability-Does the program lend itself to measure
ment? Can reasonable estimates be made of the effec
tiveness of current operations or future alternatives? 

!\ 



A jurisdiction embarking on an initial formalized eval
uation or analysis project should naturally be concerned 
about the success of this first project. The experience 
of several jurisdictions indicates that several additional 
criteria should be applied to increase the probability of 
selecting a successful first project. These criteria are: 

Completion Time Span-The first project should have 
a relatively short time span, probably 3-4 months 
maximum. Local decision makers may lose interest in 
program evaluation and analysis if the initial project 
takes too long to complete. 

Payoff-A special effort should be made to select a 
project. that will produce easily visible benefits. 

Program IJerceptions-The first program selected should 
be one that has a positive or neutral image to deci
sion makers. Selection of a program that is viewed 
unfavorably will only strengthen the misconception 
that evaluation and analysis are negative processes 
intended to criticize and embarrass operating agen
cies. It is helpful if the program agency head is favor
ably disposed to the conduct of the study. 

A positive response to all of the above criteria means 
that the project is relatively safe in terms of the prob
ability of producing positive, visible results. As a juris
diction gains experience and confidence in evaluation 
and analysis, local officials will probablY,wish to attempt 
more challenging projects for which success is less sure 
but the potential payoff greater. 

For example, a good first project might be a street 
maintenance program that is readily quantifiable, rela
tively narrow in scope and objectives, and appears to 
have some room for improvement. As the local staff 
gains experience from such projects, local officials may 
make the conscious decision to evaluate or analyze more 
challenging programs, such as local recreation and so
cial action programs. 

While all of the selection criteria listed above are im
portant, practitioners unanimously agree ~hat the issl~e 
of timing is by far the most important. Smce the basIc 
purpost. of evaluation and analysis is to provide infor
mation for decision making, it is vital that the results 
be available when a decision is needed. From a practical 
standpoint, this often means that the time when the 
results are needed, coupled with knowledge of the avail
able personnel resources, will frequently determine how 
rigorous an evaluation or analysis can be. Phrased an
other way, there is almost always enough time to per
form some level of evaluation Or analysis to aid decision 
makers. 

This shOUld not be interpreted as encouragement for 
less rigorous, and therefore potentially inaccurate, stud
ies; it merely recognizes the necessity for evaluation and 
analysis to conform to the real needs of decision makers. 
A more detailed discussion of time frame and scope 
tradeoffs will be presented in Task 2-Preparing a 
Workplan. . . . 

A further aid to selecting evaluatIOn and analysIs 
projects is the provision of time and cost estin~ates early 
in the selection process. Naturally, the actual time, man
power, and cost can vary considerably according to 
the final scope of the project, but most managers and 
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elected officials find it useful to have rough estimates 
to aid their deliberations. These initial estimates may 
be expressed simply as ranges for calendar time, .man
power, and cost. For example, the analyst may estimate 
that an evalu.ation of a street maintenance program will 
take 3-4 months involve 1-2 man-months of analytical 
time, and cost $4,000 to $7,000 to obtain meaningful 
results. As mentioned above, tradeoffs within these cate
gories can be made, but the estimates give decision 
makers some idea of the relative magnitude of the re
spective candidate studies. 

In addition to the factors discussed above, decision 
makers may wish to select a program for evaluation to 
confirm their impression that it is performing ~ell. If 
the evaluation verifies their opinions, elected offiCials or 
top management may be able to silence critics of an 
effective although unpopular program. 

The availability of program evaluation results is an 
additional criterion in determining the subject of pro
gram analysis. Evaluation ex~mines the past pe.rform
ance of a program to determl11e program effectlv7Jl,ess 
and efficiency. Evaluation results are not a decldJllg 
factor in the fate of a program; however, they are a 
clear indication of program performance and should 
focus attention on areas that need improvement. 

For several reasons, the availability of evaluation re
sults should carry considerable weight in the selection 
of programs for analysis. First, the fast selection of a 
program for evaluation jnd.i~ates a high. level of c?n
cern on the part of local deCISion makers, If the select.JOn 
WHS based on local priorities rather than Federal reqUIre
ments. Second, evaluation results point to major prob
lem areas and analysis C3n suggest improvements. Thir~, 
the evaluation effort lays the groundwork for analysIs 
by identifying objectives and criteria and familiarizing 
analysts with agency operations and data sources. Also, 
communication and cooperation links with the program 
agency developed during evaluation can be maintained 
and expanded. When program operations are favorably 
evaluated it is often a waste (If resources to conduct 
a subseq~ent analysis; however, in such cases analysis 
may indicate how the program might address thc needs 
of different client groups, or incorporate different ac
tivities. 

The above two steps may provide enough information 
for many jurisdictions to select evaluation and analysis 
projects. However, if m.ore p.recision or the inv.olvement 
of more people is deSired III program selectIon, then 
the procedure outlined in the following step is in order. 



Stcp 3-Prcparing Additional Information 011 

Rcmaining Programs 
Local decision makers will find it very helpful to have 

additional information in a uniform format and level 
of detail about each of the programs that survived the 
screening. A good vehicle for accomplishing this pur
pose is a project selection paper. Such a paper is a writ
ten presentation that attempts to identify and describe 
the mqin features of a program. The paper provides an 
extremely useful starting point for evaluation and analy
sis, as well as serves as a project selection tool, since it 
requires a careful definition of problems addressed by 
the program. 

A suggested outline for such a paper is presented in 
Figure 2. A paper following such an outline would 
require several hours to several days to prepare, depend
ing on the size and complexity of the progn!ffi and the 
amount of background knowledge possessed by the 
writer. The paper should be no longer than two type
written pages to facilitate use by top management and 
elected officials. 

The project selection papers should be submitted to 
the mayor, council, or other policy makers for delibera
tion and final issue selection. Depending on the level of 
effort committed by decision makers. several evalua
tions or analyses might be conducted simultaneously. 
The project selection papers should be transmitted to 
the study team leader or analyst for preparation of a 
project workplan (Task 2). 

Altcrnativc Selcction Proccdurcs 
The structured proccss outlined above can be fol

lowed for the first several rounds of projects or until 
the decision makers and department heads become sold 
on the value of evaluation and analysis. If a full-time 
evaluation and analysis unit has been established, the 
jurisdiction may wish to allow departments to bring 
projects directly to the attention of the evaluation staff. 
The evaluation director then selects the projects deemed 
to be the most fruitful, turning down or postponing only 
those less fruitful projects that cannot be covered with 
existing resources. Such a less-formal procedure will 
foster a greater feeling of cooperation and confidence 
in the operating departments, since they request assist
ance themselves rather than have evaluation an;' analy
sis imposed on them from outside. 

As will be seen later, the proper working rehi i 1nship 
between operating departments and the evaluation staff 
is very impOttant in maximizing the benefits of evalua
tion and analysis. This less-formal approach would, of 
course, still allow the council, mayor, or manager, as 
appropriate, to mandate evaluation and analysis of po
litically important programs. 

The experience of at least one jurisdiction that ini
tially followed such an informal approa£h indicates that 
more structure may be needed to select programs as 
requests for evaluative and analytical help increase. 
Winston-Salem. North Carolina, has recently instituted 
a Management Information System Committee that 
screens evaluation requests as one of its functions. The 
committee, composed of the city manager and key de-
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Figure 2. PROJECT SELECTION PAPER. Below is a sug
gested content outline for a document that can provide 
additional information in selecting evaluation and analysis 
projects. A separate paper should be prepared for each 
candidate program. The completed paper should be no 
longer than 2 typewritten pages. 

A. Describe the rroblems addressed by the pro
gram. 
1. What are the problems that the program is 

intended to deal with? 
2. What are the causes of these problems? 
3. What specific population (clientele) groups 

are affected? 
4. How widespread are the problems now? Fu

ture? 
5. How significant are the problems? 

B. Explore program objectives. 
1. Toward what fundamental public purposes 

should programs be directed? 
2. How can estimates be made of progress 

toward these objectives? 
C. Describe current efforts. 

1. How does the prP(ram deal with the prob
lems it is supposed to address? 

2. What are other public and private groups 
doing to deal with these problems? 

D. Describe major alternatives (Program Analysis 
only) 
1. Alternative No.1 
2. Alternative No.2 
3. Alternative No.3 

E. Other considerations. 
1. Where are there political pitfalls? 
2. Where are there legal concerns? 
3. What are the resource limitations? 
4. How difficult is data collection? 

partment heads, meets monthly to decide which evalua
tion projects should be added to the work load of the 
evaluation staff and what priority each project should 
receive. This allows considerable flexibility in the screen
ing and scheduling of the evaluation work load. 

TASK 2-PREPARING A WORKPLAN 
The preparation of a workplan is a very important 

task in both evaluation and analysis. In addition to 
providing guidal1ce for the project team, the workplan 
serves as a vehicle for assuring that all concerned under
stand the precise scope of the project before work be
gins. Six steps are involved in workplan preparation: (1) 
defining the problem that the program addresses, (2) 
orienting the analyst, (3) establishing project scope, 
(4) identifying work steps, (5) estimating time and man
power requirements, and (6) approving the workplan. 

It is not absolutely necessary to prepare a workplan 
as detailed as the one described in this task, but it is 
vital that consensus on the scope of the project be ob
tained before work begins. It is also important that the 
analyst and local decision makers reco"gnize and make 
full use of the workplan preparation ano approval proc
ess to discuss tradeoffs between completion date, scope, 
personnel and dollar resources, and technical precision 
of the project. 

~------------------------------



Some of the initial work for the evaluation or analysis 
is actually begun during workplan preparation. The 
analyst must become somewhat familiar with the or
ganization, mission, and background of the program 
agency, as well as c:onduct a preliminary survey of the 
data routinely kept by the agency in order to prepare 
an accurate workplan. The time spera on such activities 
during workplan preparation is not wasted; in fact, the 
time required to conduct the project is usually reduced 
by at least as much time as was devoted to those ac
tivities. 

Step 1-Defining the Problems ',ddressed by the Pro
gram 

The first step in preparing the workplan is to clearly 
define the problems addressed by the program. This 
step is often overlooked since the prob'ems often seem 
obvious. Experience has shown, however, that original 
problem statements are often vague, incomplete, or mis
leading. For example, a city began an analytical study 
to determine how to substantially increase prcductivity 
in a records microfilming program because the capacity 
of existing storage facilities was being taxed. The prob
lem was initially perceived as being one of selecting, 
purchasing, and installing the most appropriate addi
tional microfilm hardware. 

Careful examination of the problem soon revealed 
that the actual problem was much larger and more com
plex than originally stated. The city did not know what 
information it was storing, what information needed 
to be stored, or What frequency or mode of access to 
the stored information was required. Analysts eventually 
determined that a lengthy, detailed records management 
program study was needed to solve the problem that was 
initially thought to be a microfilm hardware problem. 
Obviously, such a discovery can have a significant im
pact on workplan preparation. The best way to clarify 
problems is to discuss them with elected officials, man
agement, the program agency head, and several program 
staff members. 

Step 2-0rienting the Analyst 
Once the basic problems addressed by the program 

have been defined, the analyst's second step is to be
come familiar with the program. As a matter of cour
tesy, the analyst and I or team leader should always 
begin by contacting the head of the program agency, 
stating the purpose and asking what procedure the 
department head prefers the analyst to use in contacting 
operation personnel. It is appropriate to suggest that 
the department head name someone from the agency 
to serw~ as agency liaison on the project team. 

The orientation process may take from one day to 
several months, depending on the size of the agency, 
the size and background of the study team, and the 
complexity of the study. Depending upon the issues and 
the situation, the analyst might be looking for prelimi
nary answers to general questions such as those pre
sented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. ORIENTATION QUESTIONS. The analyst may wish 
to seek the answers to questions such as those below to 
become oriented to the program agency being evaluated or 
analyzed. 

What is the program history? 
What is the program's statutory authority? 
What is the program purpose (s) ? 
Who are the program's clientele? 
What is the current program budget authorization? 
What are the program's funding sources? 
What does the organizational structure look like? 
How many employees are there in the program? 
Where are these people located? 
What do these people actuallY do? 
Where are program-related facilities located? 
What are the current operating procedures? 
Who are the key people? 
What do they think are the crucial problems? 
What are the existing performance indicators? 
What are the program's files or records? 
What do thase files and records contain? 

Step 3-EstabJishing Project Scope 
After the analyst becomes familiar with the program, 

the third step is to establish a scope for the proposed 
program evaluation or analysis. One approach to this 
task is 10 formulate several very specific questions to 
be answered by the study. Another approach is to es
tablish specific objectives for the evaluation or analysis 
project. Obviously, these questions or objectives relate 
directly to what top management needs to know to 
make its decisions. The project scope should be stated 
in writing. 

It is important to establish the scope before work 
begins so that all concerned will understand precisely 
what issues wiII be addressed and to whnt level of detail. 
Establishing this information will forestall after-the-fact 
misunderstandings about what the study was supposed 
to accomplish. 

Initial guidance on defining the scope should come 
from the program selection process. If the project was 
selected by elected officials or top management, the 
analyst must try to determine the decisions they hope 
to make about the program and then tailor the scope 
to provide the kind of information needed to support 
such decisions. This may not be easy and may involve 
some educated guesses on the part of the analyst, even 
after interviewing elected officials and top mnnagement. 
The accuracy of these guesses will be ,!erified by present
ing the completed workplan to appropriate officials for 
approval before actual work begins (Step 6). 

Depending on local circumstances, an effective proj
ect scope can range from broad to detailed. For exam
ple, a jurisdiction that does not have goals and objec
tives established for its programs might undertake a 
broad study to accomplish the following: 



1. Identify program goals and objectives. 
2. Develop evaluation criteria. 
3. Define subprograms and activities currently per-

formed. 
4. Define existing service levels for all activities. 
5. Establish target values for evaluation criteria 
Once an evaluation of this scope has been accom-

plished, subsequent evaluations and analyses of program 
activities can be more rigorous. In all cases, the state
ment of project scope should clearly indicate which 
activities are to be examined and in what level of detail. 

An example of a more' detailed scope can be seen in 
the following excerpt from the San Diego County 
evaluation of the county general relief welfare program: 

1. Effectiveness Questions and Concerns 
a. What are the demographic differences between 

persons applying for general relief and persons 
receiving general relief? 

b. Is the current general relief grant sufficient to 
meet the basic needs of the general relief client? 

c. How effective are the general relief program 
employment and job training activities in as
sisting clients to prepare for and find employ
ment? 

d. How does San Diego County'S general relief 
grant level and eligibility criteria compare with 
those of other jurisdictions? 

2. Efficiency Questions and Concerns 
a. Is the program effective in screening out in-

eligible applicants? • 
b. Is the program efficient in servicing eligible ap-

plicants? " 
c. Are operating procedures as effiCient as POSSI

ble (i.e., are there areas of work duplication, 
do bottlenecks occur, are procedures standard
ized?)? 

d. Are current program staff-to-client ratios op
timal? 

e. Is the current p'rogram's organization structured 
to oper.ate at optimum efficiency? 

Step 4-Identify Elements of the Worl,plan 
The fourth step iii this task is for the analyst to de

termine the work that will be necessary to complete the 
study. While there may be slight variation, the follow
ing major elements will always be included in the work
plan: 

1. Orient the agency to the evaluation or analysis 
effort. 

2. Identify program objectives and evaluation cri
teria. 

3. Prepare a flow chart or schematic diagram of all 
activities of an ongoing program. 

4. In program evaluation, select the evaluation de
sign. In program analysis, generate program al
ternatives. 

5. Determine data requirements. 
6. Determine data availability. 
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7. Gather data. 
8. Analyze data. 
9. Prepare a draft report. 

10. Review the draft report with the agency and af
fected community groups. 

11. Prellare the final report. 
12. Present results of the study. 

Step 5-Estimating Time and Manpower Requirements 
The fifth step is to estimate how much time and man

power will be required to perform each of the workplan 
elements identified in Step 4. 

Very little concrete guidance can be given in esti
mating the time or effort for the abovc tasks because 
the time will vary considerably according to program 
sile :md complexity and the manpower available to the 
project team. Each task can take from one day to sev
eral months depending upon the specific circumstances. 
Analysts sh~uld, however, be able to develop a realistic 
workplan by reading through the entire process pre
sented in this Technical Guide so that they have a clear 
understanding of what is involved in each of the ele
ments outlined above and can make careful estimates 
of the specific situation. The value of preparing a work
plan should be increasingly obvi;:1us, e~p~cially for first
time evaluations and analyses. Analysts will undoubtedly 
begin to get a feel for the time and effort involv.ed as 
they gain experience, but a workplan should still be 
prepared to ensure that nothing is overlooked. 

One extremely important precaution about making 
firm time commitments for the study. If existing data 
are inaccurate, the analyst may have to formulate a 
plan for developing data from scratch. This problem 
will be addressed in greater detail in Task 6, but the 
analyst should be aware now that this problem could 
occur since it obviously can seriously affect the work 
schedule. 

Step 6-Approving the Worl{plan 
The information developed in the preceding five steps 

should be incorporated into a single written document. 
A suggested outline for an evaluation or analysis work
plan is presented in Figure 4. The completed workplan 
should be submitted to elected officials or top manage
ment, as well as to the program agency, so that all par
ties understand and agree on the scope of the study 
before it begins. It is during this step of the process 
that tradeoffs with respect to scope, time span, man
power, lUll] technical rigor are normally made. 

Management or elected officials may be willing to 
sacrifice the answer to one or more effectiveness or 
efficiency questions in order to have the project com
pleted at an earlier date; or they may wish to apply 
additional resources to obtain more information. What
ever changes are made, it is important that the agreed 
upon scope be committed to writing to avoid after-the
fact misunderstandings about what the project was sup
posed to accomplish. 

Due to unforeseen circumstances, it may be neces
sary to alter the scope of the project after work com
mences. For example, the project team may discover 
that (he data needed to c0l11plete a part of the project 



Figure 4. WORKPLAN OUTLINE. This outline covers the 
topics suggested for either a program evaluation or analy
sis workplan. 

I. Overview 
A. What Is this document? 
B. Why was this document written? 
C. Who was this document prepared for? 
D. What does this document contain? 

II. Program Description 
A. What is the program content and back

ground? 
B. What are the critical concerns of the pro

gram? 
C. Why has the program been selected for eval

uation or analysis? 
III. Project Scope 

A. What questions must be answered for top 
management? 

B. What are the study or project objectives? 
C. What specifically is going to be produced in 

response to the above questions? 
D. What does this product contain or look like? 

IV. Project Methodology 
A. Describe in general terms steps to bl:: fol

lowed in conducting the proposed program 
evaluation or analysis. 

B. Explain the rationale for selecting the spe
cific methods or procedures appropriate 
to this problem. 

C. Discuss specific work to be done In those 
areas that vary significantly from project 
to project. 

V. Project Team 
A. Tell who will actually do the work. 
B. Tell who must work with the project team in 

a cooperative role from an operations per
spective. 

C. Tell who must work with the project team in 
a cooperative role from a management 
perspective. 

VI. Work Schedule 
Prepare a Gantt chart showing the work sched

uled by step and task on a monthly basis, as 
appropriate. 

VII. Cost Estimate 
Prepare a cost estimate covering labor, over

head, travel, per diem, materials, supplies, 
and equipment in tabular form by step on a 
monthly basis, as appropriate. 

are not available, or that some available data are in
accurate. When circumstances dictate a change in proj
ect scope, it is important that the team leader discuss 
the problem with management and/ or elected officials 
to arrive at a new understanding of what is to be accom
plished. Local officials may be satisfied with the reduced 
scope, or they may mandate that the project be post
poned until the difficulties can be resolved, or they may 
wish the project terminated. 

Whatever the case, the project team should not make 
unilateral decisions that change the scope of the project. 
The project workplan must represent a contract with 
management and/or elected "fficials if evaluation and 
analysis are to gain or retain credibility with local, de-
cision makers. " 
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TASK 3-COMPLETING THE PROJECT TEAM 
Preparation of the workplan should give the analyst 

a fairly clear idea of the skills required to conduct the 
study. It is not necessary to have a central staff with a 
wide range of specialized skills, since personnel with 
needed expertise can be borrowed on a temporary, part
time basis from other departments or can be recruited 
from outside government on a volunteer basis. 

This task comprises three steps: (1) Identifying skills,. 
(2) obtaining the appropriate personnel, and (3) brief
ing the project team. 

Step 1-Identifying the Required Skills 
The analyst should study the methodology section of 

the project workplan and make a list of the skills re
quired to conduct the various steps. While the specifics 
will vary somewhat from one project to another, several 
basic skills are required for all studies. These skills will 
usually be divided among a team leader, an agency 
liaison, and the analyst, as specified in Chapter I. 

In addition, many studies will require some form of 
technical expertise that neither the team leader nor the 
analyst possesses. Budget analysts or accountants may 
be needed to analyze the cost of performing certain tasks 

• so that the costs can be related to results. Statistical 
expertise may be required to analyze evaluation criteria 
values. Specific program-related expertise is often re
quired. 

A good way for the analyst to approach this step is to 
prepare brief (two or three sentences) written descrip
tions of each of the perspectives required. These de
scriptions can then be used to determine which specific 
individuals should be added to the project team. It is 
possible that one person can provide two or more of 
the perspectives contained in the descriptions. Here, a 
note of caution to the analyst-try to avoid predeter
mining the solution by your selection of technical ex
perts. 

For example, the use of computer specialists on a 
program analysis project team will virtually guarantee 
that the alternatives proposed and selected will involve 
the use of a computer. While this may indeed turn out 
to be the best alternative, the analyst must still be careful 
not to inadvertently narrow the re.nge of options by 
the selection of too narrow a set of perspectives. 

Step 2-Obtaining Appropriate Personnel 
Once the necessary skills have been identified, the 

next step is to find individuals with those skills. Most 
of the personnel will be available within the government, 
either in the program agency or in staff agencies such 
as finance or planning. Most of the specific types of 
program-related expertise will have to come from within 
the pJ'ogram agency itself. If, for example, you are 
studying a housing rehabilitation program, then code 



enforcement and housing rehabilitation specialists within 
the program agency should provide most of the exper
tise. However. it may still be possible to get outside 
assistance from a civil engineer in the public works 
department or from housing specialists in State or Fed
eral agencies. 

In addition to these personnel. it may be necessary in 
some cases to augment government personnel with out
side resource people such as a consultant to help 
familiarize the team with a specialized subject matter 
or to perform a specific task as a complex statistical 
analysis. Although it is possible to contract with a con
sulting firm to perform an entire evaluation or analysis. 
this approach provides a jurisdiction with little internal 
capacity for evaluation and analysis. Furthermore. a 
jurisdiction that has not performed several studie!! it
self will probably experience difficulty in communicating 
with and providing guidance to a consultant. 

An additional possible source of expertise is a local 
college or university. Academic personnel have often 
been used to help design a questionnaire or to conduct 
11 survey to measure client perceptions of program per
formance. Statistical and industrial engineering skills. 
as well as business skills. can often be found in local. 
colleges. However, it is best to use academic personnel 
in narrowly defined roles rather than to allow them to 
conduct the entire study, since some academicians have 
a tendency to concentrate on aspects that arc of interest 
to themselves rather than on the practical needs of local 
decision makers. 

Some communities have made good usc of local talent 
on study groups, and there is no reason why this source 
of expertise cannot be tapped for evaluation and analy
sis studies. Specific technical expertise is sometimes pro
vided by local firms as a community service. There are 
even some instances in which a local firm has made a 
standing agreement to provide this expertise on an as
needed basis. 

Such arrangements work well as long as the company 
keeps a firm commitment to provide the services when 
they arc needed by the government, rather than when 
persons can be spared by the company. In fact, the ques
tion of time availability is the biggest drawback to using 
personnel resources other than government employees 
or contractors. Community volunteers function well if 
given adequate guidance by the government, and if they 
provide their services in the appropriate time frame. 
Such volunteers usually have full-time jobs. and they 
can devote only evening and weekend time to the proj
ect. Ideally. the government may be able to find retired 
people with the necessary skills who are willing to 
volunteer their time to fit the study schedule. Several 
jurisdictions have found it useful to maintain community 
volunteer talent banks listing available expertise and 
experience. 

In conducting program analysis, it is important to 
create a project team that will generate new, innovative, 
and practical approaches to program alternatives. A 
special effort should be made to include people who 
bring a fresh perspective to the problem-people who 
are known to be open-minded and creative. New em
ployees who come from private industry or another juris-
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diction might provide such a perspective. If all the 
team members arc intimately familiar with the program 
area, they may be too close to the probl1ms and tradi
tional approaches to offer useful alternatives. 

Step 3-Briefing the Project Team 
After specific personnel have been located, the team 

leader should call a meeting of the project team. Each 
member should be provided with a copy of the project 
workplan. The team leader should discuss the study 
objectives and methodology and explain what part each 
person will have in the study. Quc~tions about timing 
and possible contlicts with other duties should be ironed 
out at this point. Often. members of the project team 
can make suggestions to improve the workplan. Such 
suggestions should be incorporated as long as they do 
not change the scope of the project or adversely impact 
the completion date. If either of these cO'1dition~ occur, 
the team leader must seck approval of the changes from 
appropriate local decision makers. 

Specific assessment and discussion should also take 
place regarding the impact of project work on the regu
lar tasks and responsibilities of the team members. One 
way to ensure willing cooperation of team mcmbers is 
to assure them that provisions will be made to gct their 
regular work done if a conDict should arise. Obviously. 
such assurances will not alw,tys be possible, hut caution 
should be used to make sure that evaluation and analysis 
project work does not become a burdensome extra 
responsibility for team members. 

TASK 4-ESTABLlSHlNG GOALS, OBJECTIVES, 
AND EVALUATION CRITERIA 

With the project team selected. the next major step 
is to investigate the program's goals, objectives, and 
evaluation criteria. A program goal is a broad statement 
of intended accomplishments or a description of a gen
eral condition deemed desirable. Goal setting shOUld 
be primarily the responsibility of ejected officials and 
public administrators. A program objective is a specific. 
well-defined, and measurable condition that must be 
attained in order to accomplish a stated goal. Objective 
setting should be primarily the responsibility of public 
administrators and their staffs, or operational personnel. 
Evaluation criteria are the actual instruments used to 
measure progress toward objectives. Evaluation criteria 
are normally formulated by project personnel. 

Ideally, all government programs should have goals 
and objectives explicitly stated as part of the program 
planning process. In reality, very few government pro
grams have explicit, meaningful goal and objective state
ments. This poses a problem in program evaluation. 
since there is no clearly stated direction with which 
actual performance can be compared. Often goals and 
objectives are scattered throughout program documcn
tation. In such cases, the analyst must identify goal and 
objective statements and phrase them clearly. 

Many times, the program documentation contains 
much of the information necessary to compose goals and 
objectives. In such instances, the evaluator is b,!st ad
vised to assist program personnel, management, and 
elected officia'ls to establish meaningful goals and ob
jectives to be used in future evaluations and to guide 



program activities. In the latter case, evaluative effort 
should 110t be as rigorous and critical as in cases where 
goals and objectives clearly exist and are recogn~zed by 
the program staff. 

Since program analysis concerns future program ac
tivities, it is always appropriate to establish goals and 
objectives for a new program and redefine them for 
existing programs. It will usuaUy be necessary to estab
lish evaluation criteria for all programs, even those that 
already have effective goals and objectives. 

The above discussion should make it obvious that the 
analyst's role in goal and objective setting will not be 
the same in every project. The analyst may need to do 
nothing more thiln make sure that the set of clearly 
stated goals and objectives is the most current available, 
or he may need te) participate in a full-blown goal- and 
objective-setting process. In most cases, he will assemble 
and restate goals and objectives drawn from program 
documentation and other sources. The steps outlined in 
this task are designed to provide some guidance to the 
analyst for each of the cases discussed above. The four 
major steps are: (1) Review program material, (2) 
define program goals, (3) define objectives, and (4) es
tablish performance criteria. 

Step I-Reviewing Program Material 
The first task for the analy~t is to review source ma

terial relating to the program and to get a general idea 
of the overall purpose behind the program. Some sug
gested sources for leads to program goals and objectives 
are: 

Budget document-The program agency's annual budget 
request and justification will often have statements 
of program goals and objectives. Such . ~ 'tements may 
appear under other names, such as prugram purpose 
or program scope. 

Program personnel-Perhaps the most important source 
is the program agency personnel themselves. Their 
knowledge of program operations and history, as well 
as access to records containing policy memoranda, 
etc., make them the prime source. This activity should 
be the first concern of the analyst titHing the agency 
orientation task of either evaluation or analysis. 

Enabling legislation-Many jurisdictions include an in
dication in their budgets as to the legal basis for the 
program. Examination of the charter or applicable 
statutes will frequently give insights as to the :~it\:t\t 
and scope of the pl'Ogram. 

Policy messages of elected offici::tls-Such documents as 
"state-of-the-city" messages frequently provide insight 
into what elected officials perceive to be the functions 
of various kPoy programs. 

Expressions made by legislators, citizen groups, or indi
vidual citizens at hearings before a local council or 
in the press-Testimony before c..ommittees consid
ering a bill to create, expand, abolish, or evaluate a 
program may contain useful discussions of both ex
plicit and implied objectives. 

Minutes of boards and commissions-Many local gov
ernment programs have some policy-level oversight 
body to give overall direction. The minutes or annual 
reports of such bodies will frequently provide insights 
into the goals of the program. 
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Study of these sources may reveal clear goal and 
objective stiitem()nts that fit the characteristics listed in 
Steps 2 and 3, in which case the analyst should proceed 
to develop evaluntion criteria as outlincd in Step 4. 

Step 2-Dcfining Program Goal~ 
A goal statement should de3cjbe in general terms 

something to IJe accomplished. A goal statement should 
be written with several factors in mind: 

A goal covers long time spans relative to objectives; 
A goal can be either intangible or tangible; 
A goal should be people- or community-oriented; 
A goal should not predetermine the details of program 

acti viti es; 
A goal should reflect the direction desired by the general 

public, elected officials, and pUblic administrators
not staff personnel; and 

A goal should be expressed as a desired outcome or con
dition to be achieved rather than as an action or 
process. 

Examples of program goal statements include: 
Traffic Engineering-Safe, efficient, and convenient 

movement of people and goods. 
Fire Department-The highest level of public physical 

safety with the resources available. 
Economic Dlwelopment-Economic opportunities for 

persons who have not enjoyed economic cquality. 

Many programs have several related activities, each 
of which may have one or more subgoals. For example, 
a fire department will usually have separato organiza
tional activities for fire sl1ppres~ion, training, fire pre
vention, ambulance services, and udministl'utive sup
port. Suogoals for these activities might be: 

Fire Suppression-Rapid suppression of fires. 
Fire Prevention-Reduction in incidence of fires. 
Training-Morc effective and efficient fire department 

personnel. 

As the examples show, the subgoals support the general 
program goal and address a segment of the program 
mission. 

If the analyst cannot find or derive goal statements 
such as those listed above, it will be necessary to estab
lish goals from scratch. Ideally, goal setting should be 
directed by the chief administrative officer of a juris
diction with the direct input of elected officials. As a 
matter of practicality, the analyst may find it more effi
cient to draft goal statements in conjunction with the 
agency head and present these draft goals to the chief 
administrator and elected officials to stimulate dis
cussion. 

The chief administrator and elected oflicials can be 
expected to take a greater interest in the goal-setting 
process as they begin to grasp the importance of goals 
and objectives in the management of government pro
grams. This means that the goal-setting discussions may 
be relatively brief for the first several programs studied 
but may increase in length and intensity for subsequent 
programs. The analyst should keep this factor in mind, 
as it can affect the length of time necessary to conduct 
a study and therefore should influence workplan prepa
ration. 



Step 3-Defining Program Objectives 
Once consensus has been reached on the more gen

eral goal statement, the analyst's next job is to review, 
redefine, or define specific and measurable objectives. 
As a matter of practicality, much of the groundwork for 
the formulation of objectives will have been done during 
the development of goal statements. The analyst may 
even wish to d~velop the goals and objectives at the same 
time and to present both to the agency head, top man
agement, and elected officials through the procedure 
presented above. This consolidated effort will work best 
when there appears to the analyst to be little qLlestion 
or disagreement on the goal statements as drafted. How
ever, when the program goals Seem to be controversial, 
the analyst should make sure that the goals are agreed 
upon before attempting to develop objectives. 

An objective should describe something to be accom
plished in specific, well-defined, and measurable terms. 
Objectives are derived from goals by, first, formulating 
a strategy for reaching the goal and, second, establish
ing one or more objectives necessary to make this strat
egy work. Tn the case of the fire department example, 
the subgoals represent an expression of the chosen 
strategy. That is, in order to achieve the overall program 
goal of maintaining public physical safety, the strategic 
clements of fire prevention, suppression, training, and 
p',e':;::al assistance are necessary. Specific objectives are 
then developed for each subgoal. 

An objective sho1Jld be written with these factors in 
mind: 

An objective is something that must be accomplished 
in order to achieve a goal; 

An objective is /lot a program or project function, ac
tivity, task, or step; 

An ohjective should not predetermine in any fashion 
the solution to a problem or way to do something; 

An objectIve should relate to the needs of groups of 
citizens or the community as a whole; 

;\n objective should explicitly consider unintended or 
negative effects; 

An objective should be achievable within a specific time 
frame; and 

An objective should be expressed as a desired outcome 
or condition to be achieved rather than as an action 
or process. 

Figure 5 presents several examples of effective ob
jectives that follow the above guidelines. If effective 
objectives cannot be found in or derived from program 
documentation, the analyst will have to develop them 
from scratch. 

In developing objectives, the analyst should take into 
eonsideration the effects the objectives have on various 
population or clientele groups. Different groups may 
be affected by a program in different degrees. It is im
portant to identify such groups and to collect data 
reflecting program impacts on them. An "average" 
crime rate or "average" family income for a jurisdic-
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Figure 5. EFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES. Below are examples 
of program objectives determined according to the guide
lines presented in Step 3. 

GOAL: Reduction in incidence of fires. 
Objectives: 

1, 50% increase in public awareness 
of fire dangers this year. 

2. Causes of all fires occurring this 
year determined by January 15, 
191-. 

3. Fire safety standards met by all new 
structures built during 197_. 

GOAL: Economic 0ppol·tunities for persons 
who have not yet enjoyed economic 
equality. 

Objectives: 
1. Entrepreneurial opportunities for 10 

first-time business owners this year. 
2. Two hundred new jobs with earnings 

of S5,000/year or more this year. 
3. Five new minority-owned and oper

ated businesses this year. 

tion will not adequately reflect possible major differences 
that may exist among segments of the population. The 
following points should be considered: 

Each program will have some groups that are intended 
beneficiaries; i.e., clients of the service. 

Each program is likely to significandy affect certain 
other groups that an~ not intended beneficiaries. These 
effects may be detrimental or beneficial. 

The citizens of the community or state considered as a 
whole often make up a category that should be ex
plicitly identified. 

Tn some cases, future citizens may be an important group 
to consider explicitly because their interests are closely 
related to the program. 

The analyst will find that the preparation of a clien
tele group profile will help to develop objectives that 
are people-oriented by creating a picture of the group 
that is the target for the program. Figure 6 contains a 
suggested list of characteristics for inclusion in such a 
profile. Most of this information can be obtained from 
census data. Each program is likely to have at least 
some unique clientele groupings. 

It is important that the program objectives be devel
oped in close cooperation with program person.nel, 
especially for programs of long standing, because the 
analyst is developing the standards against which pro
grams will be measured, and it is only fair that every
one agree on the essentials at the outset. Also, should 
·In analyst attempt to develop objectives from the other 
)ited sources alone, it is entirely possibJe that the analyst 

might develop a set of obsolete objectives. 
The objectives of a· program frequently shift with 

the passage of time; the longer a program has been in 
operation. the gre~ter the chances that such a change 
has occurred. The objectives used should be those that 
the program agency personnel agree are current. 

The analyst should get most of the information needed 
to formulate objectives by interviewing program agency 



Figure 6. CLIENTELE GROUP CLASSIFICATION. The analyst 
should know what population or clientele groups are af
fected by program goals and objectives. This classification 
scheme offers some assistance in developing profiles on 
population or clientele groups. 

1. Residence location-Grouped by neighborhood, 
service area, precinct, etc., for local govern
ments Of by county, region, planning district, 
etc., for states. 

2. Sex 
3. Age-Such groups as youth and elderly may 

have particular needs relevant to certain pro
grams. 

4. Family income groups-Often the poor have spe-
cial needs. 

5. Racial/ethnic groups 
6. Special handicapped groups 
7. Education level 
8. Home ownership and type of dwelling 
9. Employment status 

10. Family size 

personnel. In addition to the agency head and appro
priate division directors, the analyst should also inter
view first-line supervisors and program workers to learn 
their perspective and to find out whether they are fa
miliar with existing objectives. While analysts should 
develop their own specific questions for the interviews, 
Figure 7 lists some suggested questions that can form 
the basis for an effective interview. 

The analyst should always have specific questions 
composed in advance for these- interviews. This helps to 
assure that all ne,::essary information is obtained and to 
avoid wasting th(: dme of program personnel with in
efficient, often offellsive "fishing expeditions." The ana
lyst should, of copfse, be prepared to diverge along a 
promising line of inquiry that emerges during the in-
terview. I 

The analyst'S list of program objectives should be pre
sented to the agency head for discussion and approval 
before being transmitted to top management. While 
some jurisdictions may wish to do so, it is not necessary 
to have objectives approved by elected officials. Many 
public administrators feel that overall guidance by 
elected officials in the form of goal statements is an ade
quate level of involvement. 

An implicit assumption in program evaluation is that 
the objectives are practical. If objectives are too easy to 
attain, they offer nO real incentive for the program staff 
to strive for greater achievement. It is probably best to 
set objectives that make program personnel reach a 
bit. On the other hand, care must be taken not to set 
ohjectives that are too ambitious, lest employees become 
frustrated by unreasonable performance targets and 
cease trying their best. 

Analysis of an ongoing program can raise. some special 
problems in establishing objectives. Since the objectives 
of most programs shift over time, the analyst must be 
careful not to accept "prepackaged" objectives set down 
when the program started without some investigation 
of their relevance. Since analysis is intended to shape 
the future conduct of program activities, objectives that 
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Figure 7. SUGGESTED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS. These 
questions should help the analyst to gather information 
about a program's objectives during interviews with 
agency personnel. 

1. What is the public pt1rpose served by the pro
gram, both immediate and long-run? HGW would 
the program manager know if it was working? 
What evidence would be accepted by the com
munity as indicating success? How do program 
employees know when they are doing a good Job? 

2. What are possible side effects from this program, 
both immediate and long-run? What are the nega
tive aspects? What are the positive aspects? 

3. Who is the program's target audience? What 
types of people? How large is this group? Where 
are they located? Who else might be affected un
intentionally? 

4. What would be the consequences if the program 
were eliminated completely? What would happen 
to the citizens in the community? Who would 
complain? Why would they complain? Who would 
be pleased? Why? 

describe past practices may hamper a thorough search 
for alternatives. The analyst should make sure that the 
objectives, criteria, and clientele grollps are what local 
policy makers intend them to be for future program 
operations. 

Step 4-Establislling Evaluation Criteria 
Once objectives have been adopted, evaluation criteria 

can be formulated. Evaluation criteria are used directly 
to measure progress toward objectives. They are like 
corollaries to the objectives that answer the question, 
How can we measure progress toward this objective? 
The analyst will frequently find that there is more than 
one evaluation criterion for measuring progress toward 
each objective. As a general rule, it is always better to 
have too many criteria than not enough. 

Evaluation criteria should be established with several 
factors in mind: 

Criteria should be service- or people-oriented; 
Criteria should reflect explicit performance targets; 
Criteria should /lot be subjective; 
Criteria should indicate relative accomplishment or q," ... 

grees; 
Criteria should cover all important attributes Or' ; 'peets 

of the program; and 
Criteria should be acceptable to workers, "','~ervisors, 

and managers. 

Evaluation criteria should be identified without initial 
concern about how or whether thev ,,::-! be measured, 
There are often ways to at le:\d .;;,rtially measure the 
more qualitative or subjective ,:. >,l In by lIsing ratings, 
rankings, and other proce.dures. For example, at first 
glance citizen perceptiop I ,.' appear difficult or im
possible to meaure, but -; ,ample survey can usually 
supply the needed dab.,dzen perceptions are impor
tant criteria for virb y every government program 
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Figure 8. EVALUATION CRITERIA. This example shuws 
evaluation criteria for the objectives developed in FiglH'e 
5. The cl'iteria adhere to the gUidelines presented i'l Stt1P 4. 

GOAL: Reduction in incidence of fires. 
Objectives: 

1. SO% increase in pu'..ll1 ' ;wareness of 
fire dangers this yet; 

Criteria 
a. Number of firE: ,afety demonstra

tions oerfor;.t~d. 
b, Public. :';~;,lonse to fire safety 

que,)'.;-"l1aire. 
c. J".rr,'Hlr of fire hazards reported 

by \lle public. 
2. (' 'w;e of all fires occurring this year 

'" lermined by January 1S, 197_. 
,erion: 
a. Percentage of fires for which 

causes were determined. 
3. Fire safety standards met by all new 

structures built during 197_. 
Criteria 

a. Percentages of new building 
plans reviewed for fire safety 
features. 

b. Percentage of completed struc
tures inspected for fire code com
pliance. 

GOAL: Economic opportunities for persons 
who have not enjoyed economic equal
ity. 

Objectives: 
1. Entrepreneurial opportunities for 10 

first-time business owners this year. 
Criterion: 

a. Number of businesses started by 
first-time owners. 

2. Two hundred net new jobs with 
earnings of SS,OOO/year or more this 
year. 

Criteria 
a. Number of jobs with earnings of 

SS,OOO/year or more. 
b. Demographic distribution of 

earned income. 
3. Five new minority-owned and oper

ated businesses this year. 
Criterion: 

a. Number of minority-owned and 
operated businesses. 
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since they measure the degree of public satisfaction with 
government service delivery. Appendix A to this Tech
nical Quid, contains further material on surveys. Fig
ure 8 presents several examples of evaluation criteria 
incorporating the above principles. 

As used here, there is no right or wrong value for 
criteria. Fire deaths per 1,000 population can be com
pared with figures from other jurisdictions and national 
averages, but no accepted standard exists. Evaluation 
criteria are intended only as quantifiable indicators upon 
which to base judgments; the criteria themselves do not 
provide any answers. Thus, in order to make criteria 
useful from a management perspective, the jurisdiction 
must set performance targets for each one. 

Unless such targets are currently being set as part of 
the management process, first-time evaluations wiII have 
to depend more on value judgments than will later 
evaluations. Part of the analyst's job should be to es
tablish performance targets for each evaluation cri
terion, in cooperation with program agency personnel, 
so that these personnel will have more precise direction 
and management will have more specific performance 
indicators. 

POSTSCRIPT 
The preparatory tasks discussed in this chapter are 

common to both program evaluation and analysis. Chap
ter III, "Program Evaluation," discusses those tasks 
that specifically apply to evaluation. Chapter IV. "Pro
gram Analysis," discusses those tasks that specifically 
apply to analysis. Chapter V, "Communication and 
Follow-Up," integrates these two discussions. 
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This chapter describes steps necessary to complete 
a program evaluation, assuming that the program has 
been selected, the project scope defined, the. project 
team selected, and the goals, objectives, and evaluation 
criteria formulated. Task 5 presents three specific de
signs that are practical for state and local government 
and discusses the situation for which each design is 
best suited. Task 6 involves collection of the data nec
essary for evaluation. Detailed discussions address such 
important concerns as determining data availability, 
collecting the data, and verifying the accuracy of the 
data. Task 7 covers the steps necessary to examine the 
datu and draw conclusions about program performance. 
Information on preparing a written report and imple
menting the evaluation recommendations is included 
in Chapter V. For a discussion of the principles of 
evaluation, refer to Appendix A. 

TASK 5-SELECTING AN EVALUATION DESIGN 
All evaluations are basically some form of compari

son. Whether comparing a group of people who received 
special treatment (such as in a drug rehabilitation pro
gram with a similar group who did not receive treatment, 
or comparing the actual accomplishments of a program 
with its performance objectives, comparison is still the 
key to evaluation. An evaluation design provides the 
framework for making comparisons. Researchers have 
developed many different evaluation designs, but rela
tively few designs fit the needs of state and local guv
ernment. This section presents three evaluation designs 
-0) planned 'Is. actual, (2) time trend, and (3) be
fore vs. after program comparison. The discussion of 
each design includes ,a description, step-by-step proce
dures, application considerations, and tips and cautions 
regarding use. 

Design # 1: Planned vs. Actual Performance 
This design compares the actual program perform

ance for a given time period with planned performance. 
It can be used for virtually all ongoing programs that 
have not been consciously rhanged during the evaluation 
period. The planned vs. actual design hilS the advantage 
of providing a natural lead-in to program analysis, since 
areas of substandard performance are identified by the 
evaluation. The procedural steps for the use of this 
design are: 

1. Set performance targets for each evaluation cri-
terion. 

2. Collect data on criteria for the evaluation period. 
3. Compare the actual data with the targets. 
4. Estimate the effects of, or at least identify, any 

non program factors that might have an impact' 
on evaluation criteria. 

Most local government requests for evaluation in
formation concern ongoing opel'atio,ns. Decision makers 
want to know the effectiveness of street patching, sani
. tation, or fire prevention programs. The question this 
type of evaluation asks might be phrased, How well are 
we performing basic services? This need for informa
tion can be contrasted with the desire to know the 
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efiectivilness of special or experimental programs, such 
'as drug or alcohol treatment programs. In this case, 
the question might be phrased, Is this program worth 
continuing? This distinction is important, as it under
lines the need to tailor the evaluation to the specific 
needs of those requesting evaluation. 

In this design, performance objectives for a 'given 
time period are compared against actual performance 
for the same time period. In order to make use of this 
very basic design, the evaluators must be able to iden
tify objectives for the program and then measure prog
ress toward them by use of the evaluation criteria. If 
performance targets have been set previously, this de
sign will give precise and useful results. However, if 
performance targets have not been previously estab
lished, the evaluation must be handled differently. The 
analyst can still establish performance targets for the 
past time periods being evaluated, but care should be 
taken not to make the first-year evaluations seem' puni
tive because it is not fair to judge a department head's 
managerial ability against a set of criteria he did not 
know existed at the time of program performance. 

There are several purposes for using this design for 
first-round evaluations: (1) to geL a general assessment 
of program effectiveness and efficiency, (2) to establish 
explicit performance targets for future time periods. 
and (3) to identify some specific program areas that 
need improvement. Application of program analysis 
techniques for these purposes should improve future pro
gram operations. Positive aspects of the program iden
tified during evaluation should be highlighted as part 
of the written report to less-en the punitive or negative 
image that many people attach to program evaluation. 

This design implicitly assumes that the targets set are 
reasonable. Targets that are too easy to reach do not 
challenge program personnel to provide true measures 
of accomplishment. Targets that are too high will dis
courage program personnel and may give management 
a distorted view of agency performance. Targets must 
be set with the participation and cooperation of pro
gram agency personnel as described in Chapter II. 

Ideally, performance targets should be set through 
the use of work measurement procedures. Work meas
urement is a technique that allows equitable time stand
ards to be established for many jobs. For additional 
information on the application of work measurement 
techniques to State and local government operations, 
contact: 

Subscriber Services, 
Public Technology, Inc. 
1140 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 
(202) 452-7700 

Design # 2: Time Trend . 
This design measures the effects of a program change . 

Evaluation criteria are selected and data collected to 
establish past performance trends. These trends are then 
compared with conditions observed after the program 
change. The design differs from the previous design in 
that it does not require the establishment of performance 
targets, but relies entirely' on actual performance meas
ures. This design is best used to evaluate a program 
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change, rather than overall program effectiveness. It 
can also be used to evaluate neW programs aimed at 
changing specific conditions, if preprogram data on 
these conditions are available. The procedural steps for 
the use of this design are: 

1. Collect data on each of the evaluation criteria for 
several measurement periods (years, quarters, or 
months) prior to the program change. 

2. Collect data on each of the criteria for one or more 
measurement periods after the program change. 

3. Using graphic techniques, compare data to see if 
values for the criteria show a divergence from the 
preprogram trends. 

4. Identify and estimate the effects of any nonpro
gram factors that might have an impact on evalu
ation criteria. 

The thinking behind the design is quite simple. If a 
program has shown a reliable performance trend in the 
past, then it is possible to get a good indication of the 
success of a specific program change by observing if 
there is a significant change in the trend after imple
mentation. The analyst must be careful about drawing 
conclusions regarding the efficiency of the program 
based on changes in the values of evaluation criteria. 
While improved program performance probably indi
cates a rclativl! increase in efficiency (assuming constant 
personnel resources), the program may still be relatively 
inefficient when compared with work measurement 
standards. Without such standards for comparison, the 
analyst can only judge apparent changes in efficiency 
in relation to past performance. 

A good example of the use of this design in a local 
government setting can be found in an evaluation of a 
change in refuse collection vehicle routing. A jurisdic
tion might change its refuse vehicle routing in an at
tempt to conserve gasoline by cutting down on wasted 
double trips on certain streets, and to cut back on over
time by evening out crew work load. Data on gasoline 
usage and overtime hours worked are usually available. 
Graphic comparison of these figures for several previous 
years with the data for the same criteria after the new 
routing is implemented should give a clear indication of 
the Sllccess of the program change in reaching its objec
tives. Of course, a conclusion based on these data could 
be invalid if the jurisdiction began using a new type 
of collection vehicle at the time of the routing change, or 
if there were some other variable besides the routing 
change that was introduced. 

Evaluation of a long-standing program generally re
quires data for at least four previous years to establish 
a statistically valid trend. Data summarized by quarters 
may be sufficient for a shorter-lived program. Care must 
be taken in this situation to look for possible seasonal 
fluctuations, such as in a recreation program or a snow 
removal activity. Data should then be gathered for one 
or more intervals after program implementation. The 
more post-change data available, the more certain it is 
that the program effects are permanent and not just a 
short-term reaction. 

An issue in the use of this design is the consistency of 
evaluation criteria and data sources over time. If the 
criteria require data normally gathered by the jurisdic
tion, the analyst should attempt to make sure that there 
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Figure 9. TRAFFIC FATALITIES TIME TREND COMPARISON. 
The graph, which displays traffic fatality data for anum· 
ber of years, was constructed to evaluate the effective· 
ness of speeding crackdown program initiated by the 
state of Connecticut in 1955. Since the data did not estab. 
lish a clear trend prior to the crackdown program, the 
evaluators could not be sure that the program was re· 
sponsible for the reduction in traffic deaths. Addition of 
data from adjoining states indicated that the program was 
probably responsible for the reduction in traffic deaths. 
(Source: Campbell, Donald T., and H. Lawrence Ross. Law 
and Society Review, Vol. III, No.1, August, 1968.) 
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were no significant changes in the way the data were 
gathered or recorded during the past performance in
tervals. 

For example, a number of years ago police depart
ments across the country began adopting a standard FBI 
classification system for reporting crimes. The differ
ences in definitions and reporting procedures caused rad
ical differences in some jurisdictions' statistics for 
certain types of crimes. While most changes of this 
nature are less dramatic, the analyst must make sure 
that data definitions remain constant during the inter
vals evaluated. The most likely sources of problems will 
be programs for which, or all, of the data is composed 
of subjective ratings. 

If the program data do not show a clear trend before 
the program change, then it may be possible to check 
the results of the evaluation using a nonequivalent con
trol group. This approach was used in the evaluation 
of a Connecticut highway-speed crackdown program. 
Since precrackdown data on automobile deaths were 
unstable, the evaluators could not be sure that the 
crackdown was responsible for the reduction in traffic 
fatalities. Data were collected from adjoining states for 
the same tirne period and plotted on the same graph. 
When the adjoining state data showed no equivalent 
decrease in fatalities, evaluators had much greater con
fidence in their conclusion. Figure 9 shows the graphic 
display of the data for the Connecticut example. 



Dcsign #3: Bcforc Program vs. Aftcr Program 
This design consists of measuring criteria values just 

priO! to the implementation of a program and then 
obtaining values for the same criteria after implementa
tion or completion of the program. This design does 
not seek to establish a trend for the criteria but merely 
to take a "snapshot" of conditions before and after a 
specific change. Before vs. after works best to evaluate 
a program of short duration and limited scope. This 
design is appropriate when conditions in the program 
have been stable for some time and are expected to 
remain stable in thc future unless altered by the pro
gram initiative. It is generally more effective if the 
evaluation can be planned prior to implementation of 
the program change in case special data are required on 
preprogram conditions. Thc procedural steps for the 
use of this design are: 

1. Collect .late< on the criteria reflecting conditions 
prior '1e program's introduction. 

2. Collet.. <wta 011 the value of the criteria immedi
ately after program completion, or an appropriate 
period after program introduction. 

4. Identify and estimate the effects of any nonpro
gram factors that might have an impact on the 
evaluation criteria. 

This design was used in the evaluation of a special 
intensive street cleaning program implemented in Wash
ington, D. C. The program extended ovcr a nine-week 
period. No other major changcs were expected that 
would affect the postprogram values of the evaluation 
criteria. Neighborhood cleanliness was measured just 
before and just after the program using a visual inspec
tion procedure and a citizen survey. The "before" pro
gram conditions were believed to be typical and not of 
a seasonal nature. Since the data needed to evaluate 
the program were not normally available, the visual in
spection procedure had to be devised before the pro
gram was initiated so that preprogram data could be 
collected. This evaluation is fully documented in the 
following publication: 

How Clean is Our City: A Guide for Measuring the 
Effectiveness of Solid Waste Collection Activities, by 
Louis H. Blair and Alfred I. Swartz, The Urban In
stitute, Washington, D. C., 1972. 

The before vs. after design assumes that the values 
for the evaluation criteria just before program initiation 
accurately reflect preprogram conditions: For this rea
son, the analyst must be careful to avoid using this 
design for a program with significant seasonal fluctua
tions, or at least to compensate for the fluctuations. 
This is the simplest of the three designs and one that is 
currently in use by some State and local governments; 
however, it is also the design that has to be used with 
the most caution. The design itself provides no means 
to distinguish nonprogram factors causing the differ
ences, or lack of differences, in the' pre- and postprogram 
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values of the criteria. Consequently, the analyst must 
take considerable care to identify possible nonprogram 
influences to protect the validity of the evaluation. 

A more dctailed discussion of this problem will be 
presented in the data evaluation section of this chapter 
(Task 8). The validity and credibility of the evalua
tion can be significantly enhanced if this design is used 
in conjunction with the time trend design. Before vs. 
aftcr program comparison should be used by itself 
only as a last resort. 

TASK 6-DAT A COLLECTION 
The sixth task in the evaluation process is usually the 

most time-consuming and expensive-collecting the data 
needed to conduct the evaluation. There are four major 
steps in this task: (1) Identify the necessary data, (2) 
determine data availability, (3) collect existing data, and 
(4) vcrify the accuracy of the data. 

Step 1-Identifying thc Data 
Identifying the data involves determining what statis

tics or indicators are required to measure the criteria 
identified earlier in the evaluation process. In many 
cases, the criteria themselves will be statistical meas
ures. An illustration of this can be seen using the exam
ple of fire service criteria presented in Chapter U, where 
the objective was a 50 percent increase in public aware
ness of fire dangers this year. The associated criteria 
were: 

(a) Number of fire safety demonstrations performed. 
(b) Public response to fire safety questionnaire. 
(c) Number of fire hazards reported by the public. 

Criteria (a) and (c) are specific statistical measures. 
Criterion (b) actually represents several statistics, since 
analysis of the survey questionnaire responses would 
probably yield separate figures on overall awareness of 
hazards, and on awareness of specific types of hazards. 
Thc analyst should study each criterion and ask what 
data would be needed to quantify the criterion. The 
analyst should not be concerned at this point with 
whether the data are easily available, since a thorough 
check of this point is the next step. If no single data 
source secms sufficient, it may be necessary to identify 
several data sources that indirectly measure aspects of 
the criteria. 

Step 2-Detcrmining Data A vaiJability 
Once the analyst has determined what data are nec

essary, the second step is to determine how much are 
available. At least a preliminary survey of data avail
ability should have been done during the project selec
tiolll process to ensure the feasibility of the project. The 
methodology outlined here for determining data avail
ability is considerably more detailed than that used for 
preliminary data surveys. 

As a matter of practicality, for small evaluations the 
analyst may well determine data availability and begin 
collection at the same time. For most evaluations, it 
will be desirable to keep these steps separate since the 
abs,ence of required data may cause the analyst to 
formulate a new strategy for data collection. It is not 
always necessary to obtain data for every criterion of 
a multiple-criteria objective. Using the fire prevention 
eX3lmple, it would not be absolutely necessary to obtain 



data for all three of the criteria to be able to make a 
sound evaluation of program effectiveness. Each piece 
of data would provide an additional indicator of pro
gram effectiveness, but even without all of the data, valid 
conclusions could still be drawn about the program. 

The analyst would be well advised to prepare a work
sheet to use during data identification and collection. 
Such a worksheet would have the specific program 
objective at the top of the page, a list of the applicable 
criteria, and the data required to measure each. Addi
tional information could be added indicating the avail
ability and specific location of the data. A sample of 
such a form using the first protection example is shown 
in Figure 10. There are numerous types of data, but for 
our purposes oVly three will be discussed in detail: (1) 
existing records and statistics, (2) client perception 
surveys, and (3) special data collection techniques. 

1. Existing Records and Statistics. The analyst should 
begin the data search by examining the existing records 
of the jurisdiction, starting with those of the program 
agency. The partially completed data availability work
sheets with the data requirements identified should be 
shown to the program agency liaison person. The agency 
liaison should be able to determine quickly whether the 
agency has the required data and help the analyst figure 
out the best way to collect them. 

Some evaluations will require data from several agen
cies since the program being evaluated involves more 
than one agency. For example, an evaluation of police 
effectiveness would probably require records from the 
police department, the prosecutor's office, and the 
courts. Obtaining the cooperation of several agencies 
can be quite difficult, especially if the evaluation effort 
does not affect or benefit them directly. Such situations 
require experience and skill on the part of the evaluation 
team leader and underscore the importance of top-level 
management support for the evaluation. It is the ana
lyst's job to locate the necessary data, but the team 
leader's help will often be needed to gain access to them. 
Some general suggestions that may prove helpful in 
locating data are presented in Figuw J 1. 

2. Client Perception Surveys. If the data identification 
process revealed a need for data on citizen perceptions 
of service delivery, the analyst will probably have to 
turn to sources other than existing records. The analyst 
should determine whether a survey has recently been 
completed either on a jurisdictionwide basis or in the 
specific program area of the evaluation. A survey con
ducted within the past year can be considered current. 
The analyst should examine the questions and responses 
to determine if the necessary data can be obtained from 
the survey. If the survey is too old or none has been 
conducted, then consideration must be given to ini
tiating a new survey. 

The experience of several jurisdictions that have used 
surveys in program analysis indicates that small, nar
rowly defined surveys yield the most productive results. 
For example, a short (3-6 questions) survey on ritizen 
satisfaction with plastic trash bags, or a specific r~crea
tion program, yields results that are easy to interpret 
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Figure 10. DATA AVAILABILITY WORKSHEET. This Is a 
suggested form to be prepal"ed by the analyst to deter
mine the availability of the data needed to conduct an 
evaluation. The information shown in the sample applies 
to +he fire prevention example originally presented In 
Chapter II. 

DATA AVAILABILITY WORKSHEET 
PROJECT: Fire Prevention Program EvalUation 
GOAL: Reduction in incidence of fires 
OBJECTIVE: 50% increase in public awareness of 

fire dangers this year. 
TIME PERIOD COVERED: Fiscal Year 1976 
CRITERIA 
1. Number of fire safety demonstrations performed. 

Data Required: Statistics on number of fire safety 
demonstrations performed. 

Availability: Fire department Incident reports 
(headquarters central file room), 

2. Public response to fire safety questionnaire. 
Data Required: Statistics on percentage of popu

lation showing awareness of vari
ous types of fire hazards. 

Availability: Not immediately available; sample 
survey required. 

3. Number of fire hazards reported by the public. 
Data Required: Statistics on number and type of 

fire hazards reported by the pub
lic. 

Availability: (1) Fire department dispatching 
records (headquarters central 
file room). 

(2) Mayor's "Citizen Service Line" 
complaint data (Mayor's of
flee files). 

and involves relatively little effort to prepare and ad
minister. Such surveys are also easier for citizens to 
respond to than a long survey that asks their perceptions 
on a wide range of government programs or issues. The 
analyst may be able to use statistics on citizen com
plaints or service requests to gauge citizen perceptions 
on specific services. 

3. Special Data Collection Techniques. Once the data 
availability worksheet has been completed, the. analyst 
must study it carefully to see if sufficient data are avail
able to make a valid evaluation. This will be a particu
larly sensitive decision for objectives that can only be 
measured by one or two criteria. As a rule of thumb, 
data should be available on more than half of the cri
teria to ensure the validity of the .e'laluation. This rule 
of thumb must be used very cautiously, for some cri
teria can be more vital to an evaluation than others; 
therefore, it also matters which criteria can be meas
ured. To retain the community impact lemphasis of the 
evaluation, it is necessary to give most weight to those 
criteria that measure citizen perceptions and direct ef
fects on the program clientele groups. 



Figure 11. DATA LOCATION. Below a':.,e some suggested sources for the types of data often required for program 
evaluations, 

if the jurisdiction has an active records management 
program, it may be valuable to spend some time 
becoming familiar with the records inventory. A 
properly maintained inventory will quickly tell 
What information is kept by each agency, h9W far 
back the records go, how they are accessed, and 
where they are kept. Very few jurisdictions have 
such a complete system, but if the jurisdiction is 
fortunate enough to have one, it can be valuable 
to evaluators. 

Demographic data (population characteristics, geo
graphic dispersion, etc,) are necessary for many 
evaluations. The planning department or, in some 
instances, a regional planning agency or State 
planning department should be able to supply 
census information that fits the requirements. 
Keep in mind, however, that the census data for 
many 10cJ'!lities may be out of date. if the com
munity is a rapidly growing or decreasing one, or 
if it routinely has a high percentage of transients, 
then the census data must be used with caution. 
One of the most frequent uses of census data is 
to draw a profile of the community so that an ac
curate sample may be selected for survey pur
poses. 

Cost data are, of course, usually available from the 
accounting function of the finance agency. De
pending on the level of detail needed and the type 
of financial reporting system the jurisdiction uses, 
it may be necessary for an account clerk to work 
with agency personnel to extract and total de· 
tailed records. Many operating agencies maintain 
some type of internal manual accounting system 
In addition to whatever type of centralized ac
counting system the jurisdiction uses. Such "sat
ellite" accounting systems can be useful to the 

The anafysis described above will enable the analyst 
to determine whether the evaluation can be completed 
with the available data. There will be many instances 
when additional data will be necessary, and even more 
instances when additional data can add greatly to the 
validity and utility of the evaluation. This is a key de
cision point in an evaluation because, if some of the 
necessary data arc lacking, a determination must be 
nHlde whether to: (I) continue the evaluation with 
available data, (2) take the necessary time and effort to 
gather additional data from scratch, or (3) scrap the 
evaluation for lack of sufficient data. 

If the first decision is reached, the analyst may con
clude that the lack of data requires limiting the scope of 
the evaluation. If this limitation is deemed significant 
by the team leader, then management and/ or elected 
officials should be apprised of the specifics and asked 
to approve the new scope or to direct that additional 
data be generated to perform the evaluation as origi
nally planned. IF the analyst and team leader decide 
there is sufficient information and that it is impractical 
to gather the needed data, they should document their 
findings and present them to management. 

When a reduced evaluation scope will not rrovide 
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analyst since they are often easier to access for 
program costs than are central records. A possi
ble problem in using data from such satellite 
systems is that agency personnel may classify 
expenditures differently than the central account
Ing offive WOUld. This can create discrepancies if 
the analyst is trying to compare expenditures with 
budgeted amounts for specific categories. It is 
usually possible .to reconcile such discrepancies, 
but it will mean locating and examining the spe
cific vouchers in question. 

All health· departments routinely record births, 
deaths, and causes of death and code these data 
by census tract. Aggregations of these data on 
a State and national level are avaIlable. Such statis
tics can be used to evaluate health programs by 
comparing the statistics for a neighborhood \IV nh 
other neighborhoods similar to it in demographic 
chara'i~teristics either within the jurisdiction or in 
other jurisdictions. Naturally, such comparisons 
should be made with care since many other fac
tors are involved. 

Data fer evaluating manpower and employment pro
grams are available from the State employment 
service or from county or city manpower offices. 
Statistics on employment by age, profession, race, 
education, and other factors are available by labor 
area. A "labor area" is a central city and the 
surrounding region Within easy commuting dis
tance. Data on more specific geographic al'eas, 
such as neighborhoods, can sometimes be ob
tained from the State employment service, or can 
be determined by survey, 

management with the type of information needed for 
decision making, it is necessary to generate data from 
scratch. The specific data should already have been 
identified, so that the first job should be to determine 
exactly how to go about collecting them. The analyst 
and team leader should decide whether the data can be 
collected: (1) by adding one or more data items to 
records routinely kept by the government, (2) by es
tablishing new records and procedures, or (3) by using 
a special technique, snch as a citizen survey. After this 
decision is made, the analyst should prepare a workplan 
that clearly states the specific data needed, the meth
odology to be employed, the time period to be I:overed, 
the calendar time required, the personnel time required, 
the estimated cost of data collection, and the impact the 
collection effort will have on the schedule for the evalu
ation as a whole. Once the impact on the project is 
known, the new workplan should be submitted to top 
management and elected officials for their considera
tion to ensure that all unperstand and approve the scope 
of th';! evaluation. The main point to keep in mind is 
that the need to collect data from scratch, whatever the 
reason, will have a significant impact on the duration 
and cost of the evaluation. 



Step 3-Physically Collecting the Data 
Once the data requirements have been identified and 

availability ascertained, the team leader, analyst, and 
agency liaison person should meet to decide the best 
way actually to collect the data, As mentioned earlier, 
there are three main sources for evaluation data: (1) 
existing records and statistics, (2) client perception 
surveys, and (3) special data collection techniques. 

1. Existing Recurds and Statistics. Data from exist
ing records and statistics can usually be collected most 
efficiently by program agency personnel. The people 
who handle the records on a day-to-day basis are the 
most familiar with them and can probably locate and 
extract the data quickly, since they do not need a "get 
acquainted" period. Using program agency personnel 
to do the time-consuming physical work of data collec
tion can also free the evaluation analyst for involvement 
in several evaluation projects simultaneously. 

Several things must be done, however, before pro
gram agency personnel can be turned loose on a data 
collection problem. First, the analyst should spot-check 
the accuracy of the data, if possible. This is especially 
important if the required data appear in several places 
-e.g., on a base record and also on several summary 
reports. Each time the data are manipulated, chances 
for transposition and other errors increase. Also, the 
source of the data is important to accuracy. If the data 
are guesses or estimates by field personnel rather than 
"hard" data provided by program clients or some reli
able form of measurement; then the validity of the data 
may be seriollsly questioned. A full discussion of data 
accuracy will be presented in Step 4 of this task. 

Second, the analyst must provide the agency person
nel with clear, concise directions. The analyst must be 
able to tell agency personnel exactly what data are 
needed and the specific time span to be covered. The 
analyst should also provide worksheets for recording 
the data so that they are collected in a consistent man
ner. It may also be possible to layout the worksheets 
so as to facilitate later analysis of the data. The analyst 
and the agency liaison person should meet with the 
employees who will be doing the actual data collection 
and discuss the reason for the data collection, the sig
nificance of the evaluation, and the collection worksheet 
and special instructions. After answering questions, the 
analyst may find it beneficial to spend a few minutes 
working with employees as they put the worksheets to 
llse for the first time. 

It is also wise for the analyst to spot-check data accu
racy during the data collection by examining a sample 
of the source records and comparing them with the 
worksheets prepared by the agency personnel. To fa
cilitate these checks, analysts should have the agency 
personnel forward worksheets to them on an "as com
pleted" basis, perhaps once a week. 
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Evaluations that require data from several agencies 
can cause the analyst difficulty in actually collecting the 
data and I or in coordinating the efforts of several groups. 
The example of a police effectiveness evaluation used 
earlier will help illustrate thl} point. To get a complete 
picture of police performance, data are likely to be 
needed from the prosecutor and/or court system on 
indictment and conviction rates, and perhaps accident 
statistics from the traffic engineering department. The 
prosecutor's office may not perceive any immediate 
benefit to that agency from the evaluation and therefore 
may be reluctant to take an active part in the project. 
The experience, tact, and political expertise of the evalu
ation team leader can often greatly improve coopera
tion. The team leader may be able to persuade the 
agency to cooperate by showing the agency head how 
his or her agency will benefit. 

In the above instance, the team leader may be able 
to convince the prosecutor that the evaluation may 
produce results pointing to the need for police officers 
to build cases on more solid evidence, thus making the 
prosecutor's job easier. If such a line of reasoning fails 
to persuade the agency head, the team leader may be 
able to gain cooperation by offering the resolll'ccs of 
the team to help the agency head solve an operational 
problem in return for voluntary assistance with the 
evaluation. A management mandate ordering the agency 
to cooperate should be sought only as a last resort. since 
the resulting hard feelings often lead to unfavorable 
agency perceptions of the evqluation process. 

An evaluation such as the one outlined above also 
raises the issue of confidentiality of personnel data. 
Some agencies may refuse the evaluation team access to 
individual records on this basis, In such instances. the 
evaluation team may be able to examine the records in 
question by limiting access to a single designated analyst 
who will work solely on the agency premises. In other 
cases, the agency may be willing to aggregate key in
formation about a group of individuals so that no one 
person can be identified. While it is always preferable 
to examine the data first-hand, there may be instances 
in which aggregation of data must be accerted . 

2. Client Perception Surveys. Client perceptions are 
becoming increasingly important data sources for evalu·, 
ations as governments seek to measure various program 
impacts on the people they serve. The most prevalent 
tool for measuring client (citizen) perceptions is the 
survey. 

Surveys are tools for questioning selected samples of 
the general pUblic. They may involve mailing question
naires to respondents, leaving questionnaires at respond
ents' homes ilnd retrieving them at a later date, interview
ing respondents in person, or interviewing respondents 
over the telephone. Surveys provide feedback all re
spondent perceptions, desires, need~, preferences, priori
ties, opinions, and experiences. 

The primary benefit that surveys offer is the capacity 
to elicit the views of numerous individuals, many of 
whom would not otherwise participate in the program 
evaluation process. Thus, survey information can be 
more representative of the public at large than informa
tion obtained through other kinds of public involvement 
efforts. Surveys also offer the following benefits: 



Survey responses can be readily analyzed to determine 
underlying patterns and relationships, including trends 
over time. 

Surveys can focus on specific respondent groups and/ or 
specific issues or objectives of interest to the user 
jurisdiction. 

Surveys can identify the rationale behind respondent 
answers. 

Surveys can gather information about people's percep
tions, desires, and opinions unavailable from other 
sources. 

Surveys can reduce the sense of isolation or alienation 
felt by many respondents. 

It is important for the analyst to realize that a prop
erly preJpared and analyzed survey is a very useful and 
powerful tool, but one that requires lit considerable 
amount of calendar time. A simple reliable survey may 
take several weeks to complete, and several months is 
a more realistic estimate for many surveys. Although 
a detailed explanation of the conduct of sample surveys 
is beyond the scope of this Guide, an appendix has been 
included to provide guidance. Appendix B contains 
references to documents that will help the analyst: (l) 
decide When a survey is appropriate, (2) prepare and 
administer the survey instrument (quesltionnaire), and 
(3) analyze and present the results. References are also 
provided to jurisdictions that have practical experience 
in the use of sample surveys. 

Methods other than surveys are avaHable to measure 
citizen perceptions. Regul'.tr meetings of improvement 
associations, service clubs, and other !Iervice organiza
tions can provide a forum for the airing of perceived 
problems. While such input is not neces:sarily representa
tive ot the entire community, the analyst can discern 
useful information through careful questioning and 
listening. Such techniques may be ne<;essary when the 
time or resources are not available to <:onduct a survey. 
Extreme caution Is urged in the USle of information 
obtained in this way, because of its lack of pre,cision and 
objectivity. 

Citizen complaints or service requests are not nor
mally used as indicators of citizen perceptions because 
few jurisdictions have made any effoJrt to handle them 
systematically. Additionally, such information is obvi
ously selective since only dissatisfieli clients use this 
avenue of communication. However, at least one juris
diction, Kansas City, Missouri, has mnde an effort to use 
complaint data. Through the city's "al=tion center," serv
ice requests arc recorded, channeled to the appropriate 
department for action, and followed up with a postcard 
to the citizen asking for an evaluation of the city's 
response to the request. Complaint data and citizen 
ratings arc summarized monthly fot' the operating de
partments and the city manager's office. Such a system 
allows the administration to get a tough barometer of 
feeling toward specific services by tracking complaints. 
City council members also lise the monthly summary 
figures of complaints as rough perlformance indicators 
for the various departments. 
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3, Special Data Collection Techniques. Orten, data 
must be generated from scratch. Perhaps the most com
mon way to do this is to add one or more data items to 
forms currently in lise by the agency. Such efforts are 
usually relatively low-cost, since the only additional 
expense is redesigning and reprinting the appropriate 
forms. The chief drawback is that collection of the infor
mation will require at least one program interval (a 
month, a quarter, or a year), thereby delaying the 
evaluation for that time period. 

A more involved variation of the above is when infor
mation must be added later to records already on hand, 
as in the example of collecting additional information 
on clients already served by a program. Such activities 
are very difficult to conduct because the participants 
must first be located and then persuaded to cooperate. 
Such after-the-fact data collection techniques should be 
used only when alternatives arc exhausted. 

In some situations, subjective ratings by professionals 
may be appropriate for evaluating program effects. This 
approach may be most useful in social service fields. For 
example, professional social workers could usc subjective' 
ratings to measure changes in family and community 
functioning attributed to social welfare programs. Rating 
scales might cover: family relationships and family unity, 
individual behavior and adjustment, care and training of 
children, economic practices, social activities, home and 
household practices, health conditions and practices, 
relationship to social workers, and community resource 
usc. Explicit directions must be provided for usc of each 
rating on a scale. Ideally, the rating system should enable 
a group of professionals, observing the same conditions, 
to arrive at the same rating. 

A pretest is highly desirable to see if different pro
fessionals using specified procedures would in fact give 
reasonably similar ratings. When using such a rating 
scale, individuals should not be asked to rate themselves 
on their own effectiveness in providing a service. Raters 
should be selected who do not have a personal interest 
in the outcome. 

For meaningful program evaluation, three factors 
should be standardized: the characteristics evaluated by 
professionals, the rating scale applied to these character
istics, and the conditions under which the ratings are 
made. In the family functioning example, the profes
sionals are given guidance on the aspects of family 
functioning to be rated. Each aspect is rated according 
to a standard descriptive scale. For instance, one aspect. 
"sibling relationships," would be assessed on the basis of 
criteria for each grade on the scale: 

Inadequate: There is conflict between children resulting 
in physical violence or cruelty which war
rants intervention ... , 

Marginal: Emotional ties among children weak ... 
rarely play together ... 

Adequate: Positive emotional ties and mutual identi
fication .... 

The actual rating is made by first-hand observation of 
the family by the social workers. 

This method requires professionals who arc compe
tent to make judgments about the particular situations 
and who can be impartial in their appraisals. Also, if a 



grading scale is not readily available, considerablc time 
and effort will be nceded to establish an acceptable 
rating system. The costs of making r~tings could be large 
because of the time required for each observation and 
the specialized personnel involved. However, if such 
ratings can be provided as parl of the regular jobs of 
employed professionals, the actual out-of-pocket costs 
to a government may be small. 

In some situations, as time passes, raters may deviate 
from the rating scale. Periodic checks and retraining in 
the use of the scale can alleviate this. For example, dur
ing the Washington, 0. C., "Operation Clean Sweep," 
checks of a sample of inspector ratings using the street 
cleanliness rating scales indicated that inspectors tended 
after a time to c'ompress the scale; i.e., to give fewer 
extreme ratings. To correct the problem, the inspectors 
wel'e reexposed to the photographic rating scale. While 
the tendency to compress the scale may not be as pro
nounced with more highly trained professionals, it is 
still a situation that the analyst must guard against. 

This method of data collection is basically subjective 
and normally should be used in conjunction with more 
objective measurements. For examph:, the number of 
reported difficulties in school for client-family children 
could supplement professional ratings to measure child 
adjustment. 

If none of the data sources above seems to fit the eval
uation, the analysts are free to develop measures and 
sources of their own, as long as the accuracy of the 
approach can be verified. A~ an example, an evaluation 
of the Fairfax County. Virginia, road maintenance pro
gram was aided by the use of a device called a "rough
ometer" that measured inches of roughness per mile. The 
evaluation team verified the accuracy of this approach 
by showing a high correlation between citizen percep
tions of roughness and readings taken by the rough
ometer on the same sample of streets. There are many 
less dramatic examples of analysts making creative uses 
of field observation techniques by measuring emergency 
equipment response time or making special counts of 
participants in recreational activities. The point is that 
the evaluation team should not restrict itself to the 
approaches presented in this Guide. 

Step 4-Verifying the Accuracy of the Data 
One of the most frequently overlol,;>ked aspects of 

program evaluation is verifying the accuracy of the data. 
While treated here as a separate step fv\' emphasis, the 
discussion of the previous step corre~\tly suggests that 
data accuracy should be verified during datil collection. 
In this way, the analyst can take actions to correct or 
improve the data immediately, rather than initiate a 
second collection effort later. There are three major 
types of data inaccuracies-clerical errors, subjective 
errors, and methodological errors. 

1. Clerical Errors. Clerical errors are one of the most 
common sources of inaccuracy. Such errors (transposed 
digits, recording the wrong figure, etc.) frequently 
occur when data are transferred from original source 
documents to summary reports or data collection work
sheets. Clerical errors can be detected by checking a 
sampling of the data collection worksheets against the 
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original source documents. If more than 10 percent of 
the sample entries are incorrect, the analyst Can take one 
of several remedial actions. 

If more than one person has been recording the data 
in question, the analyst should try to determine whether 
the high error rate is uniform among all collectors or is 
found only in the work done by one or more individuals. 
The employee complcting each worksheet can be identi
fied by a code on the sheet itself. If the high error rate 
is restricted to one or more individuals, the analyst can 
either review collection procedures with those individuals 
and stress the importance of accuracy to the employees 
and their supervisor, or request that a more accurate 
employee be assigned to recollect the same data. Should 
the high error rate pove to be uniform among all col
lectors, the analyst sl.ould review the collection proce
dures with all employe..:s and appropriate supervisors to 
determine whether the worksheets are poorly designed 
or the data collection procedures incomplete or con
fusing. 

If data collection accuracy does not improve, analysts 
may want to consider collecting the data themselves or 
finding another way to measure the criterion in question. 
Another remedial course is to postpone the evaluation 
while improved data collection procedures are devel
oped. This will usually mean postponing the evaluation 
for one program period (one month to one year). 
Naturally, the earlier in the evaluation process this 
determination can be made, the fewer dollar and person
nel resources will be wasted on an incomplete effort. 

2. Subjective Judgment Errors. Data involving sub
jective judgments will require more involved accuracy 
checks than outlined above, When dealing with sub
jective ratings such as those provided by inspectors 01' 
social services counselors, the analyst must make an 
effort to det~rmine the accuracy of the rating system. 
This is accomplished by examining the rating scale to 
determine how clear and comprehensive the descriptions 
are of the variolls rati ng categories. In addition, the 
analyst should attempt t;) determine how much training 
the field personnel have hlld in the use of the scale and 
how often the training is reviewed. The review question 
can be significant, since experience has shown that 
extended use of a subjective scale often results in "com
pressed" ratings; i.e., fewer ratings toward the extremes 
of the scale. Periodic reviews of the scale with super
visors can help alleviate this tendency. 

The analyst may also find it useful to examine the 
turnover rate among field personnel, since high turnover 
often results in inconsistent ratings over the evaluation 
period. Finally, the analyst should chGck the accuracy 
of the ratings by getting several people independently 
to apply the rating scale to the same situation or site at 
the same time. 

II 



3. Methodological Errors. Of the data collection tech
niques mentioned, surveys are most prone to methodo
logical error. The analyst should review the survey 
instrument (questionnaire) for possible bias, the sample 
selection method, the size of the sample, the degree of 
training given to surveyors, and the methods used to 
analyze resl'onses. The references found in Appendix B 
should provide the information needed to make most 
of these dete}:minations. No survey can be 100 percent 
accurate. What the analyst should watch for are instan
ces in which opinions or results are not clear-cut on a 
specific question and there is some evidence of significant 
inaccuracy in the survey. Management should be cau
tioned against making major decisions based on informa
tion that does not have a high degree of reliability. Data 
from flawed surveys can still be used, but with due 
caution. 

Another type of methodological error can sometimes 
be avoided by double-checking of the analyst's thought 
proces~es. It is very easy to get so involved in what you 
are doing that relatively simple errors go unnoticed. For 
example, an evaluation director reported that one of his 
associates was deeply involved in establishing criteria 
and colIecting data on the effectiveness of fire suppres
sion services. The analyst hit on the idea of using the 
percentage of a building that was consumed by fire as 
a criterion for effectiveness of the fire department. The 
evaluation director hastened to point out that since the 
fire department had no control over how long a building 
had been burning before an alarm was turned in, and 
that a building might well be fulIy engulfed before the 
department was notified, the proposed criterion was 
neither fair nor valid. There is a much better chance of 
avoiding such errors if the work of an analyst is checked 
by at least one other analyst. 

It is generally inadvisable to continue the evaluation 
with data errors greater than ] 0 percent. If an evalua
tion is continued under such circumstances, the analyst 
should be sure to identify clearly resulting distortions in 
the evaluation report. Managers must understand that 
they cannot place the same degree of confidence in 
evaluations with questionable data as in evaluations with 
highly reliable data. . 

In summary, five major options can be pursued if 
key data are discovered to be inaccurate: (I) The evalu
ation team can seek other, perhaps less direct, ways of 
getting acceptable data. (2) Improved procedures can be 
adopted for collecting the data and the evaluation 'post
poned until new, reliable data can be gathered. (3) The 
evaluation team can seek to improve the quality of the 
data by such methods as closer supervision of the collec
tion effort, or the use of better co\lection forms. (4) The 
evaluation can be continued with the clear warning that 
management should be cautious in using the data in 
question for decision making. (5) The evaluation can be 
cancelled as infeasible. While the most suitable option 
will depend on the specifics of the situation, analysts will 
probably feel the most confident with the second option, 
where practical. The important point is to recognize that 
inaccurate data can badly undermine the credibility of 
an evaluation, and the analyst should guard against this 
problem. 
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TASK 7-SYNTHESIZING THE DATA 
This task involves three major steps: (I) Organizing 

the data, (2) making comparisons, and (3) drawing 
conclusions. The initial synthesis should be incremental; 
once conclusions have been reached regarding one ob
jective, the next objective can be considered, and so on 
until all objectives have been analyzed. 

Step 1-0rganizing the Data 
The analyst must assemble in one place all of the 

data colIected during the previous task. The data col
lection worksheets fol' the various criteria should be 
placed together with the dUa availability worksheet for 
the appropriate objective. Using the previous fire service 
example, this would require three sets of data collection 
worksheets, one for each criterion, and a data a','ail
ability worksheet for each of the three objectives. If it 
has not been done by the data collectors themselves, the 
analyst should summarize the data for each criterion. 
The analyst should then check the data availability 
worksheet against the data summary sheets to make sure 
that all of the available data are assembled. Next, the 
analyst can begin to find the proper way to organize 
them. 

As mentioned in the section on selecting an evaluation 
design, the key to evaluation is comparison. The empha
sis in analyzing the data will be on organizing them so 
that the correct comparisons can be made. There are 
several approaches to arranging the data for comparison, 
ancl each will be described in turn. 

Perhaps the simplest technique for comparing data is 
the use of a table. A table showing the title of the cri
teria, the measured values for the evaluation period, the 
planned target values or values from other time periods, 
and a percentage of accomplishment may help illustrate 
gross relationships between criteria. A table will prob
ably not be of use when the data for the criteria are in 
different forms, and as when some of the data are 
survey responses or subjective ratings and the rest are 
raw statistics. Figure 12 illustrates such a table. 

Graphs and charts are important comparative tech
niques. They: 

Show Relationships. Graphs can show data relationships 
over time to illustrate (where appropriate) historical 
sequences. New data can be added to a continuous 
graph whenever received. Such a graph not only shows 
the past but the present as well. Also, future trends 
may be spotted by the alert user. 

Permit Study of Data. Graph!) permit the study of data 
regularities and irregularities. A careful scrutiny of 
the data points on the graph and the relationships be
tween these points may reveal meanings that could 
not be observed otherwise. Thus, even though tabular 
presentation contains all the individual data points 
(values) that can be plotted on a graph, relationships 
and trends arc not as readily discernible from tabular 
presentation as from graphs. 

\' 
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Figure 12. TABLE COMPARISON OF EVALUATION CRI· 
TERIA. The table shows the target values, the actual 
measured values, and the percentage of accomplishment 
for each of four unspecified criteria. 

Percent 
Criteria Target Actual Accomplished 

#1 500 420 84 
#2 700 570 81 
#3 90% 60% 67 
#4 100% 89% 89 

Suggest New Ideas. When information is viewed in chart 
form, the data points may suggest new rzlationship 
and ideas, or may suggest connections between seem
ingly unrelated bits of information that the user may 
know from previous experience, reading, or general 
knowledge. 

Efficient Use of Information. Charts and graphs repre
sent a refinement of verbal description by limiting the 
presentation of information to fundamental relation
ships by following generally accepted procedures of 
charting. 

Raid Visual Impression. Charts can provide a quick 
visual impression of normS and standards with which 
present results can be compared. For example, if the 
average number of st'ldents per teacher is considered 
the norm, and if nationa! 0r state norms are available, 
then local year-by-year data can be plotted against the 
norms and! or data. Interpretation is thus facilitated. 

Simplification of Complex Ideas. While a degree of risk 
always exists with over-simplification, there is much 
to be gained from proper simplification. If a chart 
presents a number of relationships in easy-to-under
stand and difficult-to-misunderstand terms, the user· 
will benefit from the adde~ clarity. 

Achievement of Standardization. When related sets of 
data are presented in a standard graphic format, the 
user spends less time analyzing the graphic format and 
more time interpreting the data itself. 

Narrative descriptions can also be used to present 
comparisons. For each criterion to be compared, the 
description should address the same specific points. The 
analyst must carefully think out the key questions that 
must be answered about the program and make a writ
ten list of questions. Each narrative description should 
answer the questions in the same order and level of de
tail. Also, surveys will almost always require a narrative 
interpretation of the results as well as a display of the 
summarized response data. 

In some instances, when good evalua~ion criteria have 
been developed and accurate data are 8!vailable, the 
pattern may be easy to see with little or no manipulation 
of the data. In most cases, however, some thought and 
effort will be required to clearly establish the message of 
the data. The analyst may have to use two or more of the 
above techniques at the same time to help discern hidden 
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Figure 13. BAR CHART COMPARISON OF EVALUATION 
CRITERIA. The bar chart shows the percentage of planned 
performance actually accomplished for fOllr criteria. 

Criterion #1 

Criterion #2 

Criterion #3 

Criterion #4 

Percent 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

relationships and patterns. One of the major reasons 
why Chapter II stressed the need for multiple Gvaluation 
criteria and objectives was to help establish a clear lind 
reliable pattern during analysis. If only one objective or 
one criterion is used, the analyst and decision makers 
cannot have complete confidence in the results, espe
cially when the data do not show clear-cut patterns. 
Similarly, when only two criteria are used and the data 
values for one criterion indicate program success and 
the values for the other suggest program failure, con
siderable doubt exists about true performance. However, 
if fOllr or five criteria are used and the values for several 
of them point consistently toward success Of failure, then 
a greater degree of certainty can be associated with the 
evaluation. 

Step 2-Making Comparisons 
The above general principles and techniques will now 

be applied specifically to the three evaluation designs 
presented in Task 6 at the beginning of this chapter. 

Design #1: Planned vs. Actual. The comparison to 
be made in this evaluation design is between the plan tied 
values and the actunl measured values for the evaluation 
criteria. A common and effective way to make this 
comparison is to express the relationships as a percent
age. Percentages for all of the criteria for an objective 
can be displayed in either a simple table or in a bal' 
chart. The table would have vertical columns for a 
brief description of the criteria, the target value, the 
actual measured value, and the percentage of accom
plishment (actual measured value divided by the planned 
value). An example of sueh a table was shown in Figure 
12. The bar chart would show only the percentage of 
accomplishment for each evaluation criterion. An ex
ample of this technique is shown in Figure 13. 

Data arrayed in this fashion will often enable the 
viewer to draw rapid, accurate conclusions. In the ex· 
ample in Figure 13, it is obvious that the level of ac
complishment for Criterion #3 is \~onsiderably below 
that of the other criteria. There may be any number of 
reasons for the difference, but the important point is that 
such a chart immediately highlights what should be a 
matter of concern. A percentage of accomplishment of 
85 percent or better is generally considere(Lacceptable, 
but a jurisdiction could easily adopt a higher standard, 
assuming that the targets are reasonable. 



Figure 14. GRAPH COMPARISON OF EVALUATION CRI
TERIA. This graph displays the trend in the value of a 
specific criterion-fire-related deaths per 1,000 population. 
The vertical dashed line indicates when a program change 
was Implemented. 
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Design #2: Time Trend. The comparison to be made 
in this evaluation design is between the trend shown for 
the evaluation criteria values prior to program imple
mentation and the value for the criteria after imple
mentation. The criteria values should be displayed on a 
graph to facilitate analysis. Time should be displayed on 
the horizontal (X) axis and the criteria measurement 
scale on the vertical (Y) axis. Actual measured values 
for the criteria should be plotted for several time periods 
prior to program implementation and at least one time 
period after implementation. A vertical dashed line or 
other indicator should be drawn on the graph to mark 
the time of program implementation. The analyst looks 
for a discernible change in the trend of the graph line 
that coincides with the start of, or change in, the pro
gram being evaluated. An example of such a graph is 
shown in Figure 14. 

In the example shown in Figure 14, a change in fire 
protection procedures was implemented in January, 
1975. As can be seen, the trend from pmvious years was 
definitely toward more deaths per 1,000 population, but 
the implementation of the new procedures appears to 
have reversed the trend. 

It is possible' to estimate how much difference the pro
gram change made by statistically projecting the criteria 
values without the program change and plotting this 
value on the graph. The difference between the projected 
value and the actual value is an indication of how much 
effect the program change really had. 
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Extreme caution is urged in using this technique, 
since accurate results require that the evaluation team 
have access to someone with skills and experience in 
making statistical projections. Projections made on a 
haphazard basis may seriously distort the analysis. This 
technique should not be used until the jurisdiction has 
become practiced at program evaluation. and even then 
should be used with caution . 

Design #3: Before Program vs. After Program. The 
comparison in this design is between the actual value of 
the evaluation criteria measured immediately before a 
program is initiated or a program change introduced . 
and the actual value measured at some latcr time. This 
is the simplest comparison of the three and can be made 
by comparing the raw values for the criteria. or by using 
a bar chart showing two bars, one for preprogram data 
and the other for postprogram data. The difference 
between the two values can be tentatively considered 
the program impact, subject to reservations that will be 
discussed below. This type of analysis differs from the 
previous design in that no attempt is made to establish 
a trend prior to implementation. It is possible to use 
this design for ongoing evaluations by continuing to 
gather data for several time periods after program 
implemep'1tion to sec if the change caused by the 
program continues, increases. or decreas(;s. 

Step 3-Checking tlle Validity of Evaluation Results 
In order to draw conclusions about the program, the 

analyst must first investigate any factors external to the 
program that may have influenced the data. None of the 
designs discussed in this Guide guards against the possi
bility of events outside the program affecting the 
measured values of evaluation criteria. Such events have 
either a negative or positive effect on the program. If 
other possible factors are suspected. the analyst must 
make an effort to prove or disprove their impact. 

An example of this problem can be seen in an evalua
tion of the Indianapolis Police Fleet Plan. The plan 
involved patrolmen taking marked patrol cars home 
and using them as personal cars. The plan was tested in 
an effort to reduce certain crimes by having Il10re 
marked police cars on the streets. Increased police 
morale and a greater feeling of security were also 
objectives. Before and after program data were gathered 
and summarized. A trend was established for specific 
crimes that the program was expected to affect, including 
auto theft. Graphs indicated that most criteria showed 
an improvernent after implementation of the Plan, with 
a particularly dramatic decrease in auto thefts. 

In the course of analyzing the data, someone realized 
that the program start coincided with the introduction 
of a new automobile ignition lock system by automobile 
manufacturers. Consequently, it was possible to hypothe
size that the reduction in auto thefts was due to another 
cause. Comparison of auto theft statistics for surroun'd
ing areas and on a nationwide basis indicated that all 
other areas continued to show an increase in auto 
thefts, thereby strengthening the conclusion that the 
redudcn in auto thefts in Indianapolis was attributable 
to the Police Fk:et Plan. 



The analyst must make an effort to conduct just such 
a search for t.',c"/hJrating evidence to ensure the valid
ity of the program evaluation. If it is not possible to 
prove or disprove the effect of a nonprogram factor, the 
anah ' ")ould discuss this factor or event with program 
ag"'1 f personnel and program clients and then draw 
r:'p :Allsions. 

':t~p 4-Drawing Conclusions and Making Recommen. 
dations 
On the basis of the evaluation criteria investigated, 

the analyst must determine the relative success or failure 
of various aspects of the program. Each objective should 
be considered in turn, and the relevant criteria measure
ments examined. Multiple criteria for any given objective 
are more reliable than a single criterion in providing 
indications as to whether the objective has been realized. 
Similarly, consistent achievement of multiple objectives 
provides strong evidence of the achievement of the pro
gram goals, The analyst must consider the evidence and 
draw conclusions that can be stated in writing and 
verbally. 

It should be pointed out that data tabulation, analysis, 
and display may strongly suggest conclusions and clearly 
show relationships, but the final decision is to the relative 
"success" or "failure" of the program is still a matter of 
judgment. In most cases, the apparent success must be 
weighed against the costs in order to reach the "bottom
line." Analysis is not a substitute for decision making; it 
merely seeks to provide objective information upon 
which to base a decision. Complete reliance on quanti
tative answers is as wrong and misleading as complete 
reliance on instinct. 

In addition to drawing tentative conclusions about the 
program as a whole, and about its various component 
parts, the analyst should gather together any ideas that 
may have emerged during the study concerning how 
current program activities could be improved. Such 
recommendations would not basically alter a program, 
but rather streamline prcsent program operations, pos
sibly through forms modification or procedural changes. 
Major questions about a program would be best 
addressed through program analysis. 
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POSTSCRIPT 
The next-to-the-last step in the evaluation process is 

communicating the results to all interested parties. A 
written report usually serves this purpose along with an 
oral presentation, when appropriate. Since the communi
cation process is very similar for both program evalua
tion and program analysis, Chapter V discusses the 
importance of the communication process and presents 
instructions on preparing a draft report, reviewing the 
draft with interested parties, preparing a final report, 
and transmitting it to decision makers. Chapter V also 
discusses the importance of the final step in the process 
-implementing evaluation recommendations. The chap
ter covers methods of organizing and monitoring the 
all-important implementation effort. 
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This chapter describes the tasks necessary to complete 
a program analysis. The assumption is made that the 
preparatory steps outlined in Chapter II (selecting a 
project, preparing a workplan, selecting a project team, 
and establishing goals, objectives, and evaluation cri
teria) have been completed. Analysis begins with iden
tifying possible alternative ways of accomplishing the 
goa!s and objectives of a program. After the most 

promls!11g alternatives are identified, data on the cost, 
effectiveness, and feasibility of each alternative are 
gathered. The final task covered in this chapter is SYll

thesizil1g the data and drawing conclusions about the 
alternatives. Instructions for C'ommunicating results to 
decision makers will be presented in Chapter V, along 
with information on organizing and monitoring the 
implemen1ation process. 

Figure 15. SOURCES FOR PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES. The list below discus:ses some of the sources that an analyst should 
investigate to develop ideas for program alternative~. 

Government Officials. Analyses are frequently ini· 
tiated in response to a speCific proposal by one 
or more officials. The PI".)posal may be for a new 
program or for changing an existing program. Offi
cials will often indicate alternatives they are 
familiar with and want included in the analysis. 

Program Agency Personnel. Personnel of the pro· 
gram agency may be able to suggest alternatives 
based on current theory or practice in their field, 
knowledge of what other agencies have tried, or 
their own thoughts and experience. In many in· 
stances, program personnel may have been too 
busy with the press of day-to·day operations to 
adequately pursue these alternatives, or may be 
at a loss for the proper method to analyze and 
present their ideas. Many program personnel have 
a "pet" idea for improving operations. An astute 
analyst will soon learn to draw agency personnel 
out on such alternatives and properly frame and 
analyze them. Care should be taken not to ridi
cule or dismiss seemingly outlandish ideas until 
objective analysis has shown them to be imprac
tical, or this source of alternatives may dry up. 
Whether to reveal the source of alternatives 
should be carefully conSidered. In some cases, it 
may be proper and courteous to see that the 
proper persons are given credit for their ideas; 
in other instclllces, employees may not want their 
suggestions acknowledged if they know that the 
suggestion is unpopUlar with their supervisors. 
In any case, it should be a standard practice to 
provide feedback to program personnel on the 
disposition of their suggestions. 

Other Jurisdictions. Although they are frequently 
difficult to Identify, the approaches to the same 
or similar problem that were tried or considered 
by other jurisdictions may prove fruitful. Since 
there is no established forum for the exchange 
of such Information, the availability of this source 
varies greatly. Councils of governments; State, 
municipal, or county associations; or other re
gional government organizations are good first 
sources to learn what others in your area have 
tried. Professional associations (such as the 
American Public Works Association, Municipal 
Finance Officers' ASSOCiation) can provide leads 
through their meetings and publications. Organi
zations such as the Council of State Governments, 
International City Management Association, Na-
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tional Association of Counties, National Gover
nors' Conference, National League of Cities, U. S. 
Confetence of Mayors, and Public Technology, 
Inc., may be able to provide leads to alternatives 
conSidered by their member jurisdictions. Ap
pendil( C to this Guide contains a listing of the 
progrelm evaluation and analYSis studies that have 
been completed by five jurisdictions, and a COil' 
tact p'srson for each jurisdiction. This list is pre
sented to provide leads to alternatives considered 
by other jurisdictions and to encourage jurisdic
tions using program evaluation and analysis tei 
communicate. 

Project Team Brainstorming. Either individual 01-

group sessions may be devoted to generation of 
possible alternatives. if a group is used, it is 
probably wise to use a structured technique to 
generate and evaluate ideas. Figure 16 lists the 
principles and procedures for brainstorming. While 
this technique is intended for group use, the 
principles may prove equally useful for stimu
latin£J indiVidual innovative thought. This source 
explicitly seeks new alternatives that have not 
been tried before. 

Individuals and Groups Outside the Government. 
Community organizations, the news media, COil
cerned citizens, labor' unions, public interest 
associations, and business groups may have al
ternatives to propose. These sources usually vol
unteer themselves and often exert pressure to 
initiate program analysis. Such sources will n(lt 
usually advance alternatives that coincide with 
the subject of an ongoing analysis unless the 
analysis has been well-publicized and the sub
ject is one of great community concern. While 
rarely innovative, these sources indicate concern 
and a Willingness for community involvement 
that should not be taken lightly. 

Combinations of the Above. Various combinations 
of alternatives can be alternatives in themselves. 
Jt is not unusual to combine several alternatives 
to obtain the best featUl'es of each. 

The EXisting Program. Increasing or decreaSing the 
scope of the present program should also be con
sidered as alternatives. Included in this category 
would be an analysiS of the impact of discon
tinuing the program altogether. Anothor variation 
would be to propose that one or more alternatives 
be implemented on a trial or pilot basis. 



TASK 8-DEVELOPING PROGRAM ALTERNA
TIVES 
The most creative step in program analysis is the 

identification of alternative ways to achieve the assigned 
program goals and objectives. This task provides deci
sion makers. with data sufficient to allow rational and 
informed decisions regarding the various options for 
public programs. The task comprises two major steps: 
(1) Generating alternatives, and (2) Screening the 
alternatives to identify the most promising ones. 
Step I-Generating Program Alternatives 

The entire project team should be involved in generat
ing alternatives. Personnel may be added to the team 
for' their insights or reputation for creative thinking. 
The team leader should make sure that all team mem
bers are familiar with and understand the goals, objec
tives, and evaluation criteria that have heen established 
for the program, because all alternatives must address 
these program goals and objectives. The first step is to 
explore all immediately available sources for suggestions 
on program alternatives. Some common sources are 
shown in Figure 15, and Figure J 6 further explains how 
to use the technique of brainstorming. 

Step 2-Screening Alternatives 
After generating these alternatives, the project team 

should screen them, selecting about three to six of the 
most promising. The screening process should begin 
with the preparation of narrative descriptions for each 
alternative. These descriptions should be uniform so as 
to facilitate comparison and detailed enough so that 
estimates of cost and effectiveness can later be made. A 
suggested outline for a brief (two typewritten pages), 
uniform description of each alternative is presented in 
Figure 17. Naturally, at this stage of the process the 
narrative descriptions cannot be considered definitive, 
but will be based on the best estimates of the analyst 
and other team members. 

The descriptions should be written by whoever pro
poses the alternative, with the exception of those sugges
tions that come from outside the project team. In those 
instances, it should be the analyst'S responsibility to draft 
descriptions and have them reviewed by the originator 
of the alternative, where possible. The analyst should 
also review all descriptions prepared by other members 
of the project team to assure some consistency in the 
level of detail presented. 

Next, the analyst should review the descriptions with 
the team leader or other management officials, to begin 
weeding out alternatives that appear. to be infeasIble. In 
cases where only two or three alternatives were suggest
ed, this screening process will be unnecessary. Even if not 
used for screening, the descriptions should still be pre
pared, since they will be source documents for the next 
task-data collection. The analyst should Rlso take care 
to preserve the descriptions of alternatives discarded 
during screening. In addition to supplying full docu
mentation for the final report, these descriptions may 
prove useful in the future when the same program, or a 
similar one, is again analyzed. 

The process of preparing the descriptions and con
ducting the above initial screening should familiarize 
the analyst with the program area sufficiently to suggest 
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Figure 16. BRAINSTORMING. The basic principles for the 
idea-generation technique known as "brainstorming" are 
presented below. A procedure for applying those principles 
is also outlined. 

PRiNCIPLES 
1. You will be more productive if you will refrain 

from evaluating ideas or discussing them at the 
tIme they are proposed. This is important because 
education and experience have trained most of 
us to think judgmentally rather than creatively. 
By deferring judgment on our ideas, we can think 
up far more alternatives from which later to 
choose. 

2. Group production of ideas can be more produc
tive than separate, individual production of ideas. 
Experiments in group thinking have demonstrated 
that the average participant can think up twice 
as many possible solutions as when working 
alone. 

3. The more ideas we think up the better. In 
problem-solving of almost any type, we are far 
more likely to choose the right solution if we 
think up 10 alternatives instead of only two or 
three. 

PROCEDURES 
1. First, brainstorm the problem according to the 

following rules: 
a. All critical judgment is ruled out. Seek ideas. 

not critical analysis. 
b. Wild ideas are expected in the spontaneity 

which comes when we suspend judgment. 
Practical considerations are not of Importance 
at this point. 

c. Quantity of ideas counts here. not quality. 
d. Build on the ideas of other brainstormers When 

possible. 
2. Second. Clpply critical judgment to the ideas pro

posed. 
a. Members should review the Ideas by applying 

their best judgment. 
b. Members should be urged to seek for clues to 

something sound in even the wildest idea. 
c. Priorities should be selected for reporting to 

the decision-making person or ,group. 

some additional alternatives, or at least some additional 
sources. The analy~t should consider spending some 
time doing research in the local library and elsewhere 
to identify leading experts in the field, and other jurisdic
tions or private firms that are doing innovative work in 
the program area. The analyst should then contact by 
phone the experts, jurisdictions, and firms thus identi
fied to obtain further information on their efforts and 
references to source materials they consider valuable. 
These conversations should be aimed at expanding the 
circle of outside sources. 

For example, the analyst should ask each jurisdiction 
contacted about efforts of other jurisdictions that have 
considered or implemented innovative approaches in 
the program area. The analyst would be well advised 
to prepare a written list of questions for use in these 



telephone interviews so that he 'Or she is sure· to cover 
all relevant points in the least amount of time. It may be 
well worth considering taking a day or more and actually 
visiting ,the jurisdictions that appear to have the most 
promising approaches. 

At this point, the analyst should be in the best posi
tion to formulate innovative alternatives based on 'infor
mation provided by the other sources. Time should be 
set aside for the analyst, and perhaps other members of 
the team, to consider all of the information gath~red up 
to this point and to give concentrated thought to the 
formulation of alternatives that fit the program goals 
and objectives. These alternatives should also be 
screened by the procedure outlined above. 

The generation of program alternatives and their 
subsequent screening should be viewed as an iterative 
progress that continues as new information is. gathered 
and absorbed. The number of fruitful iterations will 
vary with the project, but most analyses will require at 
least two rounds to produce three to six good alterna
tives. The written descriptions of these most promising 
alternatives become the source documents for the next 
program analysis task, data collection. 

TASK 9-DATA COLLECTION 
The analyst must colIect data and information regard

ing four separate aspects of each alternative: (1) service 
demand, (2) cost, (3) effectiveness, and (4) feasibility. 
Each of these will be discussed as a separate step.' 

Step I-Estimating Service Demand 
The first type of information needed by the .analyst 

will be data that indicate the probable demand for the 
service to be provided by the alternative. Obviously, the 
amount of service will have a direct impact on the cost 
and an indirect impact on the effectiveness and feasi
bility of the alternative . 

. There are two types of service demand to be consid
ered-( 1) expressed demand, which is based on past 
usage of the service, and (2) latent or hidden demand, 
which is the demand that would occur if servi'ces were 
better publicized, more convenient, or more economical 
to use. The analyst must make an attempt to estimate 
both types of demand, even though the c'3timates for 
latent demand may be imprecise. Sources of information 
that can be tapped to estimate service demand are shown 
in Figure 18. These sources will generally provide infor
mation on the current demand for services. In order to 
make these estimates meaningful for jJrogram analysis, 
the analyst will have to project future demand. the 
analyst should examine data for the past several years 
to see if a trend exists and to make a projection based on 
that trend. , 

An effort must be made to determine if latent demand 
will be a significant factor for the program. The analyst 
must be especialIy careful in estimating latent demand 
since it is much more difficult to quantify accurately. 
For example, if a survey indicates that 1,000 additional 
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. Figure 17. ALTERNATIVE SUMMARY. Below is a suggested 
content outline for a brief (two tYPGwritten pages) docu
ment that summarizes the important data about a program 
alternative. A separate summary should be preapred for 
each alternative. 

A. Description of the Alternative 
1. How, in general terms, would the alternative 

function? 
2. What problem (s) would this approach allevi-

ate? ' 
3. How would the alternative help achieve pro

gram goals and objectives? 
B. Procedural Details 

1. How, specifically, would the altel'l1ative func
tion? 

2. What organizational units would be involved? 
3. What new resources (personnel, eqUipment, 

facilities) would be reqUired? 
4. What current resources would be utilized? 
5. What level of service would the alternative 

provide? 
6. What new methodologies or procedures must 

be developed? 
C. Advantages 

1. What would be the impact on client groups in 
terms of improved service delivery? 

2. What would be the expected benefits to the 
government? 

D. Disadvantages 
1. What are the major barriers to the successful 

implementation of the alternative (economic, 
political, and others such as organizational, 
etc.) ? 

, 2. Are there likely to be negative side effects 
from implementing this alternative? 

people would use a service if the cost were lower, the 
analyst might assume that the number of additional 
people who would actually use the service is something 
less than 1,000, since many people wilI give a positive 
survey response as long as it does not commit them to 
a course of action. On the other hand, the number may 
turn out to be greater than 1,000, since the new service 
users may encourage their friends or neighbors to take 
advantage of the service. The point is that latent demand 
is very difficult to estimate. 

It is probably not possible to arrive at a single estimate 
for required service level, especially for new programs 
for which the demand is difficult to estimate accurately. 
In such instances, the analyst should make several 
estimates based on a range of service levels. This will 
enable the analyst to see, and to show decision makers, 
how sensitive the cost and effectiveness projections arc 
to fluctuations in demand. The analyst should also keep 
in mind that estimates are to be made for more than one 
year, since de· ision makers will want to kno",:, both the 
short-term (first year) and long-term (recurrIng) costs 
and effects of the alternative. Once the demand has been 
estimated, the analyst is ready to collect the additional 
data required to complete the analysis. 

I 



Figure 18. SOURCES FOR DEMAND ESTIMATES. Below 
are some suggested sources for data that the analyst can 
use to estimate the future demand for a particular service. 

Data on the current and past incidence of problems; 
for example, crime rates, fire rates, and Incidence 
of diseases. 

Basic demographic information. This may include the 
number of people of a certain age, sex, residential 
location, or family income. These raw numbers 
may be of considerable direct importance for 
some services; for example, the number of resi
dences in an area helps determine the need for 
waste collection services. In other cases, this in
formation can be used with other information such 
as incidence rates. For example, the rate of physi
cal handicaps in children between ages one and 
four might be multiplied by the number of chil
dren of those ages in a given area to yield an 
estimate of the number of children likely to need 
physical therapy. 

Technical assessments of conditions, including as
sessment of road conditions, water and air quality 
tests, ratings by trained observers of street 
cleanliness, and health examination surveys. Such 
assessments can help identify significant prob
lems. 

Data on past expressed demand, such as attendance 
at recreational far-ilfties, number of passengel' 
trips on transit systems. and the nllmber of per
sons applying for program assistance. Waiting 
lists can also provide a rough estimate of current 
unmet needs. However, many potential clients 
may not be on such lists, while some who are on 
the lists may not qualify for services. 

Information from citizen surveys. For example, a 
survey asking how many days a person was uli
able to work for health reasons in the recent past 
would indicate the magnitude of health problems. 
Questions about whether citizens would use a par
ticular service if offered, or if a present service 
were changed, can help estimate latent demand. 

Complaint data. The number of complaints received 
about a service can provide an indication of how 
well the current demand Is being met. 

Stl!P 2-Collecting Cost Data 
Thc analyst should begin by preparing a cost work

sheet for each alternative. The worksheet should have 
space for general cost elements or groups, such as per
sonnel cOlltS, equipment and supplies, contractual serv
ices, and capital expenditures. Specific cost items are 
then listed under each element. This ()xercise will iden
tify all of the specific data items to be costed. Figure 19 
illustrates a cost estimation worksheet; the analyst may 
wish to prepare sheets that more closely fit the local 
accounting system. 

In almost all cases, the current program, extended at 
its present service level, should be one of the alternatives 
cos ted out. This will give decision makers a baseline to 
use in considering the other alternatives. This is alsO, a 
good starting point since it will probably be the easiest 
alternative to estimate, and the experience should make 
costing other alternatives easier. Cost estimates will 
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generally be the most difficult to make for those alterna
tives· that show the greatest divergence from present 
practices. Pigure 20 contains a list of principles that the 
.analyst should consider when making cost estimates: 

Once the cost estimates have been determined for 
each alternative, the next step is to make the actual cost 
estimates. Several approaches to cost estimating are 
discussed below. They can be used separately or together. 

Unadjusted current data applied to the future. This cost-
ing· approach is primarily applicable to costs that are 
not expected to change significantly. As ap. example, 
the latest salary and employee benefit scales might 
simply be used to estimate future personnel costs, or 
current data 011 the number of personnel or staff-hours 
required to perform a specific task might be used to 
estimate the future requirements for that task. 

'There are severe limitations to this approach. particu
larly if demand for the service changes or if techno
logical improvements in equipment are anticipated. 

. If, for example, a government's emergency rescue 
vehicles are expected to become more complex in the 
future (e.g:, equiped with more automatic monitor
ing or telecommunications devices and emergency 
equipment), higher costs per vehicle might be antici
pated. There also might be higher maintenance costs 
and additional training costs for operation. In this 
case, it would not be appropriate to use the unadjusted 
current data to predict future costs. 

Price level changes may, of course, also affect the future 
costs of program components even if nothing else 
changes. This problem is discussed later. 

Vendor estimates. Certain programs may involve equip
merit or facilities for which price quotations can be 
obtained from a selIer or builder. If the quotes are 

.' for already existing items or such items with minor 
modifications, the prices shOUld be accurate. However. 
a firm commitment is not always implied in the esti
mate. Production costs might be higher than antici
pated. 

Engineering' estimates. As new programs or program 
activities· are proposed, other cost estimating tech
niques are needed. The major technique currently in 
use· is for technical experts·-government employees 
or consultants-to prepare cost estimates for new 
program components. This procedure caJls for an 
appropriate expert to break the program into as many 
·component parts as possible and make dollar estimates 
'for each component based on experience. One diffi
culty in such estimates is that if many program alter
natives and variations are examined, the time required 
for the estimates may be substantial. 



Figure 19. SAMPLE COST ESTIMATION WORKSHEET. Specific items should be listed under the appropriate category. 
Different categories can be created to conform to local accounting systems. 

I. Salaries and Wages-salaries and wages for 
full-time; part-time, and seasonal employees, 
by classification. 

II. Other Personnel Costs 
A. Social Security 
B. Retirement 
C. Medical Insurance 
D. Life Insurance 
E. Recruitment Costs 
F. Training 
G. Workmen's Compensation 
H. Unemployment Insurance 
I. Uniforms and Safety Equipment 
J. Local and Out-of-Town Travel (except trans

portation) 
K. Other 

III. Operating Materials and Supplies-normal 
items required to perform the usual functions 
of the program, i.e., pencils, lumber, spare 
parts. 
A. Desk-Top Supplies 
B. Postage 
C. Photocopying Supplies 
D. Other 

IV. Equipment 
A. Office Equipment 
B. Vehicles 
C. Large Tools 
D. Computer Hardware 
E. Other 

V. Contractual Services-payments to individuals 
or firms outside the government for services 
rendered, or payments to other government 
departments for support services. 
A. Consultants 

Statisticul estimation. Predicting future costs, especially 
for programs with new and perhaps unusual charac
teristics. is a very difficult task. Statistical analysis or 
data on past performance can often effectively supple
ment expert judgment in predicting future co~ts or 
performance. 
The usc of statistics can be very simple or very com
plicated. The simpler techniques of statistics are 
familiar. For example, to derive a figure for the fuel 
and maintenance cost of police cars used in a traffic 
control program. the previous year's costs for all traf
fic control police cars can be divided by the number 
of cars to obtain an average cost per car. Assuming 
no price increases or significant changes in the nature 
of the police cars to be used, the average cost per car 
could then be used to estimate the cost of proposed 
alternative programs involving any number of police 
cars of the same type. 

Uniform cost factors. Certain types of costs will be regu
larly considered in program analysis. Examples might 
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B. Maintenance Contracts 
C. Facilities Rental 
D. Computer Time 
E. Telephone 
F. Transportation (Air, Rail, etc.) 
G. Utilities 
H. Other 

VI. Grants and Subsidies-payments directly to 
citizens (welfare. etc.) or to nongovernment 
agencies or other jurisdictions for services to 
citizens. 
A. Welfare Payments 
B. Community Service Agencies 
C. Other Jurisdictions 
D. Other 

VII. Overhead-costs incurred by other depart
ments in support of this program. 
A. Payroll Preparation 
B. Accounting 
C. Purchasing 
D. Interdepartmental Mail 
E. Building Maintenance 
F. Motor Pool 
G. Other 

VIII. Capital Expenditures-purchcse or construction 
of major facilities, usually financed differently 
than other categories. 
A. Land Acquisition 
B. Facility Construction 
C. Equipment for New Facilities 
D. Major Renovations 
E. Debt Service (interest on bonds sold to fi" 

nance above) 
IX. Increased costs or savings that will be realized 

in other programs as a result of implementing 
this alternative. 

include fringe benefit rates for various classes of em
ployees, overhead costs (processing payroll, account
ing, purchasing, etc.), per unit costs for such things 
as vehicle usage and building maintenance. These 
uniform cost factors can be calculated and updated 
regularly to assure uniformity and accuracy in cost 
estimating. 

The analyst must make several additional decisions. 
For example, the analyst must decide how to deal with 
possible price changes. This problem is particularly 
important if some of the alternatives are more likely 
than others to be affected by future price increases. Esti
mating future changes in general price levels is difficult. 
The rate of increase will usually vary for each cost 
element, payroll, construction project, piece of equip
ment, etc. A concern is that the price level estimates 
could be self-fulfilling-that contractors, unions, or 
other groups could become aware of the estimates and 
would be unlikely to settle for less than the estimated 
increases. Perhaps sllch projections should be made 
only when it appears clear that the program choice could 
be significantly affected by price changes. If the analyst 
or team leader decides to adjust for price changes, the 



same adjustments should apply to all alternatives and 
probably to all analyses. These adjustments should be 
noted in the cost worksheets and final report. 

Uncertainty is another special problem in program 
cost analysis. Cost and effectiveness estimates are seldom 
precise, especially when they extend beyond the next 
budget cycle. For unfamiliar alternatives, estimates to 
within 10 to 25 percent will often be as accurate as can 
be expected. The magnitUde and likelihood of cost 
changes may affect final program decisions and should, 
if significant, be assessed carefully. Techniques can 
range from simply labeling estimates as "reasonably 
accurate" or "highly uncertain" to more elaborate tech
niques that attempt to estimate quantitatively the likeli
hood and size of the uncertainty. Finally, there is a 
tendency in cost analysis to attempt to be overly precise 
in situations that do not warrant it. This can be both 
wasteful and misleading. Analysts should roughly esti
mate the magnitude of the costs involved, decide how 
much precision is necessary, and then adjust cost 
analyses to those dimensions. 

The final estimate for each cost item should be entered 
in the appropriate place on the cost worksheet, but the 
scratch sheets and other back-up materials should be 
saved, since these working papers will facilitate adjust
ment during the analysis and provide documentation on 
questioned items. Once the estimation work-sheet has 
been completed with all of the necessary cost figures, 
the analyst is ready to move on to the next data collec
tion step. 

Step 3-Collecting Effectiveness Data 
In addition to estimating the cost of program alterna

tives, an attempt must be made to estimate the effective
ness of alternatives in accomplishing program objectives. 
The analyst should begin by examining the goals, objec
tives, and particularly the evaluation criteria established 
for the program, since the criteria are the yardsticks 
used to measure effectiveness. Estimates of future pro
gram effectiveness are difficult to make, particularly for 
new programs. The analyst must seck to determine the 
impact of each program alternative on each evaluation 
criterion. As an illustration, take a fire suppression pro
gram with the criterion respons.e time in minutes for 
both fire and rescue equipment. In estimHting the effec
tiveness of the various alternatives, the analyst would 
have to consider what impact each alternative would 
have on response time. Similar estimates must be made 
for each of the evaluation criteria. While estimating 
effectiveness is far from an exact science, several 
approaches are useful. 

Unadjusted Projections. Future performance can be 
estimated on the basis of data on past program per
formance. This approach assumes that conditions wiII 
not change substantially in the future. For example, if 
the criminal apprehension rate for the past year is 20 
percent, this figure can be used as an estimate for a 
future year of the same program. This approach is 
certainly simple, but it is probably overused. This 
assumption of stability is questionable in many, if not 
most, cases. Unfortunately, information on existing 
programs is often unavailable. . 
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Adjusted Projections. Past performance data can be 
adjusted by estimating likely effects on performance 
of ehanges in future conditions. There are many ways 
to do this, such as using time series data. Rather than 
using only performance data for the past year, an 
analyst takes an average of several years to compute 
a projection line based on recent trends. For example, 
if the apprehension rate for the past year is 20 per
cent, and if in prior years the rate had been gradually 
increasing, a higher apprehension rate would be pro
jected. The assumption is that the trend over a num
ber of years is a more reliable indicator of the future 
than a single year's data. 
Time alone should not be considered an adequate 
explanation for future conditions in most situations. 
Changes in the overall population, in the client mix 
(such as age, sex, income, race, and residential loca
tion (such as new housing and transportation) can 
affect alternative program performance. While the 
effects may be complex, the analyst can often identify 
certain key conaitions that are changing. Once these 
changes are identified, their effects can be projected 
into the future and used to modify estimates Of the 
program's effectiveness. For example, an examination 
of solid waste landfill disposal alternatives would re
quire, in part, projections of changes in the number 
of households and of waste generated per household. 
This would yield an estimate of future demand for 
solid waste disposal by residential units. This estimate 
could then be added to estimates of waste from other 
sources and be compared with present disposal 
capacity and the capacity of other landfill options to 
determine how effective each is in handling projected 
future needs. 

Experience of Other Jurisdictions. If a proposed alterna
tive has been tried by another government. useful 
data from that government's experience may be avail
able. Unfortunately, such data are likely to be inade
quate, since governments seldom make explicit prov}
sion for conecting evaluative information. Also, 
analysts should be cautious when using published 
reports, since such reports can be mainly public 
relations documents or may not have been based on 
systematic program evaluation. For example, a recent 
examination of a computerized system for allocating 
police resources by geographic area and time of day 
indicated that, despite the apparent belief that re
sponse time data had not been collected and could 
not have been analyzed to support that belief. 
Performance reports prepared shortly after the initia
tion of a program should be considered with caution. 
A program generally requires six to 12 months, and 
often longer, before its operation stabilizes and nega
tive or unintended effects can be detected. 
Even if good evaluative infurmation from other juris
dictions is available, it does not remove the need for 
an independent analysis. The attractiveness of any 
alternative depends in part on the conditions of the 
particular state or local jurisdiction. 



Figure 20. COST ESTIMATION PRINCIIDLES. The lInalYlit should keep the principles below In mind when making cost 
estimates for alternatives. 

For each alternative, analysis should determine 
which costs are fixed and which are variable. For 
example, if a government is considering switch
Ing from one type of solid wastEI disposal opera
tion to another, it Is necessary 1:0 identify which 
of the vehicles and facilities alrllsdy available can 
be used in the revised operation. Other costs, 
such as certain supervisory Brld facility costs, 
might not be affected or might be ,only partially 
affected by the change. Only thlose elements of 
cost to be Increased or decreased in the switch· 
over from one system to the other are "variable." 

In the long run, no cost is actuHlly fixed. For ex
ample, even the cost of departmental supervision 
Is likely to increase as more programs are added 
to the department. Such increas,es might take the 
form of added staff, added fal~ilities, or larger 
salaries and benefits for supel'visory personnel 
In recognition of their increasod responllibilities. 

The cost analysis should focus all those cost ele
ments likely to be substantial and that seem likely 
to vary significantly among the ialternatives being 
considered. For example, if all olf the alternatives 
require the same facilities and impose the same 
burden on existing facilities, then facility and 
maintenance costs would be the same and the 
analysis would not have to focus on them. This 
does not mean that such cost elements can be 
ignored; merely that the lIame value for these 
elements shouid be used for el~ch applicable al
ternative. 

The marginal, Incremental, or additional costs in
curred for a specific alternative, not the average 
costs, are relevant. For example, :suppose a govern
ment must decide whether to add one more swim
ming pool at a recreation facility or two more 
pools. The marginal cost of the second is how 
much more money it COlltS to build two poGls 
than it costs to bUild one. Quantity discounts, 
for example, might reduce the unit cost of the 
second pool. if one pool could be obtained for 
$100,000 and two for S150,000, the relevant co lit 
of the second pool is $50,000, not $75,000 (the 
average cost of the two). 

Sunk costs, those costs already incurred, are irrele
vant. For example, the fact that last year the 
government spent S5oo,000 to rehabilitate a facil
Ity Is not relevant to the cost analysis unless there 
Is a potential salvage value (If, for example, the 
facility could be leased or sold to recover some 
of that cost) for that facility in one or more of 
the alternatives. There may be political reasons 
why the government will be concerned about the 
previous expenditures; the analyst concerned 
about the feaSibility of implementing an alterna
tive needs to be aware of these reallonll. Never
theless, recommending an inferior Illternativ. 
because of the past $500,000 expenditure il 
merely throwing good money after bad. Only the 
future costs of the facility, such as those for the 
operation, maintenance, and rehabilitation, are 
pertinent. 

Costs should be considered regardless of where 
they are carried on the accounting books, what 
organizational unit they are connected with, or 
where the money comes from. Costs are fre
quently borne by more than one department, fund
ing source, or account. A common example is 
that of vehicle maintenance performed in a cen
tral garage. For program analysis purposes, the 
costs for this maintenance should be included in 
the costs of the programs that use the vehicles. 
Building maintenance is a similar example; police 
programs should be charged with relevant mainte
nance costs for facilities. 

Another case is employee benefits. These bene
fits, which may add 15 to 30 percent or more to 
personnel costs, are typically charged to a sepa
rate account. Capital costs, even though handled 
in other funds and in a separate budget document, 
also must be included in program analysis. 

The analyst should consider the future cost impli
cations of each of the alternatives. A decision to 
build a facility or buy a large item of equipment 
in one budget year imposes future operating and 
maintenance costs. A Federal grant that covers 
only certain Investments such as construction 
costs will often entail future expenditures for 
maintenance. The cost analysis should include 
these obligations. A similar situation exists in the 
case of Federal, state, or private grants that pay 
the costs of a new program for one to three years. 
While the local share of costs during the grant 
period may be minimal or noneXistent, most juris
dictions find it difficult to discontinue a service 
once it has been started. in such situations, the 
analyst would be well-advised to estimate the 
costs of continuing the program beyond the grant 
period. 

Some program alternatives will generate revenues, 
such as bridge and highway tolls, charges to con
sumers for water and sewers or health service, 
and recreation user fees. Grants from the Federal 
Government may also be associated with particu
lar program alternatives. These revenues, when 
believed to be substantial, should be estimated. 
Relevant revenues should probably be considered 
either a.,' an offset to total costs or as a side 
benefit. In general, where the receipts are spe
cifically collected in the course of program oper
ation (such as with tolls, golf course fees, and 
water and sewer charges), these revenue items 
may be considered as an offset to total costs. The 
choice of whether assocl,'Ated revenues should be 
treated as a cost offset or a side benefit should 
not significantly affect Hie decision regarding the 
program, since in eithor case the revenues will 
have been explicitly considered. The summary 
tables in the program analysis report should prob
ably dillplay three lines for each program alter
native: total costs, offsetting revenues, and the 
net cost to the government. 



Some alternatives may affect the costs of other 
programs. A slum clearance program might result 
In future reduction in the need for fire and crime 
protection services for the cleared area; on the 
other hand, it might also lead to increased de
mand for park and recreation services. These can 
be important considerations, especially for analy
ses considering large-scale changes. Estimating 
such sffects is often particularly complex and 
difficult. 

If resources are put into one program, opportunities 
to use the same resources elsewhere are fore
gone. The value of foregone opportunities is the 
opportunity cost of puttl ng resources into the 
selected program. This value is, therefore, rele
vant to program selection. 

In program analysis, the explicit identification and 
assessment of alternatives is a practical way to 
take account of opportunity costs. To illustrate, 
a government might use land it already owns for 
a new public facility. It would not incur any addi-

Vendor Estimates. In some circumstances, vendors can 
provide performance estimates for equipment-oriented 
alternatives, or at least performance information on 
the equipment itself. Vendor estimates, of course, are 
usually optimistic; they are also likely to be limited 
to the narrowly focused equipment specifications and 
not to the variety of impacts-especially negative ones 
-that may ocCUr when the equipment is used by 
fallible human beings in less than ideal working 
environments. 

Synthesized Estimates. In some ca~;;", the analyst has to 
synthesize an estimate from known facts about the 
alternative, or even usc estimates based on anticipated 
characteristics of the proposed system. This is par
ticularly so with alternatives that involve new tech
nologies or procedures for which appropriate com
parison data are not available. For example, a new 
solid waste disposal system might be crudely assessed 
by using data from the design and the technical speci
fications to estimate the amount of waste the system 
could handle on a daily basis and the amount of 
pollutiGn it would yield. 
Analysts should also assess whether the estimated 
effectiveness is likely to remain the same or change 
significantly in the years following introduction. If 
significant changes seem likely, estimates of the 
amount of the change should be made. This type of 
analysis is filled with uncertainties, however. New 
technologies rarely perform, at least at first, as well 
as anticipated. 

Expert Judgment. When none of the previous methods 
can be employed, expert judgment may be appropri
ate. Experts may be government personnel or persons 
outside the particular government who have extensive 
experience in the program area. Their judgments can 
be used for making direct estimates of an alternative's 
effectiveness or for estimating the future values of 
various factors needed for effectiveness calculations. 
A systematic procedure for making judgments should 
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tional land costs, but would be giving up the 
opportunity to use the land for other purposef;. 
The alternative use of the land is an Important 
consideration. The analysis might attempt to as
sign a dollar value to this land (perhaps using 
current market value) and Include this assigned 
value as a cost. Or it might avoid this and Instead 
consider other land uses as explicit alternatives 
to be evaluated. If assigned values are used, since 
they are not actual dollar outlays, they should 
be separately identified so as not to olstort the 
estimation of funding outlays actually needed for 
an alternative. However, if one option was, for 
example, to sell government land, then the result
Ing revenues (perhaps Including any taxes gen
erated by the land or improvements to It) would 
be an important alternative opportunity. 

Where land or facilities have other meaningful 
uses, the analysis should at least explicitly Indi
cate as a negative benefit or undesirable effect 
the loss of the land for these other future uses. 

be used, and the judgments should be documented and 
substantiated as well as possible. Sophisticated ap
proaches for soliciting expert opinion, such as the 
Delphi technique which useS anonymous opinions of 
a number of experts to refine progressively a specific 
projection* can sometimes be helpful. But these 
sophisticated approaches tend to be time-consuming 
and relatively expensive; they are probably justifiable 
only if the program is very important to the govern
ment. 
Experts could be: <I~Ked merely to rank the relative 
effectiveness of alternatives in terms of a particular 
criterion. For example, analysts might assess the de
gree to which various probation and parole service 
approaches would lead to a reduction in recidivism, 
At the very least, experts might rank each proposed 
approach as "better," "worse," or "about the same" 
as the existing approach. More useful for analysis 
would be estimates of the degree of success. 

"SImulated Adversary Process." In this approach, each 
major alternative is assigned to a different team, and 
each team then builds as strong a case as possible for 
its assigned alternative, probably using some of the 
techniques already described. This approach is appro
priate primarily when analysts are dealing with pro
grams that have varying impacts on different groups 
in the community. In such cases, the approach CRn 

provide gov(~rnment officials with a broadened per
spective of the pros and cons of the various alterna
tives. 

Trial Period. Finally, if sound estimlltes are not obtain
able, and if government officials believe that a par
ticular alternative has considerable potential but that 
uncertainties are too great for a full-scale commit-

• Andre L. Delbecq Andrew H. Van de Yen, and David H. Gustafson, 
Group Tec!tnlques ,/or Program Planning: A GUide to NOllllnal Group. 
and De/pial Processes, (Glenview, Illinois: Scott Foresman 3nd Co., 
1975). 



ment, the government might undertake a limited trial 
, to provide more reliable information on the new pro

gram. This approach is most appropriate in cases 
where a limited, short-term program is feasible and 
where only small initial investments are needed for 
manpower and capital additions. The trial approach 
has [mother advantage when past experience is not 
available: A trial is likely to detect unintended, per
haps negative, program effects. 
One example of the trial approach is in crime control, 
where it is extremely difficult to predict the effective
ness of various manpower allocation or patrol 
strategies such as team policing. In such cases, the 
government might undertake a one-year trial of a 
specific strategy in particular neighborhoods to obtain 
information on the strategy's effectiveness. 
Many difficulties are associated with this approach, 
however. For ext lnple, many programs cannot be 
adequately evaluated on the basis of a one-year 
experience. Start-up problems might temporarily 
lower performance, producing inatcurate indications 
of long-term performance. On the other hand, special 
attention paid to the program might result in better 
short-term performance, yielding misleading indica
tions of long-term performance. 
If a government undertakes the trial approach, it 
should provide for a systematic program evaluation. 
The trial should be designed realistica!1y, and critical 
evaluation criteria should be identified in advance. 
Trials are often conducted without adequate concern 
for the need for performance data. As a result, the 
government is likely to have very little information 
about program effectiveness by the end of the trial 
period. 

As with estimating costs, it may be appropriate to 
use more than one of the above approaches to estimate 
the effecHveness of a given alternative. The analyst 
should indicate on the worksheets which approach or 
approaches were used so that it is possible for someone 
else on the project team to check the logic of the estima
tion process and the accuracy of the work. Effectiveness 
estimates should be expressed as expected values for the 
program evaluation criteria, The rationale used in mak
ing these effectiveness estimates should be carefully 
documented for three reasons: (1) so that the logic and 
accuracy can be checked by others, (2) to guide future 
Ilnalyses by inexperienced personnel or to serve as a 
,,"refresher" for experienced program analysts, and (3) 
',as a check against actual performance of implemented 
alternatives to establish the accurac"V of the estimating 
process, and hopefully, spot ways to improve estimation. 

A summary rheet should be prepared for each alter
native, listing the appropriate effeetiveness estimates. 
The analyst is now ready to collect the fourth and last 
kind of data required for program analysis. 
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Step 4-Collecting Feasibility Information 
A fourth and vital step in the data collection process 

is the collection of information that provides indications 
of the feasibility of implementing the various alterna
tives. There is a very real and understandable danger 
of devising alternatives that seem logical on paper, but 
overlook practical realities. While it is often difficult to 
quantify implementation problems, the analyst must 
make an effort to identify and describe them in a way 
meaningful to decision makers. 

Many factors determine the feasibility of program 
alterna.tives. The analyst should consider the questions 
shown in Figure 21 to help isolate the pertinent feasi
bility factors. 

The importance of these questions for a given alter
native may vary with each individual case. In some 
cases, it is possible for the analyst to devise a weighting 
scheme, but such a scheme is not suggested here since 
examination of the questions should make it obvious 
that the relative importance depends largely on the local 
situation. Care should be taken not to allow a weighing 
scheme to add a sense of false precision. 

Probably the best procedure to use in asscssing imple
mentation feasibility is to review these questions with 
personnel from the appropriate operating agencies and 
perhaps with someone from the mayor's, council, or city 
manager's staff who would be sensitive to the political 
issues. This review should identify the pertinent factors, 
which should be described in sufficient detail in the 
analysis report. 

During the study of significant implementation prob
lems, the analyst or other project team members may 
be able to identify specific changes to an altelliative that 
would ease implementation. This does not mean that 
the original alternative, even if it involves one or more 
major obstacles to implementation, should be eliminated 
from consideration. Decision makers should be allowed 
to examine both the original alternative and suggested 
variations to determine whether the implementation 
problems are serious enough to warrant the variation. 
The analyst shOUld carefully examine the estimates 
already made for any modified alternative to make sure 
that the full impact of the modification is accounted for. 

The analyst should prepare a written narrative for 
each alternative summarizing the feasibility factors and 
what changes might facilitate implementation. The 
narrative should answer the following questions: 

What are the major practical barriers to implementation? 
How can these barriers be overcome? 
Are there any factors that make this alternative particu-

larly attractive? 

This narrative summary will be used to prepare the 
program analysis final report. 

TASK lO-SYNTHESIZING THE DATA 
Once service demand has been estimated, cost and 

effectiveness data gathered, and feasibility information 
summarized, the next step is to combine the four types 
of information and draw conclusions. 

It is best to keep in mind at the outset that it is 
neither likely nor desirable that the analyst will focus on 



Figure 21. FEASIBILITY GUIDELINES. The analyst sHould use the questions below to guide the determination of the 
feasibility of implementing program alternatives. 

How many agencies (both internal and external to 
the government) must cooperate or participate in 
order to ensure successful implementation? In 
some cases, agencies of other governments or 
private sector organizations (such as business 
concerns or citizen groups) might be involved. 
Since such groups are not responsible to the gov
ernmental unit, their actions may render any 
given alternative Infeasible. The more people and 
groups required to provide approval or support, 
the more difficult implementation Is likely to be. 
External agencies might be weighted more than 
internal agencies in estimating implementation dif
ficulty. 

To what extent does the alternative involve services 
clearly visible to the public? Are there existing 
client group,> whose interests will be affected 
particularly i'y a cutback in existing services? 
Alternatives that maintain or increase existing 
levels of services will present fewer Implementa
tion difficulties than those that reduce the level 
of service. For example, the choice of dlfff:rent 
types of refuse collection vehicles will probably 
be less controversial than the qUestion of whether 
refuse should be collected at the curb instead of 
at the back door. 

To what extent does the alternative threaten impor. 
tant officials by reductions in power, prestige, or 
privileges? Such individuals, of course, can be 
expected to resist implementation. 

To what extent does the alternative threaten jobs? 
Especially where a strong employees' organiza
tion is present, opposition can be great. Special 
compenslltlon might be required to gain accept
ance. Estimated cost savings may be considerably 
less than initially estimated. 

To what extent are special personnel capabilities 
required? Will additional training be required? Are 
needed personnel likely to be available and ob
tainable within the existing civil service system? 
If not, can special provisions be made for obtain
ing such personnel? 

To what extent does the alternative require changes 
in the routines of government emplflvees? Em
ployees may be unable or unwilling to conform 
to the routines of the altel'l1ative. For example, 
an alternative may involve assumptions about po
lice officers' behaVior towards suspected crimi
,mls or the care with w:,\ch solid waste collectors 
handle containers. Or it may requi,e different 
working hours or location of employees, all of 
which might lead to resistance. 

Are the sources of funds and their availability fairly 
certain? To what extent does the alternatIve call 
for added funds In the face of tight revenue con
straints? Some sources of funds may be more 
reliable than others. Alternatives involving special 
funding support may be subject to conSiderable 
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uncertainties. An alternative that requires bond
Issue approval Is Ilkely to encounter considerable 
uncertainty and lengthy delays. 

Are there complicated legal questions, and if so, 
are changes such as new legislation required? 
What is the likelihood that these changes would 
be made? At the very least, thIs factor will prob
ably Impose delays. 

To what extent has public debate galvanized opin
ions for or against the alternative? The tact that 
public opinion is heavily In favor of or opposed 
to the alternative may cause decision makers to 
disregard objective Information about the alter
native In arriVing at their finl:fl decision. If public 
debate has polarized the community, decision 
makers may find the alternative unattractive since 
Implementation wtll alienate one faction or an
othlir. 

To what extent does the alternative require space or 
facilities that may be difficult to obtain? For ex
ample, neighborhood populations may resist the 
location of drug treatment centers, met:'4,,\ health 
facilities, nursing homes, halfway houses, etc., In 
their neighborhoods. 

To what extent does the alternative involvt:l signifi< 
cant technological uncertainties? Possible Gpara
tional ).lroblems associated with new technologies 
may Increase costs, reduce effectiveness, and 
delay or s-ven prevent Implementation. 

Has a recent crisis generated support for one of 
the alternatives? ImplementatIon problems m1ght 
be alleviated if the problem is clearly recognized 
by the community. For example, a I-ecent wave 
of burglaries might greatly Jmprove the chances 
of gaining n;Jpld acceptancp. for more police pa
trol units. On the other hand, programs that em
phasize problem prevention tend to be more 
difficult to sell. Note, however, that one of the 
advantages of the systematic analysiS Is the. op
portunity to identify emerging problems to en
courage preventIve action. 

How sensitive is the alternative to timing? Fre
quently, implementation of program alternatives 
is delayed for weeks, months, or sometimes a 
year or more. Such delays car. invalidate cost and 
effectiveness estimates or Impede coordination 
with a complementary program. Another common 
timing mistake is the underestimation of lead time 
needed for program Initiation. If the alternative 
requires recruitment and/or training of key per
sonnel, delays can be very difficult to estimate, 
The longer the lead time required, the longer the 
delay before potential pr-W'am benefits are real
ized. In cases where ilT'·(~vements In politically 
sensitive programs are I"Ideded quickly, the pros· 
pect of such a delay can be an Important can· 
slderatlon for decision makers. 



a single alternative. The purpose of program analysis is 
to provide decision makers with program alternatives 
or options and sufficient information to assess accurately 
the tradeoffs. Analysts will probably arrive at con
clusions regarding the relative merits of alternatives and 
will present these conclusions as part of their final 
report, but they are not expected to provide "the answer" 
to the problem. The purpose of the analysis process, 
then, is to draw together information that shows how 
effectively each of the alternatives meets the program 
objectives, at what cost, and with what possible imple
mentation obstacles. 

The three major steps in this task are: (1) Organize 
the data, (2) make comparisons, and (3) draw conclu
sions. 

Step 1-0rganizing the Data 
The first step in data synthesis is to consolidate and 

organize alI of the data for an alternative. The analyst 

should collect five items for each alternative: (l) the 
narrative description of the alternative, (2) estimates 
of service drmand, (3) the cost worksheet, (4) a work
sheet summarizing the effectiveness estimates, and (5) 
a narrative summarizing the implementation feasibility 
factors. Once the analyst has compiled all of the data 
for all of the alternatives, he is ready to begin making 
comparisons. 

Step 2-Comparing the Data 
A series of comparisons wiII be required, exammmg 

the relative costs of the alternatives, the relative effec
tiveness, and the respective feasibility summaries. 

Simple tables wiII generally be the best way to present 
the data for comparison. Cost data for three years of a 
program can ea~ily be compared with the help of a 
table such as the following: 

Alternative 1 st Year Cost 2nd Year Cost 3rd Year Cost Total Cost 

#1 8 83,000 875,000 
#2 8 83,000 860,000 
#3 8120,000 850,000 
#4 8105,000 895,000 
#5 8 50,000 835,000 

This table will tell very little by itself, but together with 
similar tables comparinr other aspects of the alterna
tives, it will help to est·.ol'~;' the relative merits of the 
alternatives A table similar to the above hut comparing 
the various cost categories for each alternative should 
be useful to both the analyst and decision makers. Such 
a table would show which alternatives involve high 
capital costs, which involve high personnel costs, and 
which reqtlire high expenditures for contract services. 

Alternative 

#1 
#2 
#3 

Number of Fire 
Safety Demonstrations 

450 
100 
200 

Step 3-Drawing Conclusions 
Careful study of the above tables comparing cost and 

effectiveness indicates that alternative #2 seems to offer 
the most favorable ratio of effectiveness to one, assum
ing that the effectiveness criteria all carry equal weight. 
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8 80,000 8238,000 
S 68,000 8211,000 
S 54,000 8224,000 
8102,000 8302,000 
8 40,000 8125,000 

Most decision makers will be partiCUlarly interested in 
labor costs since personnel and related costs are usually 
the most difficult costs to reduce in later budgets. Figure 
22 is an illustration of such a table using the same data 
as above. 

Another table that should facilitate analysis is a 
comparison of the r.ffectiveness estimates. Such a table 
might look like this: 

Criteria 

Number of Fire 
Hazards Reported 

2,000 
1,200 
2,500 

Percent of Public Scoring 
70 or Better on Questioning 

50 
25 
40 

The analyst might specify such a conclusion in a project 
report as long as he points out that decision makers may 
attach greater importance to some of the criteria than 
others and therefore should concentrate their attention 
on those alternatives that score well on those criteria. 



Figure 22. COST COMPARISONS. This table shows a cost comparison of five program alternatives by cost category. Such 
a. tabl~ woul.d allow decision makers to determine which alternatives would be more labor-intensive or capital expendi
turJ3s intensive, for example. The personnel category includes salaries, fringe benefits, and personnel-related costs such 
as uniforms and training expenses. 

Alternative #1 #2 
..... Personnel $ 70,000 S 55,000 C/) 

0 Capital Equipment $ 10,000 S 20,000 () 

...: Contract Services 
>- Other Expenditures S 3,000 S 3,000 ..... 
C/) Total $ 83,000 8 83,000 

..... Personnel S 75,000 8 58,000 C/) 

0 
() Capital Equipment 
...: Contract Services 
>- Other Expenditures $ 2,000 
"0 
C Total S 75,000 $ 60,000 C\I 

..... Personnel S 80,000 S 63,000 C/) 

0 Capital Equipment 8 1,000 () 

...: Contract Services 
>- Other Expenditures S 4,000 
"0 .... Total S 80,000 S 68,000 CO') 

GRAND TOTAL 8238,000 8211,000 

Some alternatives may yield intangible, or at least 
anquantifiable, benefits. Benefits such as greater admin
istrative control, special service to a particular clientele 
group, fewer citizen complaints, or an increased openess 
to citizen participation are virtually impossible to quan
tify, yet may count heavily with local decision makers. 
The analyst should make every effort to identify such 
benefits and point them out in the summary of conclu
sions regarding each alternative. 

Finally, the analyst should ex~.mine the most promis
ing alternatives to determine which are the most feasible 
to implement. On the basis of the foregoing analysis, the 
analyst should identify one or two of the alternatives 
that ~i:"e superior to the others. These are the alternatives 
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#3 #4 #5 

S 40,000 S 15,000 S 25,000 
S 65,000 8 20,000 8 17,000 

$10,000 8 65,000 8 5,000 
S 5,000 8 5,000 S 3,000 
8120,000 8105,000 S 50,000 

S 45,000 8 20,000 S 30,000 
S 2,000 S 2,000 

8 72,000 
S 3,000 S 3,000 S 3,000 
S 50,000 S 95,000 S 35,000 

8 49,000 S 22,000 S 35,000 
8 2,000 S 2,000 

S 79,000 
S 3,000 S 1,000 S 3,000 
S 54,000 8102,000 S 40,000 

8224,000 8302,000 $125,000 

that will be prominently featured in the analysis report. 
The analyst should keep in mind, however, that the final 
decision as to which (if any) alternative to adopt 
remains with management and elected officials, after 
they have weighed the comparative data prepared by 
the analysis team. Preparation of a report that facili
tates this decision-making process, and information on 
implementing a program alternative, are covered in 
ChapterV. 
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This chapter deals with two major tasks,: (1) communi
cating the results, and (2) folIowing up program evalua
tion and analysis with implementation projects. Perhaps 
the most frequently overlooked aspect of the evaluation 
and analysis process is the communication of results. 
Many analysts, even though they recognize that effective 
presentation is critical' to the acceptance and use of 
their findings, do not realIy know how to prepare 
effective reports and presentations. The painstaking 
effort involved in identifying objectives, establishing 
evaluation criteria, and gathering and analyzing data is 
wasted if the findings arc not presented in a way that 
makes them understandable and useful to decision 
makers. One evaluation director has estimated that he 
spends as much as 50 percent of his time communicating 
and discussing results with department heads, the city 
manager, and operating agency personnel While a cer
tain amount of personal contact will always be necessary 
and may even be desirable, a well-written report can 
reduce redundant explanations. An effective oral pTf~sen
tation to decision makers can increase the probability 
that the study will affect the decision process. 

Effective communication ensures that project efforts 
are used to best advantage. The project team can con
tribute further if they participate in the implementation 
of project recommendations. The responsibility ard 
involvement of the team should not end with the presen
tation of a report. Valuable insights and information 
gained during a study can be brought to bear on the 
implementation effort. It is absolutely vital that the 
project team be prepared to develop a plan to imple
ment those study recommendations that are acceptable 
tn local decision makers; evaluations or analyses that 
do not lead to program changes are a waste of valuable 
resources. 

TASK ll-COMMUNICATING THE RES\'JLTS 
There are three major steps in the communication of 

results: '(1) preparation of a draft report, (2) review of 
the draft version by various parties, and (3) transmis
sion of the final report to decision makers. 

Step 1-Preparing a Draft Report 
As mentioned earlier, evaluation and analysis studies 

are conducted to provide decision makers with objective 
information about program effectiveness. This informa
tion is usualIy communicated in a written report. 

Whatever the format, it is important that evaluation 
and analysis results be written, since written reports 
make the information available to all concerned and 
reduce the chance for misunderstandings. Written docu
ments are also less likely to be ignored by decision 
makers than arc verbal reports. A further advantage to 
written reports is that they document studies for use 
later when evaluating program progress or changing 
program direction. Also, evaluation and analysis reports 
can be of value to other jurisdictions in that such reports 
document possible program alternatives and provide 
insights on what has and has not worked in other com
munities. Appendix C contains a listing of the program 
evaluation and/or analysis studies that have been con
ducted by five jurisdictions that have expressed a willing
ness to share documentation. The reports are grouped in 
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functional categories, and a contact person is supplied 
for each jurisdiction. 

The report should be written with its target audi
ence(s) clearly in mind. Program evaluation and analysis 
reports often have more than one target audience. One 
audience is made up of elected officials, chief executive 
officers, department heads, and community leaders. This 
audience is primarily interested in the information 
needed for decision making. A second audience is the 
department administrator and middle-level managers 
responsible· for the program in question, and whose 
concerns are more specific. This audience is interested 
in how the study was conducted, what observations were 
made, and what conclusion were reached. There is 
sometimes a third audience of analytical personnel from 
other agencies or jurisdictions who are interested in the 
specific steps and techniques employed in the study, as 
well as in reviewing actual data for information or 
comparative purposes. The analyst should define the tar
get audiences for the report and confer with the project 
leader on ths subject before actually writing the report. 

Once the target audiences are identified, the analyst 
is ready to begin outlining report(s) that provide the 
information needed by the target audiences. A modular 
approach is suggested here including an executive 
summary, a management report, and a technical report. 
Even if three physically separate documents are not 
prepared, division of the report into the above sections 
will accomplish much the same purpose. At least two 
Jurisdictions-Phoenix, Arizona, and San Diego County, 
California-are currently reporting good results from 
the routine preparation of a separate executive summary 
for evaluation and analysis reports. A suggested outline 
for such a report is presented in Figure 23. 

If the analyst prepares separate documents for the 
different target audiences, it will be necessary to modify 
the outline somewhat. The analyst should add the mate
rial outlined for the problem statement and program 
description (in section I) to the beginning of a separate 
management report to make it a coherent document. 
The material contained in such an expanded manage
ment report should be added to the beginning of the 
technical report if it is expected to be a stand-alone 
document. 

The analyst should first prepare the management and 
technical sections of the report as outlined above. This 
should ensure that the analyst has a clear idea of what 
the report contains when he is ready to write the execu
tive summary. It is important that attention be given 
to the writing style, which should be brisk, clear, and 
concise. As a general rule, the reports should be written 
for the least sophisticated among the target audiences, 
since a sophisticated reader will normally forgive sim
plistic writing while a relatively unsophisticated reader 
will almost always get lost in complex writing. Since 
most jurisdictions do not have a technical writer or 
editor available in a staff capacity, the analyst will have 
to turn elsewhere for help in achieving the desired style 
and tone. Two books that can provide guidance for the 
analyst are: 



Figure 23. REPORT OUTLINE. Below is a suggested outline for an evaluation or analysis report The out/ine lends itself to 
preparing one cOflsolidated report, or two or three separate smaller reports for various target audiences. 

I. Executive Summary-of primary interest to 
elected officials, legislators, chief executive 
officers, and administrators. Approximately 2-5 
pages. 
A. Problem Statement-a brief statement of the 

problems addressed by the program. 
1. What are the problems that the program 

is intended to deal with? 
2. What is the impact of these problems on 

the community? Is the impact economic, 
social, or both? How severe is the im
pact? How urgent? 

3. Who is affected by these prrJb1pm'l? How 
many people are affected? Is there a geo
graphic or demographic focus? 

B. Program Description (for evaluation, or the 
analysis of an ongoing program). 
1. What are the program goals. objectives, 

and evaluation criteria? 
2. How does the present program attempt to 

alleviate the problems outlined above? 
C. Methodology-brief description of how the 

study was conducted. 
D. Recommendations and Conclusions. 

1. For evaluntion-What are the positive ac
complishments and apparent shortcom
ings of the program? What measures 
might improve present program opera
tions? 

2. For analysis-Summarize the one to three 
alternatives that the analyst believes 
show the greatest promise. List those 
major action items necessary to imple
ment the various alternatives and esti
mate the implementation time frame. 

[I. Management Report-a 10 to 20 page report 
written for chief executives or assistants, depart
ment or division administrators or assistants, 
and task force or project leaders who are re
sponsible for the program. 
A. Methodology 

1. Program Evaluation 
a. Enumerate pro~lram goals, objectives, 

and evaluation criteria. 
b. Discuss the evaluation design chosen 

and the rationale for selection. 
c. Enumerate data sources (records re

viewed, persons interviewed, etc.). 
d. Present data summaries in tabular or 

graph form. 

Effective Business Report Writing 
by Leland Brown, 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1963. 

How to Write a Report Your Boss Will Read alld 
Remembel' 
by Raymond V. Lesikar, 
Homewood, Illinois: Dow Jones-Irwin, Inc .. 1974. 
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2. Program Analysis 
a. Enumerate program goals, objectives, 

and criteria. 
b. Describe all of the alternatives consid. 

ered in the analysis. Include a summary 
of advantages and disadvantages for 
each and an indication of the final dis
position of each (included as a final 
recommendation, rejected as infeasi· 
ble, dl'opped for lack of information. 
considered a secondary alt\~rnative, 
etc.) . 

c. Describe approaches used to estimate 
costs, effectiveness, and impltementa
tion feasibility. 

d. Present data sUmmaries in tabular or 
graph form. 

B. Recommendations and Conclusions-listing 
of each recommendation and GonclusilOn and 
discussion of the rationale behind it. if the 
list is extensive, the analyst should high
light only the more important items. 

C. [mplementation-A discussion of considera
tions concerning the implementation o:f rec
ommendations and alternatives. The nature 
of implementation activities, of course, will 
depend upon management decisions made in 
response to the study. The possible make-up 
of an implementation team should be dis
cussed, and the need for a significant role 
for the analyst during implementation should 
be stressed. This section will underline the 
necessity for teamwork and cooperation be
tween program evaluation and analysis per
sonnel, and also contribute to the decis:ion 
maker's inclination to implement some 
course of action based on the feeling tlhat 
the staff is geared Up and ready to go. 

III. Technical Report-Written for analytical perstm
nel from other agencies or jurisdictions. 
A. Data-Raw data collected and technical 

notes documenting assumptions used .In 
making calculations. 

B. Data Sources-Documentation on where vair
ious data items were obtained. 

C. Methodology (optional)-Documentation of 
all calculations used in projections, estima· 
tions, evaluation criteria measurements. 

Both books discLlss organization, tone, style, and graphic 
aids. Since both evaluation and analysis reports will 
make lise of graphs and charts to display data, the 
analyst will find the following books useful in preparing 
graphic aids: 

Effective Graphic Commllnication 
by Norbert Lloyd Enrick, 
Princeton, New Jersey: Am:rbach Publishers, 1972. 

Handbook of Basic Graphics; A Modem Approach 
by Cecil H. Meyers, 
Belmont, California: Dickenson Publishing, 1970. 

--- -------------------------



It is important that program evaluation reports pre
sent a balanced picture of the program.~ A report con
cerned only with unsatisfactory performance will serve 
to heighten the commonly held impression that evalua
tion per se is negative. The analyst must make sure that 
positive performance aspects are prominently mentioned 
in the report and subsequent presentations. 

Step 2-Reviewing the Draft Report . 
Several kinds of review are necessary to polish and 

finalize an evaluation or analysis report. First, the report 
should be reviewed by the project team leader to make 
sure the analyst has not left out important material or 
made misleading statements, by another analyst as a 
check on methodology and accurac:y, and by someone 
who has 110t been involved in the study to make sure 
that the report is clear, understandable, and free of 
potentially confusing jargon. If the jurisdiction has 
someone with editorial experience on the staff, such a 
person can correct grammar, style, and tone. 

Second, and most important, the draft report should 
be reviewed by program agency personnel and, in some 
circumstances, by affected community groups and labor 
unions. The draft report should be transmitted to the 
head of the program agency, along with the analyst's 
suggestions for specific agency personnel who should 
be involved in the review. The analyst should also spe
cify what procedure and format the program personnel 
should use in making their comments, as well as set a 
reasonable deadline. Care should be taken to allow 
enough time for the agency to conduct the review; the 
amount of time required will vary with the size and 
complexity of the report. 

The analyst should obtain political clearance from 
elected officials or the chicf administrator before releas
ing draft reports to persons outside the government. 
This precaution is to avoid the possibility that study 
results will be leaked to the media before politically 
sensitive"language can be adjusted and key government 
personnel become familiar with the report results. Or
ganized community groups should be included in the 
review process when the program under study has an 
appreciable interest to such groups. 

If program agency employees belong to a labor 
union, then both union representatives and the govern
ment's labor relations officials should also participate 
in the review. This review is vital to spotting important 
omissions, errors, misinterpretations of data, faulty 
methods, poor logic, or unsubstantiated conclusions. 
Also, since in the case of evaluations it is the efforts of 
agency personnel that are being "graded," such per
sonnel should have the courtesy of advance knowledge 
of the findings and an opportunity to respond to state
ments they feel are unfair or inaccurate. 

It is obvious from the above discussion that the 
project team should allow several weeks for the review 
process. The analyst should first compile a list of persons 
or organizations to review the draft repl'_ t and review 
that list with the project team leader. The analyst will 
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find that most people can provide much more useful 
input if they are given some guidance. Consequently, 
the analyst should draw up a list of several key ques
tions for reviewers to guide their efforts. While such a 
list must, of necessity, be tailored to the specific study 
and to the viewpoint of the reviewer, Figure 24 presents 
a list of questions that may help the analyst formulate 
appropriate questions. 

A copy of the dr"lft report and a list of appropriate 
questions should be sent to each reviewer along with a 
final date for returning comments. The team leader 
should analyze the review comments and decide which 
warrant changes in the report. The most importam 
comments will usually be those coming from the pro
gram agency. A decision must be made by the team 
leader as to how the review comments will be handled. 
Some jurisdictions include review comments in the final 
report. San Diego County places agency review com
ments at the end of each section of the report, printed 
on a different color paper from the rest of the report. 
The Office of Program Evaluation (OPE) response to 
the agency comments is also given in these addendum 
sections. The OPE staff feels that this approach helps 
to maintain their credibility with local officials, since 
the original report keeps its integrity. 

An example of the: San Diego County approach to 
handling review comments is shown in Figure 25. 
Another approach is to append program agency com
ments to the report as a separate document or section. 
Either way, the project team leader may wish to respond 
to the agency comments, or indicate what changes 
were made to the report as a result of agency review. 

Step 3-Transmitting the Final Report 
Once the report has been fina!ized, it is time to 

present the results to the local decision makers. The 
exact protocol will depend on local precedents. but it 
is generally desirable to allow officials several days to 
review the written report before it is presented oral1y. 
In some cases, local officials may not want the project 
team to make an oral presentation, but a presentation 
is usually desirable, especially for the first evaluation or 
analysis project undertaken by a jurisdiction. A presen
tation gives the project team an opportunity to empha
size points the team considers important, and it gives 
decision makers an opportunity to ask questions and 
seek clarification. 

The presentation will, of course, be based largely on 
the executive summary and management report sections 
of the written report. The presentation should inclL\de 
only that information contained in the written rep0l't, 
although details omitted from the report might hI! 
mentioned in response to specific questions. The project 
team leader should obtain direction from top manage
ment concerning the specific issues, topics, or questions 
that should be addressed in the presentation. 

On the basis of that direction, the team leader should 
organize the presentation with the analyst and other 
members of the project team, and specific responsibili
ties should be assigned to members of the project team. 
The team leader may wish to involve as many of the 
team members in the actual presentation as possible, 



Figure 24. SUGGESTED REVIEW QUESTIONS. The analyst 
will find that most people find it helpful to have specific 
questions to guide their report review. Below is a list of 
suggested questions. Naturally, the analyst will have to 
compose his own list that is specific to the project and 
the perspective of the individual reviewer. 

Is the organization of the report sound? 
Is the report written in a clear and understandable 

fashion? 
Do you feel that any important issues have been 

overlooked? 
Does the report contain irrelevant material? 
Are there any statements that could be considered 

unfair or misleading? 
Does the report adequately document and support 

the conclusions and recommendations? 
Are there any factual errors or technical problems? 
Does the report provide enough information to sup· 

port a decision about the program? 
Does the report respond to the basic issues, ques· 

tions, or problems? 
Where are there political or legal pitfalls? 

since it gives the workers exposure to the thinking of 
decision makers and also allows team members to take 
credit for their efforts. 

Some caution must be exercised, though, to keep 
the presentation from becoming a disjointed "show-and
tell" session. The team leader may wish to consider 
having the analyst, or some other team member, prepare 
visual aids so that the graphics will be consistent and 
so that someone can build expertise in preparing 
graphics. 

Additional detailed information on planning the 
strategy of presentations, organizing the material, devel
oping the presentation, and improving individual effec
tiveness in oral presentations can be found in the 
following references: 

Effective Presentations 
by Edward Hodnett, 
West Nyack, New York: Parker Publishing Company, 
1967. 

Presenting Technical Ideas: A Guide to Audience Com
munication 
by W. A. Mambert, 
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1968. 

The emphasis of both the report and oral presenta
tions should be on stimulating officials to select a course 
of action and to commit resources for implementation. 
Program evaluations and analyses that are academic 
exercises and do not affect the decision-making process 
are a waste of everyone's time. 

TASK 12-FOLLOW·UP OBLIGATIONS 
Perhaps the most vital task in the evaluation and 

analysis process is the task that converts aU of the project 
team efforts into program improvements-the imple
mentation of approved recommendations. All of the 
tasks, beginning with the selection of the program to 
be evaluated or analyzed, have been oriented toward this 
end. It is all too easy for the project team to get so 
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Figure 25. SAN DiEGO COUNTY REPORT REVIEW SYSTEM. 
The sample below illustrates how the San Diego County 
Office of Program Evaluation (OPE) handles program 
agency comments on draft reports. Pages such as this, 
printed on different color paper fl"Om the rest of the re
port, are placed at the end of each report section on which 
the program agency Wishes to comment. Space is provided 
for OPE response. 

SECTION IX ADDENDUM 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE'S (DPW) 

OBJECTIONS/COMMENTS AND 
OFFICE OF PROGRAM EVALUATiON'S (OPE) 

RESPONSE 

A. Objections/Comments 
While DPW management did not question the 
basic findings of this section, i.e., that the pres
ent system's efficiency can be improved, DPW 
management did object to one of the changes 
recommended by OPE. 
The recommendation in question was that 
granted cases be "banked" by unit rather than 
be maintained on an individual case load basis 
by individual Eligibility Workers (EWs). DPW's 
objections to this recommendation were based 
on the contention that any EW could make case 
changes and cases would not be assigned to any 
particular EW, which would result in a loss of 
case "accountability." In other words, a man· 
agement problem would occur since responsi
bility for a particular case could not be pin
pointed on any EW. DPW's suggestion was that 
other alternatives be investigated during the 
course of the implementation in order to deter
mine whether another method for distributing 
workload could be deSigned. 

8. OPE's Response 
While OPE does not object to the suggestion 
that other alternatives be investigated, OPE dis
agrees that a "banking" system will create ac
countability problems for the follOWing reasons: 
1. Case changes by EWs are made via a com· 

puter document (lM!) which requires the 
EW's signature. Thus, any problem resulting 
from a case change can be immediately traced 
to the EW in question who Is responsible. 

2. A similar banking system was recommended 
in the Food Stamp Evaluation and has been 
implemented successfully without encounter
!ng the accountability problem. 

Based on the above and In view of the potential 
efficiency benefits, OPE still recommends that a 
banking system be implemented. 

involved with the mechanics of the study that the pro
duction and presentation of the project report becomes 
the final goal, rather than just one step toward the true 
goal-the improvement of government services. The 
project report has been structured to encourage local 
officials to choose a course of action based on the find
ings of the project team. That same team should now 
be concerned with converting that decision into actions. 
This task encompasses three major steps: (I) forming 
an implementation team, (2) preparing a workplan. 
and (3) monitoring progress. 



Step 1-Forming an Implementation Team 
Once local officials have decided which recommenda

tions or program alternatives should be implemented, 
an implementation project leader should be appointed 
and should begin detailed planning for the implementa
tion of that decision. This project leader may be the 
same individual who managed the preceding study. 

The first major step is the formation of an implemen
tation ,team. The team should consist of representatives 
of the program agencies involved and the analyst who 
worked on the evaluation or analysis. In some instancetl, 
experts from outside the government and representa
tives of community groups should also be included. 
Lead responsibility should be given to someone from 
the agency most involved in the program, with the 
project analyst serving in an advisory capacity. The 
inclusion of the analyst is important for three reasons: 
(1) The analyst has spent considerable time studying 
the program, and this depth of knowledge should not 
be wasted. (2) Involvement by the analyst will foster 
the idea that the program evaluation or analysis staff is 
interested in cooperating to improve government opera
tions and is not "out to get" the agency. (3) The analyst 
can see first-hand the impact of his recommendations 
and learn from mistakes. Staff limitations may curtail 
the amount of time the analyst can devote to the imple
mentation, but the analyst should at least monitor the 
progress of the team. 

Stcp 2-PI'cparing an Implcmcntation Worlcplan 
. The second major step is the preparation of a work

plan covering implementation tasks and steps. The 
workplan should include a description of all tasks 
necessary for implementation, a chart showing duration 
and timing of those tasks, and a detailed estimate by 
task of the per&onnel, dollar, and equipment resources 
required. A sample of the type of scheduling chart 
used by the San Diego County Office of Program Evalu
ation for their implementation workplan is shown in 
Figure 26. Each recommcndations should be shown as 
a major task, with the key steps necessary to implement 
the recommendation shown as subtasks. 

The City of San Diego uses a slightly different format 
and approach. Rather than show a time-line, the city's 
workplan lists each recommendation and subtask along 
with a. target date for completion, and the name of the 
individual responsible for carrying out that part of the 
implementation. This approach means that top manage
ment mandates various middle management personnel 
to carry out specific duties by a specified date. Such 
an approach is relatively simple to monitor and lets 
each actor know his responsibilities. An excerpt from a 
City of San Diego "Action Plan" is shown in Figure 27. 

Whatever method is cliosen, a workplan will not only 
provide team members with a clear picture of where 
they are going, but also provide management with a 
yardstick to measure progress. See Chapter II for a 
more detailed discussion on preparing workplans. 

Figure 26. SAN DIEGO COUNTY OFFICE OF PROGRAM EVALUATION (OPE) IMPLEMENTATION WORKPLAN. Below is an 
excerpt from the type of chart that the San Diego County OPE includes in its implementation workplan to show the tim
ing and duration of the work required to Implement each recommendation. The numbers in parentheses are the number 
of weeks that the subtasks will take. 

WORKPLAN FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CHANGES TO THE GENERAL RELIEF PROGRAM AT PILOT LOCATION 

WEEK ENDING 

Tasks 10/1 10/8 10/15 10/22 10/29 11/5 11/12 

VII. Introduce Screening Sheet, Pre-Info. 
Application 

A. Development of Procedural Manual 
Section (1) 

B. Training (3) 

1. Screening Eligibility Worker (EW) 
2. Intake EW 
3. Granted EW 
4. Reception Clerk 

C. Monitoring Effects (2) 
VIII. Transferring EW Interview Functions to 

Clerical 

A. Procedural Manual Section (1) 
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Figure 27. CITY OF SAN DIEGO ACTION PLAN. The excerpt below Illustrates how the City of San Diego allocates respon
sibility for implementing evaluation results. Each task represents a recommendation from the evaluation report. The tar
get completion date and responsibility for each recommendation are clearly shown. 

ACTION PLAN 

Task 

2. Equipment Division storerooms access be restricted 
to storeroom personnel where and when they are 
available in compliance wiCh DiVision Instructions. 

a. Prepare memo to Division personnel. 
b. Assign responsibility for compliance. 

3. Equipment Division Ser"ice Writers, whenever pos
sible, take over the preparation of the Buy Out re
quest forms and searching parts catalogs for parts 
numbers. 

a. Notify appropriate Division personnel of action. 

4. Equipment Division prepare and submit PC-1 to Per
sonnel Department to create Auto Parts Manager 
position. 

Step 3-Monitoring Implementation Progress 
Once implementation has begun, it should be the 

leam leader's responsibility to track the progress of the 
effort. The workplan should provide several milestones 
to measure progress. As major milestones are reached, 
the implementation team leader should report to local 
decision makers whether the implementation is pro
ceeding according to schedule and whether the imple
mented actions arc actually having the effect expected 
by management. In order to accomplish the second 
objective of progress monitoring, the analyst will have 
to measure program evaluation criteria on an ongoing 
basis, in essence performing a mini-evaluation. The 
second aspect of progress reporting should be of key 
interest to the analyst, since it should provide feed
back on the accuracy and practicality of the analysis. 
The reporting process should continue until implemen
tation is complete, at which time management should 
begin to make plans for a formal evaluation of the 
program. 

Both the implementation team and management 
should be aware that implementation may not proceed 
strictly according to the workplan. Implementation is 
usually fraught with practical difficulties. For example, 
a clerical operation was analyzed using industrial engi
neering techniques to determine the amount of work 
each employee should produce each day under new pro
cedures. The analyst who made the calculations forgot 
to include accepted industrial engineering factors for 
nonproductive time, thus inadvertently creating greater 
expectations for operational improvement than were 
actually realized. 

Other types of common problems, such as under
estimating the time required to change procedures or 
train personnel can easily delay or reduce expected 
benefits. It may be necessary for the implementation 
team to devise and seek management approval of revised 
recommendations. Effective implementation requires 
flexibility, and can have tremendous educational benefits 
for analysis personnel. 
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Target Date 

90 days after Auto Parts 
Manager position is filled. 

9/22 
9/22 

9/22 

9/22 

SUMMARY 

Person Responsible 
Keith 

Keith 
Keith 

Keith 

Trousdale, Oxe 
Stlbernagel 

Program evaluation and program analysis are closely 
related processes aimed at providing State and local 
government officials with improved information on 
program effectiveness for use in making resource alloca
tion decisions. Evaluation provides information on the 
impact of existing government efforts and highlights 
areas that need improvement. Analysis can then be 
employed to help determine the most effective form for 
those improvements to take. After program improve
ments have been implemented, evaluation is once again 
needed to assess their success and the cycle begins again. 
The cycle can also begin with program analysis used to 
determine the best way to institute a totally neW 
program, followed by an evaluation of the program 
activities. While evaluation and analysis can be used 
separately, the payoff is greatly improved by using 
both processes together. 

The successful use of evaluation and analysis depends 
on: 

The existence of, or the ability to formulate meaningful 
goals, objectives, and evaluation criteria for public 
programs; 

The ability to measure program effectiveness through 
the collection and interpretation of data; 

The wiIlingness of public officials to support the process 
by basing resources allocation decisions on the infor
mation presented to them; and 

The commitment on the part of local officials to imple
ment the recommendations of evaluation and analysis 
projects. 
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Appendix A 

PRINCIPLES OF EVALUATION 

Evaluation designs arc of three major types: (I) 
experimental, (2) quasi-experimental, and (3) nonex
perimental. A useful design for any particular study 
must allow the analyst to determine what effects arc 
attributable to program activities, and what effects 
result from other influences. External factors that arc 
not taken into account arc a source of invalidity. The 
most relevant of these sources arc presented in Figure 
28. 

The ideal evaluation design guards against all possi
ble sources of invalidity. The only designs that fit this 

de~cription arc experimental designs. Experimental de
signs involve setting up a program as if it 'Nere a 
scientific experiment. That is. a target group is estab
lished of "clients" (people, precincts, work teams, etc.) 
that arc alike in as many respects as possible. Members 
of this target group arc assigned randomly to be part 
of a control group or a program group. Each group is 
measured according to pertinent evaluation criteria. 
The program group is exposed to the program in ques
tion and the control group is not. At the end of the 
program. or at some interim point, both groups arc 
again measured against evaluation criteria. The two 
groups' preprogram and postprogrml1 scores arc then 
compared. and the difference, if nny, is attributed to the 
program. 

Figure 2.11. INVALIDITY FACTORS. The factors below are the major sources of inva\{dlty that can affect the \'esults of an 
evaluation. (Source.' Van Maanen, Jr., The Process of Program Evaluation. Washington, D. C.: National Training and 
Development Service Press, 1973.) 

Change. People and situations change as 11 matter 
of course. Changes can occur without or In spite 
of government programs. 

External Circumstances. Extel'l1al events may affect 
the success of a program. Such events should be 
anticipated although they may not always be r6.)
ognized. A subtle change in the economy may, for 
example. dramatically influence the outcomes of 
a job training program. Or, the public disclosure 
of certain scandalous material may seriously af
fect the results of a communitywide public infor
mation campaign. 

Regression. Extreme characteristics of program par
ticipants may seriously affect program results, 
especially if these uharacteristics are directly re
I ... ted to the nature of a program. Selection of 
participants for a traini(lg program on the basis of 
very low morale scores or very high absentee 
rates is an example of this often misunderstood 
p·roblem. Whether or not the training Is effective 
will have more to do with the characteristics of 
the participants than the training itself. 

Testing. A pretest may easily influence the scores 
on a second test. People are sensitive to testing 
situations and a variety of responses may be 
evoked having nothing at all to do with the pro
gram Itself. Practice effects may spring up. Par
ticipants may discuss the pretest with one another 
so that when the follow-up test Is administered, 
their answers reflect collective interpretations 
rather than their own. Or, persons may become 
more responsive to program efforts as a result 
of a pretest. 

Instrumentation. Measures may be altered from 
time to time during a program and an illusion of 
effect produced. Observers may be sWitched or 

An example of the lise of slIch a design can be seen 
in the testing of high·intensity street lighting to combat 
crime. Because the jurisdiction docs not know if the 
new lighting will in fact reduce crime and! or traffic 
accidents, officials arc reluctant to commit the consider
able amollnt of money required without better evidence. 
A number of geographic arens within the jurisdiction 
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scnring methods revised. If the measurement 
devices are not the same over the evaluation 
period, the results are sure to be affected. 

Selection. As in regression problems, trouble may 
arise whenever control and treatment groups are 
selected on a nonrandom basis and. as a result, 
have different characteristics. Most frequent per
haps Is the case where members of a treatment 
group are volunteers and members of the control 
group are selected from those who did not volun
teer. The equivalence nf the two groups clearly 
should be questioned. Sometimes In management 
training programs, the first participants are se
lected on the basis of their "promise." The pro
gram, on the basis of the Initial cycle, is judged 
a success and expanded companywlde with, pre
dictably, disastrous results. It is obvious that the 
most likely explanation of the original success of 
the program lay in the characteristics of the par
ticipants and not in the features of the program 
itself. 

Attrition. Participants may drop out during a pro
gram-a factor over which the evaluator may have 
little control. The remnants of either the treat
ment group or control group (or both) may be 
very diffet'ent from the original group In Impor
tant and unknown ways. A program to increase 
employee commitment to organizational goals 
begins, for instance, with 100 employees partici
pating. At the conclusion, only 50 remain In the 
program. Looking at the lfinal commitment Index, 
the evaluator notes a much higher commitment 
score than the group ol'i!~inally demonstrated. It 
is self-evident that he would commit a serious 
error if he were to cooGlude that the program 
Itself caused the upward shift. 

arc identified that have highly similar characteristics 
(crime rate. land use, population density, traffic patterns, 
family income, etc.). Some of these areas arc then 
randomly designated to receive the new street lights. 
Data on crime and automobile accident rates for all of 
the areas arc gathered for the past several years. Similar 
figures are gathered and compared at six months and 



again a year after the installation of the new lights. If no 
other causes call be identified, then any significant 
change in the crime or accident rates is attributed to the 
11ew lights. 

Obviously, this design poses some serious problems. 
Many local government programs are not experimental; 
that is, tlw lre ongoing programs of regular services 
(street patcnwg, recreation programs, fire prevention, 
etc.) that cannot be denied to a segment of the popula
tion merely to prc.vide a basis for evaluation. EVen when 
the type of program lends itself to the usc of this design. 
the jurisdiction leaves itself open to potential political 
problems if community groups feel that they are being 
used as guinea pigs or urI.? being arhitrarily denied 
improved services. Experimental designs can be used 
only for prctgrams that have not yet been implemented 
because of the need for a control grollp unaffected by 
the program. Critics al~o claim that experimental 
designs require holding the program constant rathe~ 
than improving it on a continuing basis. 

As the above brief description should indicate, experi
mental designs are the most expensive and tim~-con
suming to usc. Experimental dcsigns are, however, the 
most preeise und can be useful in certain limited 
circumstances to Slate and local governments, such GS 

in the street lighting example give It above, Since their 
use is the most limited, no experimental designs have 
been documented in this Guide. 

The next type of evaluation design is the quast
experimental type. As the name suggests, quasi- experi
mental designs do not satisfy the strict requirements 
of experimental designs, but have many of the same 
features. Quasi-experimental designs do not require 
rigorous comparison group selection but instead use 
comparison groups that are closely matched i:l many 
characteristics with the program group. 

The third category of evaluation designs is the non
experimental type. Nonexperimental designs do not use 
any kind of similar group for comparative purposes. 
Instead. such things as planned performance or the 
trend of program evaluation criteria over time are used 
for comparative purposes. 

It is conceivable that a jurisdiction. after gaining 
some expc;l'i~nce with program evaluation, may wish to 
undertake an evaluation project that would involve a 
design more appropriate to its special circumstances 
thM the designs presented in this chapter. Accordingly, 
the references liMF.~d below are provided so that a juris
dictiOlt that has gained some experience in program 
evaluation can have access to the full runge of available 
designs. These references also apply additional technical 
information on the three designs presented in this 
appendix. 
Evaluation Research 

by Carol H. Weiss, 
Englewood Cliffs. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1972. 

Experimental alltt Quasi-Experimental Designs for 
Research 
by Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley, 
Chicago. Illinois: Rand McNally, 1966. 

Evaluative Research 
By Edward A. Suchman. 
N"ew York: Russell Sage Foundation. 1967. 
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Appendix n 
SAMPLE SURV!;YS 

Surveys are tools for questioning selected snmples 
of the general public. They ll1ay involve mailing ques
tionnaires to respondents, leaving questionnaire~ at 
respondents' homes and retrieving them at (l latel' date, 
interviewing respondents in persoll, or intervic\ving 
respondents over the telephone. Surveys provide feed
back on respondent perceptions, desires, needs, prefer
ences, priorities, opinions, and experiences, This infor
mation can be used to augment the [ollowing program 
evaluation and analysis activities: 

Formulating program goals and objectives, 
Choosing among alternative programs to meet these 

objectives, a'ad 
Measuring program accomplishments and results. 

Potential Bcnefitft 
The primary benefit that surveys 'offer is the capacity 

to elicit the views of numerous individuals, l11ltnv 01 
whol11 would not otherwise partiCIpate :n the c"alu<lt ipl1 

and analysis process. Thus, survey information can be 
more representatiVe cf the public at large than informa
tion obtained through other kinds of public involvement 
efforts. 

Surveys also offer thc following benefits: 

SurV(;y responses can be readily anulyzed to determine 
underlying patterns and relationships, including trends 
over time. 

Surveys can foclls on specific respondent groups and/or 
specific issues or objectives of interest to the user 
jurisdiction. 

Surveys can illuminate the rationale behind respondent 
answers. 

Surveys can gather information about people's percep
tions, desires, and opinions unavailable from other 
sources. 

Surveys can reduce the sense of isolation or alientatio)1 
felt by many respondents. 

Selected Documentation 
The following five documents can provide valuable 

assistance to jurisdictions interested in administering 
surveys: 

An Introdv<>tion to Sample SlIrveys jor GOl'emnWlI1 
Melll(,&, irs 
by Carol H. Weiss and Harry P.Hatry. 

Obtaining Citizen Feedback: The Application oj (·Ifi7'.f'l1 

Surveys 10 Local GOYel'llments 
by Kenneth Webb and Harry P. Hutty. 

SI/rvey Research 
by Charles H. Backstrom and Gerald H. Hursh. 

Citizen Involvementl Communicatio/l Manllal 
Chapter VIII, "Surveys," 
by the City of Lakewood, Colorado. 

Survey Manual for Comprehensive Urhan Pllll/I/ing: TIl(.! 
Use oj Surveys alld Sampling T,'chlliqlwr ill the 
Planning Process 
by Jerome R. Saroff and Alberta Z. Levitan. 
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An Introduction to Sample Surveys and Obtaining 
Citizen Feedback, both published by The Urban Insti
tute, promote the use of surveys in government on a 
regularly scheduled basis. The books provide back
ground information valuable in deciding whether or 
not to administer a survey. Topics discussed include: 

Potential applications of survey techniques; 
Organization of a sample survey; 
The relative merits of building an in-house capacity to 

administer surveys versus hiring outside consultants; 
The advantages and disadvantages of different survey 

modes, including cost infOImation; and 
Pitfalls commonly encountered in administering surveys. 

Survey Research is a nontechnical manual dealing 
with personal interview surveys, but the material pre
sented is equally useful fo! other survey modes. l.. .' 
'ernment personnel should consult Survey Research for 
instruction in the following requisite survey steps: 

Selecting a representative sample and an adequate 
sample size; 

Developing effective personal interview introdnctions; 
Developing effective questions; 
Identifying necessary demographic questions; 
Designing effective questionnaires; 
Training, briefing, motivating, and equiping interviewers; 
Coordinating fieldwork; and 
Coding responses. 

Citizen Involvement/ Comm':'nication Manual, Chap
ter VIII, "Surveys," presents guidelines for preparing, 
conducting, and reporting on mailed, drop and pick-up, 
personal interview, and telephone surveys. The Lake
wood guidelines cover the following subjects: 

Deciding whether a survey is needed and feasible; 
Writing and sequencing questions; 
Selecting a survey sample; 
Pretesting a questionnaire; 
Coding questionnaires and analyzing survey results; and 
Preparing a report on survey results. 
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Survey Manual for Comprehensive Urban Planning 
presents a case study of a personal interview survey in 
Providence, Rhode Island, and a methodo;ogy for 
designing surveys, collecting data, and analyzing the 
results. Government personnel should consult this 
manual to select a survey design and an appropriate 
sampling method. 

User Experience 
Although many jurisdictions use surveys on an ad 

hoc basis to evaluate specific programs, few administer 
regularly scheduled surveys. The following jurisdictions 
survey their citizens on a regular basis: 

St. Petersburg, Florida, just completed its third annual 
personal interview survey of citizen perceptions about 
municipal service effectiveness. • 

Metro Nashville-Davidson County, Tennessee, com
pleted two annual personal interview surveys of citi-

• zen perceptions about municipal service effectiveness 
and switched to quarterly telephone surveys in 1976. 

Dayton, Ohio, has been using annual personal inter
view surveys for several years to provide the City 
Council with information about community priorities 
during the budget-setting process. 

New Orleans, Louisiana, has completed one extensive 
personal interv;ew survey and is planning biennial 
telephone surveys to identify neighborhood needs 
and problems. 

Dallas, Texas, has conducted three annual citizen Slif

veys to measure citizen satisfaction with the quality 
and effectiveness of city services. 

In addition to the above general surveys, Winston
Salem, North Carolina, and Phoenix, Arizona, have 
made extensive use of surveys to evaluate specific 
programs. 

Adaptation Considerations 
Jurisdictions considering the use of surveys should 

review An Introduction to Sample SllI'I'eys for Govern
ment Managers, by Weiss and Hatry, and Obtaining 
Citizen Feedback: The Application of Citizen Surveys co 
Local Governments, by Webb and Hatry, and contact 
other jurisdictions experienced in their use. For more 
information about how actually to administer a survey, 
they should review Survey Research, by Backstrom and 
Hursh; Citizen Involvement! COHlmwlication Manual, 
Chapter VIII, "Surveys," by Lakewood, Colorado; and 
Survey Manual for Comprehensive Urban Pla/lning, by 
Saroff and Levitan. Figure 29 provides information on 
how to obtain these documents and whom to contact in 
other jurisdictions. 

Jurisdictions considering the use of surveys ~hould 
be aware of the following relationships between sample 
size, survey mode, survey accuracy, survey cost, and 
the need for trained, experienced personnel: 



Figure 29. CONTACTS: SURVEYS 

FOR COPIES OF: 
An introduction to Sample Surveys for Government 
Managers. by Weiss and Hatry, and Obtaining Cit/
zen Feedback, by Webb and Hatry (refer to URI-
30003 and URI-18000), contact: 

Publications Office 
The Urban Institute 
2100 M Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20037 
(202) 223-1950 

Survey Research. by Backstrom and Hursh, contact: 
Northwestern University Press 
1735 Benson Avenue 
Evanston, Illinois 60201 
(312) 493-5313 

"Surveys" in Lakewood, Colorado's Citizen involve· 
ment/Communication Manual. arid for information 
about Lakewood's use of surveys, contact: 

Ms. Kay Maune 
Office of the City Administrator 
City of Lakewood 
1580 Yarrow Street 
Lakewood, Colorado 80215 
(303) 234-8605 

Survey Manual for Comprehensive Urban Planning, 
by Sarf'!f and Levitan, contact: 

Institute of Social, EC~lI1omic, and Government 
Research 

University of Alaska 
College, Alaska 99701 
(907) 479-7436 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT: 
The use of surveys in St. Petersburg. Fbrida, con· 
tact: 

Mr. Paul Yingst 
Director of Management Improvement 
City of St. Petersburg 
P.O. Box 2842 
St. Petersburg, Florida 33731 
(813) 893-7491 

Special expertise in using samples, questionnaires, and 
interviewers is needed to minimize the bias present 
in survey results; 

Consulting survey specialists used in place of staff 
expertise can triple survey costs: 

Cost increase with increasing sample si7<:; 
Personal interview surveys are more expensive than 

telephone surveys, and both are more expensive than 
drop and pick-up and mailed surveys; 

Drop and pick-up and mailed surveys are more easily 
biased than perso!1al interview and telephone surveys; 

Survey results are only as accurate as the respondents' 
answers, which reflect t!)eir knowledge, memories, and 
motivation, so responses to questions requiring special 
knowledge should be interpreted carefully to avoid 
mistaking opinions or guesseo for facts; 
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The use of surveys in Metro Nashville·Davidson 
Count, Tennessee, contact: 

Mr. Tom Finnie 
Assistant Director of Finance 
Metro Government of Nashville·Davidson County 
Stahlman Building, Room 1018 
Nashville, Tennessee 37201 
(615) 259-6601 

The use of surveys in Dayton, Ohio, contact: 
Mr. Timothy H. Riordan 
Office of Management and Budget 
101 West Third Street 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 
(513) 225-5520 

The use of surveys in New Orleans, Louisiana, 
contact: 

Mr. Allen Rosenzweig 
Mayor's Office 
1300 Perdido Street 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130 
(504) 586-4295 

The use of surveys in Winston·Salem, 
North Carolina, contact: 

Mr. Gary Brown 
Evaluation Director 
Room 817 
NCNB Building 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27102 
(919) 727-2653 

The use of surveys in Phoenix, Arizona, contact: 
Mr. Charles E. Hill 
Budget and Research Director 
Room 801 
251 '.Nest Washington 
Phoenix, Arizona 85003 
(602) 262-6721 

The use of surveys in Dallas, Texas, contact: 
Mr. Mark Wassenich 
Office of Management Services 
Room 402, City Hall 
Dallas, Texas 75201 
(214) 748-9711, ext. 1421 

Survey representativeness is affected by the number of 
citizens who object to being 'interviewed because they 
fee it is an invasion of privacy, or, especially in 
communities which are surveyed too often, a waste 
of time; and 

The results of surveys dealing with a single specific 
service or program are easier to interpret and apply 
than the results of more general surveys. 



Appendix C 

PROGRAM EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS 
STUDIES 

One of the most difficult information sources for a 
local government to tap is the work done by other 
jurisdictions. Information on the program alternatives 
consinered or adopted by other jurisdictions can be of 
valuaole assistance to a program analysis project. Evalu
(l,tion reports from other jurisdictions can sometimes 

Description 

POLICE 
Citizen attitudes toward police 
Survey of police attitudes and job satisfaction 
Police Department program analysis and review 
Analysis of city police department costs vs. county 
sheriff costs 
Development of MBO structure 
Refined analysis of crime data 

FIRE 
Fire department program analysis 
Productivity and salary evaluation 
Evaluation of fire inspection operation 
Fire condition information system 

PUBLIC WORKS 
Street maintenance program analysis 
Equipment division parks management evaluation 
Posted street sweeping analysis 
Construction inspection and clerical work load evalua
tion and unalysis 
Optimal retirement and replacement periods for large 
equipment 
Impact of special clean-up and rodent control programs 
Uncontainable refuse service poHcy analysis 
Productivity improvement, equipment division 

RECREATION AND PARKS 
Parks division program analysis 
Needs analysis for bikepaths 
User and nonuser surveys of various recreation services 
Evaluation of proposed expansion of golf course conces
sion 
Evaluation of several recreation centers 
Productivity improvement, parks division 
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help the analyst identify effective evaluation t:riteria. 
In an effort to stimulate this type of information ex
change, five governments have volunteered their lists 
of completed program evaluation studies. Short descrip
tions of each study are listed by functional areas. A 
contact person for each jurisdiction is noted at the end 
of the listing. The analyst is surged to contact the 
appropriate jurisdiction by phone to get a more detailed 
description of the study scope before requesting a copy 
of the study report. 

Jurisdiction 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Phoenix, Arizona 
Long Beach, California 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Phoenix, Arizona 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Phoenix, Arizona 
City of San Diego, California 

Long Beach, California 
Long Beach, California 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Phoenix, Arizona 

City of San Diego, California 

Phoenix, Arizona 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Long Beach, California 

City of San Diego, California 
City of San Diego, California 



Description 

HOUSING 
Impact of housing inspections 
Development of system to measure impact and work 
outputs of inspect( operations 

HUMAN RESOU1tCES 
Evaluation of Food Stamp program 
Alcohol detoxification evaluation 
Evaluation of three alcohol care and treatment programs 
Head Start program evaluation 
General Relief welfare evaluation 
LEAP program analysis (Community Action Agency) 

COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Hotel market data study 
Economic Development Corporation evaluation 
Impact of community development program 
Impact of urban renewal, rehabilitation, and relocation 

PERSONNEL 
Evaluation of personnel policies 
Personnel department program analysis and review 

TRANSPORTATION 
Traffic engineering program analysis and review 
Bus-user survey to determine satisfaction and potential 
change 
Nonbus-user survey to examine market potential 

FINANCE 
PPB systems evaluation 
Bicycle license study 
Marina and launching ramp fee study 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Court program analysis and review 
Library program analysis and review 
Planning department Environmental Studies Division 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT: 

Specific studies conducted in Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina, contact: 

Gary Brown 
Evaluation Director 
Room 817 
NCNB Building 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27102 
(919) 727-2653 

SpeCific studies conducted in Phoenix, Arizona, contact: 
Charles E. Hill 
Budget and Research Director 
Room 801 
251 West Washington 
Phoenix, Arizona 85003 
(602) 262-6721 

Specific studies conductl~d in San Diego County, 
California, contact: 

Donald Fisk 
Acting Director 
Office of Program Evaluation 
1600 Pacific Highway 
San Diego, California 92101 
(714) 236·4053 
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Jurisdiction 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

San Diego County, California 
San Diego County, California 
San Diego County, California 
San Diego County, California 
San Diego County, California 

Phoenix, Arizona 

Long Beach, California 
City of San Diego, California 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

San Diego County, California 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Phoenix, Arizona 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Phoenix, Arizona 
Long Beach, California 
Long Beach, California 

Phoenix, Arizona 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Long Beach, California 

Specific studies conducted in the City of San Diego, 
California, contact: 

David Knapp 
Assistant Director of Financial Management 
202 "c" Street 
San Diego, Califoria 92101 
(714) 236-6060 

Specific studies conducted in Long Beach, 
California, contact: 

James E. Phelps 
Budget and Research Director 
Room 207, City Hall 
long Beach, California 90802 
(213) 436-9041 
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